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CHAPTEE I.

INTRODUCTORY.

THE keeping of books of account is generally

considered as a means to an end, rather than as

an end in itself a means to the proper ascertain-

ment of the position of the business concerned in

relation to its various affairs, so far as this can be

shown by figures From this point of view the

shorter the means adopted to secure a result the

better * Bookkeeping to-day is not what it was

fifty or a hundred years ago, as it has been affected

by the general desire to shorten labour The
result is that, although good modern bookkeeping
is much more efficient than the bookkeeping of

a bygone age, yet the very brevity which is its

advantage is apt to obscure the principles upon
which it is founded.

But though to the owner of a business the

keeping of books is only a means to an end, yet to

the bookkeeper or to the accountant, books are the

tools with which he works, and he needs there-

fore to have complete familiarity with them a

familiarity which can only be attained when he has

so grasped the principle on which they are kept
as to be able to apply it to every conceivable

transaction.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF MODERN BOOKKEEPING.

The end to be achieved in bookkeeping is the

accurate recording of the minimum amount of

financial information with which the business

immediately concerned can be successfully carried

on. In every business there is a minimum of

financial information necessary for bare existence.

Beyond this minimum there is (especially in manu-

facturing businesses) a vast amount of information,

of an analytical sort, which books may, if neces-

sary, be devised to afford. But, as bookkeeping
costs money, the question of how much of this

possible information should be produced is (or

ought to be) governed solely by the cost of obtain-

ing it in relation to its value when obtained.

Thus division into departments is a commercial

necessity in a large store, and it pays to arrange

the books accordingly. It would be equally pos-

sible so to arrange them as to ascertain the amount

of sales for each hour of the day, or to separate

from the general sales those made to customers

apparently of foreign nationality. But the informa-

tion, however interesting it might be, would not be

worth the trouble (i.e the cost) which it involved.

Whatever be the amount of bookkeeping

adjudged necessary, accuracy is a condition which

must be attained. As books are kept by human

agency, with all its liability to error, it is impossible

to accept the work of the bookkeeper, as it comes

fresh from his hand, as beyond all question

accurate. It is needful to apply some check. If
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this check can take the form of separating his

work into two parts which ought to be equal, and

ascertaining periodically that they are equal, that

is obviously much better than merely revising

what he has done, in the order in which he has

done it.

The system of check which answers all

requirements and is at the bottom of all efficient

bookkeeping is that which is known as " Double

Entry."

There are many people who, if asked what

double-entry meant, as applied to bookkeeping,

would say that it meant entering everything twice.

And so far are they from being wrong that, carried

to its fullest extent, it really means entering every-

thing four times twice in the Journal and twice

in the Ledger. The idea underlying the jword
" double

"'inthe term is that it takes two tojjaake

a,tmrisa.p,f.inr> rand that any particular trader enter-

inginto
a transaction with another person ought

to_record it both as regards himself and asjftgards

thejperson
with whom he dealsT This method of

recording a transaction is frequently stated as

though it were an axiom. But it is no such thing ;

it is (or was) nothing but a question of practical

convenience, for there is no inherent reason why an

entry of a sale in a man's Day Book should not be

used for the double purpose of recording the trans-

action as it affects him and also as it affects the /

customer, and in nearly all modern books this
/
/
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is what, in effect, is done. Nevertheless, the

principle of double-entry is at the bottom of all

bookkeeping, and it is necessary to understand

thoroughly the long and formal way of keeping-

books before short cuts can be taken with safety.



CHAPTEE II.

BOOKS IN EVERYDAY USE BRIEFLY DESCRIBED.
DAY-BOOK INVOICE BOOK CASH BOOK-

LEDGER.

IT is assumed that the reader has some

practical familiarity with at least the simpler kinds

of commercial books, and that he is aware that

there is a method by which their accuracy can be

demonstrated. It is easy to perceive that there is

some kind of system in them. Some books, it may
be seen, are written up from day to day or from

hour to hour. As various events happen, so are

entries made. The receipt and payment of cash

are recorded in a book kept for such things ; while

there is another book kept for recording credit

sales i.e., sales effected which are not paid for at

the time but are charged to the customers; and yet

another book for recording the purchases made by
the business.

Obviously there is here some kind of special-

isation which forbids the mixing up of cash with

sales, or purchases with either. It is also obvious

that each of these books is arranged in chrono-

logical order.

But these books do not exhaust the set.

There are other books, called Ledgers, which are
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also in common use but are not of necessity

entered up from day to day, though they may be.

(The word "Ledger" comes from the old Dutch
"
leggen

"
to lie, and the idea is that of a book

kept normally in one place.) The Ledger patently

differs from the other books. It is divided into a

number of accounts mostly headed with the name

of a person or firm, and these accounts contain

entries relating both to cash and to goods. More-

over, each account has two columns, and a very

casual inspection shows that in each account which

is that of a person or firm, these columns are in more

or less agreement with each other as to amount.

It can easily be ascertained that the entries

in the Ledger are derived from the other, or

chronological, books. It differs from these other

books in that it is not kept in chronological order,

but that, as has been said, it is divided up into

a great number of accounts. The arrangement,
in short, is analytical. If it is desired to find

out what happened in the business on a certain

day, say the 1st of May, a reference to the various

chronological books for that day will give the

information at once. If it is desired to find out,

not what happened on a particular day, but what

has happened as regards a particular person, say

John Thompson, with whom the business has

dealings, the Ledger is the book to refer to, and

the place in the Ledger to turn to is the page
headed with John Thompson's name.
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Here there is an evidence of system which

anyone having access to books may easily see-

two classes of books, one arranged chronologically,

the other analytically ;
while the chronological

books have the further evidence of system, that

they are themselves so divided that each class of

transaction has a book to itself.

It may be stated at this point, to be

emphasised later, that in all well-kept books the

entries in the two classes of books exactly corre-

spond when taken as a whole. Every item in the

chronological books goes into the Ledgers, and

the Ledgers contain nothing which has not come

from the chronological books.

This exact correspondence of the two classes

of books looks like double-entry, and indeed it is.

But though it is an evolution from, and improve-
ment upon, the original double-entry, it is not

the original ;
and this original, cumbrous in

practice, but simple in theory, must be understood

by everyone who desires to attain proficiency in

the art of bookkeeping.

The chronological books vary with the business

concerned, both in name and in number. The

book used to record the sales is generally known
as the "Day Book," but it may be called by
another name, such as the " Sales Day Book,'*

or the " Sales Journal.'' And so far from there

being of necessity only one book, there may be
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several, or even dozens, in use. Where there

are departments or some classification of sales,

there may be a Day Book for each department

or class. Each department again may have

several Day Books, perhaps one for Mondays,

Wednesdays, and Fridays, and another for the

other days. Moreover, in these days of cards,

loose-leaf books, carbon copies, and other devices,

the Day Book may not be a book at all in the

older use of the word. Further, the transactions

forming the subject of the entries need not be

the actual delivery of tangible goods. A pro-

fessional man sells services, not goods, and his

Day Book which he almost certainly does not call

by that name records the details of the services

rendered. Then there are special businesses,

such as banking, where what is sold is the use

of money, the charge for which is called interest
;

insurance, where protection from some risk is

given in return for a premium ;
estate owning,

where the use of property is sold in return for rent,

and many others. But it is the substance, not the

form, which is important in dealing with a

principle, and the point to bear in mind is that

in all businesses which sell on credit, whether

this sale be of goods or services, there is some

record kept of the delivery of these goods or

services a record which is the warrant for making
a charge through the Ledger against the person

liable to pay. In all that follows the record of
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sales made on credit, however it may be kept, is

called the "
Day Book."

Even as the Day Book records sales made

on credit, so the Invoice Book records purchases

made on credit. The Invoice Book has also many
names, such as the " Purchase Day Book " or

" Purchase Journal," and it has likewise many
forms. Indeed, it has more variations than the

Day Book. In every business a Day Book

a record of credit sales is of prime necessity

to the very existence of the business. It is no

desire for accuracy, or economy, or system, which

makes a man record his sales it is a case of

" no Day Book, no business/' But an Invoice

Book is not in the same position. Anyone

buying largely on credit would be foolish not to

keep one ; but not to keep one, or to keep it

imperfectly, though likely to be expensive, is not

fatal, for the transaction which should be the

subject of the buyer's Invoice Book has already

been the subject of the seller's Day Book, and if

the buyer is not certain of what he owes, the

seller may be trusted to tell him. Hence the

Invoice Book, not being the product of stern

necessity, has more elasticity about it, and is

sometimes used for purposes over and above

its primary one. But for the present purpose
the Invoice Book means the book or books,

or other material, used to record the credit

purchases.
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The book known as the Cash Book is seldom

described by any other name. Like the Day Book

and the Invoice Book, it may have many divisions.

Thus, in large businesses, the point is quickly

reached at which it is necessary to have one book

or set of books for cash received and another for

cash paid. The Cash Book will be described more

fully at a later stage (p. 30) for it has a peculiar

place in the double-entry system it is sufficient

at this point to understand that by the term
" Cash Book" is meant the book or books which

contain the record of all cash received and paid,

whether in coin or through the bank.

These three books Day Book, Invoice Book,

and Cash Book in their various forms are capable

of dealing with nearly all the transactions of most

businesses. But not with quite all
;

there still

remain transactions generally few in number, but

often very important for which they are not suited.

If there are a considerable number of these trans-

actions which are similar in character, a special

book with an appropriate name will probably be

kept for them. But these may be, and all other

transactions are, entered in a book called the

Journal a book which is but a shadow of its

former self, though it still retains its power of

recording any kind of transaction whatsoever. It

is the Journal which is the beginning of double-
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entry, and to know how to use it is to know the

art of bookkeeping.

Before, however, dealing with the Journal, it

is necessary to explain that the Ledger, like the

chronological books, may be, and generally is,

divided into several parts. It is common to have

a Ledger reserved for customers' accounts, called

the Sold Ledger; and this, again, may be divided

into several volumes on one of many principles

e.g., alphabetically, or by countries, or by districts

covered by particular travellers. It is also usual

to have a Bought Ledger in which are the accounts

of "furnishers"- i.e., those firms W7ho supply goods

to the business. Then there is usually a Nominal

Ledger, which will be dealt with later; and this,

again, is often subdivided, a part of the information

which would otherwise be kept in it being kept in

a Ledger which is under lock and key and is called

the Private Ledger. Possibly the Ledger, or part of

it, may be a series of cards kept in a box. But all

these divisions are for practical convenience only-

there is no fundamental principle involved in them.

If a business is a simple one, and there is, during

any given period, an absence of any transactions

other than those which are normal and regular, it

is very easy to learn mechanically the actions

required to balance the books at any time. But

such a slender knowledge does not avail to deal
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with those exceptional cases which are all but

certain to arise
;
nor is it likely that this slender

stock of knowledge will prove to be useful outside

of the business in which it was acquired. But once

get hold of a principle, not as a formula but as a

living truth, and this can be applied in any
circumstances.



CHAPTEE III.

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE JOURNAL ENTRY.

THE principle of Double Entry is admirably

summed up in its name, for it implies a double

record of each business transaction in a chrono-

logical record called the "
Journal," the entries in

which are posted to the Ledger. The Ledger now,

as always, is the recipient of all the entries in the

chronological books and of nothing else, and in that

sense time has not touched it
;
the difference is in

the books in which those primary entries are made.

The double-entry of our forefathers knew but

one chronological book, the Journal. This one

book took the place of all the specialised books

which are now employed, and in it was entered

every transaction, of whatever nature, exactly as

it occurred. The Journal, therefore, for any given

day showed every transaction which had occurred

during that day. Every payment or receipt of

cash, every movement of goods inwards or out-

wards, was made the subject of an entry contain-

ing both a debit and a credit, and in this form was

duly recorded in the Journal. Probably this prac-

tice was never carried out in its entirety in a large
B 2
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business, but it is only by conceiving of it as being

carried out that the principle can be thoroughly

grasped.

It is a fact, and an obvious one, that a business

transaction has two sides one as it affects the

particular trader whose books are the subject of

consideration at the moment, and the other as it

affects the person he is dealing with. (Exceptions,

or apparent exceptions, may be found by the

inquiring, but that does not affect the general

truth of the statement or its practical utility.)

Suppose A. to sell goods to X. on credit. To the

extent of this sale (call it J65) A. becomes the

creditor of X., while X. becomes the debtor of A.

These are facts, quite irrespective of whatever

entries may or may not be made in the books

either of A. or X. As A. has parted with goods

and has at the moment received nothing in return

(being content with the fact of the indebtedness of

X.), common prudence causes him to keep some

written record of the transaction. However

simple the entry may be, it is a putting in writing

of what, if A. put it in words, he would, in effect,

express thus

" X. is my debtor for 5
"
(adding, doubtless,

particulars as to the goods which made up the 5).

But exactly the same idea could be expressed

thus

" I am a creditor of X. for J65."
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Double-entry, through the medium of the

Journal, expresses both ideas. It assumes that

these transactions shall be posted twice in A.'s

Ledger once to the debit of X., and once to the

credit of A.
; though, in practice, as will be

explained later, the latter account is never called

A. simply, but is called " Goods Account" or
" Sales Account/' or some such name. But, what-

ever the name, the account is really A. in some

guise

For the purpose of his books, X. on his part

would, if he recorded the transaction, give expres-

sion to this idea

" A. is my creditor for 5,"

but he could also put it this way
"I am A.'s debtor for 5."

And if he kept his books in the double-entry of

our forefathers he would give effect to both of

these ways of putting it, by crediting A.'s account

in his Ledger, and by debiting himself, only he

would not call the account which he debited by
his own name, but would probably call it

" Goods

Account," or, perhaps,
" Purchases Account."

Turning to A.'s books again, the actual word-

ing employed in recording the transaction might
be thus :

X., Dr. to Goods Account ... ... 5

(with, of course, date and details), and this amount

could be posted twice once to the debit of X.,
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and again to the credit of Goods Account. But,

as a matter of practical convenience, it was found

better to have two columns one for the debit and

one for the credit, and to make the entry thus :

X Dr. 500
To Goods Account Cr. ... 500

The precise form and wording, and the position of

the cash columns in relation to the wording and

to each other, are all matters of detail. Clearness

and a separation of debits from credits are the

essentials.

A little reflection will show that this prin-

ciple can be applied to every transaction.

Obviously the purchase of goods can be similarly

treated, the entries being the reverse of those

necessary in the case of a sale. So with cash.

Suppose X. pays the 5 he owes A., the receipt by

A. of this sum makes X. a creditor for this sum,

and therefore makes A. his debtor. It should be

noted with reference to the statement that X. thus

becomes a creditor for 5 (and it is an excellent

thing to note in all bookkeeping affairs), that it is

well to deal with one thing at a time. Many

persons hastily reading the statement would say

that X. did not become a creditor by paying <5,

for he was already a debtor for that sum, and that

the payment only cleared his indebtedness. But

the whole transaction from A.'s point of view

the selling of goods of the value of 5 to X. and

getting paid for them is really made up of two
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transactions, one of which made X. a debtor for

5, while the other made him a creditor for 5.

These two transactions being placed against each

other cancel each other, but in reality they are

quite distinct.

The Journal entry of the transaction would

therefore be :

Cash Dr. 500
ToX Cr. ... 500

adding the date and any particulars that might
be desired.

The possibility of journalising various kinds

of transactions is shown more fully in the next

chapter.



CHAPTEE IV.

THE APPLICATION OF THE JOURNAL ENTRY TO
A SERIES OF TRANSACTIONS.

IT is common in bookkeeping examination

papers to meet with questions, which take the

form of a narration of a number of transactions,

described in colloquial language. Such a question,

setting forth the dealings of one William Jones,

is here taken as an illustration of the way in

which the Journal may be applied to record any
transaction. It is not to be supposed that the

Journal ought to be so applied ; the illustration is

given, as is explained more fully in the next

chapter, solely to show the connection between

modern bookkeeping and that journalisation which

lies at its root. The candidates are asked to

enter these transactions in the necessary books,

and if they did what the examiner wanted

them to do, they would open a Day Book in

which they would .enter all the sales
;

an

Invoice Book in which they would enter all the

purchases ;
and a Cash Book, with three columns,

which would show cash transactions, bank trans-

actions, and discount. The Day Book and the

Invoice Book they would post in detail to the

Personal Accounts in the Ledger, and the totals
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would be posted to a Sales Account and Purchases

Account respectively. The Cash Book would be

posted in detail to the Ledger.

While it is a convenience to have three chrono-

logical books running simultaneously, as in the

above instance, it is not a necessity. The above

transactions could with propriety be put through a

Journal, and in the olden days would, in fact, have

been entered in a Journal and not in the specialised

books now commonly used.

Here are the transactions as given in the

examination paper (in italics), and below each

transaction is given the Journal entry applicable

to it :

TRANSACTIONS JOURNALISED IN FULL.
1910

Jan. 1. Commenced business with Cash Capital 2,500.
Cashier Dr. 2,500
To Wm. Jones, Capital Account .. .. 2,500

Jan. 1. Paid to Bank, 2,350.
Bank Dr. 2,350
To Cas-hier 2,350

Jan. 3. Bought Goods from James Harrison <f Co., 540.

Wm. Jones," Pui chases Account .. Dr. 540
To James Harrison & Co. . . . . . . 540

Jan. 3. Sold Goods to William Adams, 180.

Wm. Adams Dr. 480
To Wm. Jones, Sales Account .... 480

Jan. 7. Bought Goods front, W. Smith & Co., 645.

Wm. Jones," Purchases Account . . Dr. 645
To W. Smith & Co 645

Jan. 8. Paid Wages in Cash, 8.

Wm. Jones, Wages Account .. .. Dr. 8
To Cashier 8

Jan. 8 Sold Goods to H. Allan d Co., 535.
H. Allan & Co Dr. 535
To Wm. Jones, Sales Account .. .. 535

Jan. 10. Received ClieguefromWm. Adams (discount 12) .

468.

Cashier Dr. 468
Wm. Jones, Discount Account . . Dr. 12
To Wm. Adams .. 480
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TKANSACriONS JOURNALISED IN FULL (continued.)

1910
Jan. 10. Paid to Bank, 468.

Bank Dr. 468
To Cashier 468

Jan. 11. Paid to James Harrison & Co. by Cheque (dis-
count

27).
513.

James Harrison & Co. . . . . . . Dr. 540
To Bank 513
To Wm. Jones, Discount Account .... 27

Jan. 12. Paid } year's Rent to 31st March 1910, in cash,
40.

Wm. Jones, Rent Account . . . . Dr. 40
To Cashier 40

Jan. 13. Bought Goods from H. Kershaw, 740.

Wm. Jonesi Purchases Account ,. Dr. 740
To H. Kershaw 740

Jan. 15. Paid Wages in Cash, 8.

Paid Office Expenses in Cash, 7.

Wm. Jones, Wages Account .. .. Dr. 8
Wm. Jones, Office Expenses Account Dr. 7

To Cashier . . 15
Jan. 17. Sold Goods to H. Hobson, 320.

H. Hobson Dr. 320
To Wm. Jones, Sales Account . . . . 320

Jan. 19. Sold Goods to William Adams, 160.
William Adams Dr. 160
To Wm. Jones, Sales Account .. .. 160

Jan. 21. Sold Goods to H. Allan & Co., 250.

H. Allan & Co Dr. 250
To Wm. Jones, Sales Account .. .. 250

Jan. 22. Paid Wages in Cash, 8.

Paid Office Expenses in Cash, 5.

Wm. Jones, Wages Account . . . . Dr. 8
Wm. Jones, Office Expenses Account Dr. 5
To Cashier 13

Jan. 25. Paid W. Smith & Co., by Cheque (discount 32).
613.

W. Smith & Co Dr. 645
To Bank 613
To Wm. Jones, Discount Account . . 32

Jan. 26. Received Cheque from H. Allan & Co. (discount
15). 520.

Cashier Dr. 520
Wm. Jones, Discount Account .. Dr. 15
To H. Allan & Co 535

Jan. 26. Paid to Bank, 520.
Bank Dr. 520
To Cashier 520

Jan. 29. Paid Wages in Cash, 8.

Paid Office Expenses, 4.

Wm. Jones, Wages Account . . . . Dr. 8

Wm. Jones, Office Expenses Account Dr. 4
To Cashier 12

11,796 11,796
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As has been explained, and as will be seen

from this illustration, every Journal entry must

have at least two parts, one being the name of the

account to be debited, the other the name of the

account to be credited, and often a third may be

necessary to give some account of the nature of the

transaction. This part is called the "
narration,"

and in practice some of the above entries would

require to be amplified by such a narration. Thus

the entries referring to the sale of goods require to

be amplified by appending the details of the sales,

as is done in an ordinary Day Book.

It will be noticed that each transaction is

made the subject of a double entry, and it is easy

to see that, if these entries are correctly posted to

the Ledger, the result is bound to be that the

aggregate of the total postings to the Ledger, as

ascertained by extraction, is on each side 11,796.

If, therefore, every transaction in a business be

journalised in this fashion, the material for an

automatic check on the correctness of the books is

at hand. (Note that the modern fashion is to

extract Ledger balances, not totals, as being

quicker, but the old way was first to extract totals,

and from these totals to deduce the balances.)

The value of the check thus afforded is subject

to at least two qualifications. First, two mistakes

or two groups of mistakes of the same amount, but

operating in opposite ways, would, if they occurred

on the same side of the books, escape detection.
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Thus, suppose that one of the postings to the debit

of a customer was 10 too little, and that in add-

ing up another account, say Purchases Account, to

ascertain the total which had gone to the debit of

it, a mistake were made in the addition which

resulted in the amount being put down as <10 too

much, the extractions of the debit postings as a

whole would still amount to ,11,796, and the books

would be passed as correct. Probably, however,

at least one of the mistakes would be stumbled

upon in the course of time, rendering necessary a

search for the other, but, in the meantime, the

customer's account might have been rendered for

the wrong amount and paid. This kind of mistake

may appear fanciful. It is not common, but it is

not so rare as a mathematician would predicate of

it, because some mistakes notably one of 10s.

in an addition are often made, and, when made,
are as likely to be made in one direction as

another.

The other respect in which the check falls

short of perfection is that it is a check in the lump

only, not in detail. It shows that the postings have

been made to the right side but not necessarily to

the right account. Goods sold to A. may be

debited to B., and the totals as extracted will

still be correct.

These two weaknesses two or more mistakes

exactly balancing, and postings to wrong accounts

are not to be charged as special weaknesses of
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double-entry. They are inherent in all systems

as at present worked, though there are ways of

minimising the danger of them. But it cannot

be too clearly understood that the introduction

of a system is one thing, and the working of it

another. The best of systems breaks down when

carelessly worked. A counting-house is not saved

by the adoption of a good system of bookkeeping
alone. There must be system in all that leads

up to the entries to be made in the books, and

(what is much more difficult) this system must be

carefully and intelligently worked.

Turning now to the specimen Journal entries

as given above, there are two peculiarities in these

particular entries which would not occur in prac-

tice, even though they were being put through the

Journal. The first of these peculiarities is that,

where the word " cash
"

is commonly employed,
the word "cashier" has been used. It gives a

clear idea of the cash transactions if they are

thought of as going through the hands of a cashier,

who is responsible for, and is therefore debited

with, all that he receives, and is entitled to be

discharged and credited in respect of all that

he pays. There is no difficulty in thinking of a

bank as something outside of the trader, and for

the purpose of understanding the entries affecting

cash, it is well to think of the cashier as occupying
a position in relation to a business similar to that

occupied by the bank.
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The second peculiarity is that, to such accounts

as Capital, Sales, Office Expenses, and the like,

there is prefixed the name of the trader, William

Jones. This is done in order to show clearly that

the entry in which it occurs is a purely technical

one, made only for the purpose of obtaining a

contra to the transaction as it affects the outsider.

It is always desirable that books should be kept in

such a way that their technical accuracy can be

demonstrated, and this (as mentioned above) was

achieved in double-entry bookkeeping as origi-

nally practised by doing that which, in effect,

duplicated the entries in the books. Thus, in the

case of a sale, a customer was debited, which is

obviously necessary and correct, and some other

nominal or fictitious account was credited. But

if a nominal entry is to be raised against every

real one, it is easy so to divide the nominal entries

into classes as to make them afford at any time

some information as to the progress of the busi-

ness. The nominal accounts are therefore split

up into such headings as may be found convenient,

such as Purchases, Sales, Wages, and the like.

Thus, the first Journal entry records the fact that

Wm. Jones brought into the business a capital

of <2,500, which is handed to his cashier. The

cashier is therefore a debtor for this sum and W^m.

Jones a creditor. It is, however, convenient to

show that this amount differs from those passing

through other nominal accounts by being in respect
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of capital, and this is done by crediting an account

called " William Jones, Capital Account." In

ordinary practice one would not use the proper

name, but would describe the account simply
as ll

Capital Account." Following the Journal

entries it will be seen that, according to the

fourth one, Jones sells goods to the value of

480 to Wm Adams. Win. Adams is undoubtedly
a debtor, and Wm. Jones thereby becomes a

creditor. He is, as a matter of bookkeeping, a

creditor for this 480, exactly in the way in which

he is a creditor for 2,500 in respect of the capital

he brought in. But the credits arise out of trans-

actions of a different nature, and therefore an

account is raised called " Wm. Jones, Sales

Account," which is the account which is for the

moment credited with the amount of the sales.

Purchases are treated in the same way as sales,

except that the transaction is of the opposite

nature. It will be shown later (page 80) that all

these nominal accounts ultimately find their way
into and are part of the Capital Account, and

that they are only kept separate till stock-taking
for the purpose of analysis. This division of

accounts is dealt with more fully in Chap. IX.



CHAPTEK V.

SOME DISADVANTAGES OF THE OLD STYLE OF

DOUBLE-ENTRYHOW IT HAS BEEN SIMPLIFIED.

THE fault of the system of complete journalisa-

tion is that it is too cumbrous, as anyone who

reads the Journal entries in the preceding chapter

can see for himself. Even if such a reader knew

nothing of bookkeeping, he could not fail to form

the impression that there was a great deal of

repetition, and that a competent person ought to

be able to produce an equally good result with

less expenditure of energy. Whatever our fore-

fathers may have been capable of doing, it would

not now be possible for any ordinarily intelligent

bookkeeper to pass all his transactions of every

description through a Journal without its occurring

to him very quickly that most of the entries fell

into a few well-defined classes. Thus, to take

the case of the sales, there would be numerous

entries, all exactly similar in character, with which

the customer was debited and Sales Account

credited, for the entries 011 the credit side of the

Sales Account in the Ledger would be of precisely

the same number as the entries to the debit of the

individual customers' accounts. Any thoughtful

bookkeeper would, therefore, very quickly devise a
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special book to contain sales alone. He would see

at once that, if he had such a special Journal for

sales, there was no object in crediting Sales

Account in the Ledger with the amount of each

individual sale, but that the object could be

perfectly well achieved by omitting the credit

entry, and by posting the total of the Sales Journal

at each stocktaking period in one sum to the

credit of a Sales Account. If there were a thousand

sales, the method of treating them by formal

Journal entries would involve two thousand entries

of the amount of each sale, all of which would

require to be posted ;
whereas the method of

treating them in a separate Sales Journal involves

only a thousand and one entries. In this way
there came into existence the modern Day
Book, which is the portion dealing with sales,

of the old-fashioned Journal. So far as the labour

involved in the bookkeeping is concerned, the

change from Journal entries to Day Book is a

change from double-entry to single-entry, or rather

from fourfold-entry to double-entry, plus only

the trifling additional labour of posting the total

to the credit of the Sales Account.

Except in a few instances, the practice of

putting sales through the Journal is now entirely

at an end, but occasionally one may find a trace of

the old practice lingering in the custom which

some firms have of making a Journal entry of the

total of their sales. Thus, suppose the total of the
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Day Book to come to <10,000, the simplest way to

deal with this amount is to post it direct to the

credit of the Sales Account in the Private Ledger,

or whatever Ledger the Sales Account is kept in ?

but one may still find firms who, instead of doing

this, make Journal entries in some such form as

this :-

Sundry persons . . . . Dr. 10,000

To Scales Account .. .. .. 10,000

For Sales for year ending 31st

December 1910.

The debit is not posted because it has already

been posted in individual items through the Day
Book, but the credit is posted to the Sales Account.

This practice of bringing all totals into the Journal,

and posting them from there to the Ledger, is

common on the Continent.

There is a class of transaction met with in

every business which is not shown in the specimen

entries in Chapter IV. the class known as

" Returns." Everyone who sells goods finds that

from time to time some of them are returned.

Looked at from the other side, everyone who buys

goods occasionally returns some of them. If a

trader sell goods which are duly charged to the

customer but are ultimately returned, this return,

which is a cancellation of the sale, must be pro-

vided for. How this is recorded is a matter for

each business to decide for itself, but it can be

done, and is probably best done, by keeping the

record of returned sales quite apart from the sales,
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either in a separate book or in a separate portion

of the Day Book. As sales are posted to a

customer's debit, returned sales go to his credit,

and the total of them goes to the debit of a

Sales Account.

The net result would be the same if these

returned sales were treated as purchases, which in

a sense they are. But, for statistical reasons, if

not for bookkeeping ones, it is well for every busi-

ness to know its net sales for any given period,

and this could not be done if goods sold and then

returned were mixed up with the purchases.

All that has been said above as to sales, Day
Books, and returned sales, applies also to pur-

chases, Invoice Books, and returned purchases.

Not only was the system of complete jour-

nalisation very cumbrous, involving as has been

shown, nearly double the necessary work in respect

of purchases and sales, but it had another dis-

advantage fatal to its adoption in a concern of any
size. This lay in the fact that there was only one

book in which to record all the transactions, and

it can easily be seen that it was seldom con-

venient, and often impossible, to arrange that this

book should lie where the transactions actually

took place. Doubtless this difficulty was over-

come in practice by keeping Draft or Waste

Books, which formed the raw material for the

Journal entry. But such a system is bad, for it

involves double work and needless risk of error in

c 2
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the process of copying. It is spoken of in the

present tense, for in some form it still exists, and,

indeed, is to be met with fairly frequently. It is,

for instance, a common thing for a firm to keep an

Order Book as well as a Day Book, and often the

keeping of these two books is a necessity. But

there are many cases where the Day Book is so

nearly a repetition of the Order Book that by a

slight modification one book will serve both for

Order Book and Day Book, thus lessening both

trouble and risk of error. Similarly (though this

does not strictly concern a system of bookkeeping)

a carbon copy of the entry as it is made in the

Day Book can be utilised as the invoice to be

despatched to the customer.

In a business of a simple character, where

every entry was originally journalised, the elimina-

tion from the Journal of the entries relating to

purchases and sales left very little in the Journal,

except entries relating to cash. If, instead of

these cash entries in the Journal, a Cash Book

were employed, it might be thought that the cash

was being treated in the same way as the purchases

and sales had been. But this is not so
;
there is

a difference which it is well to understand. In the

old system there was, of necessity, a very long

account in the Ledger, called the "Cash Account,'

or, as it is called in the illustrations given in Chapter

IV., "Cashier." This account was, in fact, the

Cash Book, for it contained a complete record of all
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receipts and payments. It seems to have occurred

to some ingenious soul that, if that part of the

Ledger which contained the Cash Account were to

be bound separately from the rest of the Ledger,

the Journal entry relating to the cash might safely

be, not shortened, but entirely dispensed with, and

that any entries relating to cash might then be

made direct in the Cash Account portion of the

Ledger, the corresponding entry on the other side

in the other portion of the Ledger being made

when convenient. Though, as a matter of course,

the Cash Book is treated as a chronological book

in the same way as a Day Book and an Invoice

Book are treated, yet it must have struck all book-

keepers at times that in some respects it differs

from these books. It has something which smacks

strongly of a Ledger Account, and, in fact, in

balancing the books as a whole, the cash balance

must be brought into account. This is because,

strictly speaking, it is a Ledger Account. In order

that the books may balance, any entry made on

the debit side of the Cash Book must in due

course find its way to the credit side of the Ledger,
and vice versa, and the balance, as mentioned

above, must be brought into account, being a true

Ledger balance. When, therefore, a bookkeeper
is making an entry in the Cash Book, what he is

really doing is to make a one-sided entry in the

Ledger, and when he posts that entry he is making
a direct transfer from one Ledger Account to
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another. Both of these things making a one-

sided entry, and making a direct Ledger transfer

are cardinal sins in bookkeeping, but in the case

of the Cash Account (i.e., the Cash Book) it is

a universally recognised and highly convenient

practice, which has many advantages and no

disadvantages.

The making of Journal entries in respect of cash

receipts and payments has gone, and the Cash

Book is now universal. Strictly speaking, the

making of payments by cheque has no connection

with the cash. The cashier is concerned with the

amounts which have come into his hands, includ-

ing those which he disposes of by payment into

the bank, and he is also concerned with the cash

which he withdraws from the bank, but technically

he is not concerned with the payment made to a

furnisher by cheque. But until not so many
years ago the practice was almost universal, where

a furnisher was paid by cheque, of entering the

cheque as a receipt of cash from the bank, and

then entering it on the opposite side as a payment
to the furnisher. In this way all the transactions

affecting the bank found a place in the Cash Book,
and when they were posted to the Bank Account

in the Ledger that account constituted a complete
record of the bank transactions. But again it

occurred to someone that, if an additional column

were placed in the Cash Book, the bank trans-

actions could be entered direct into this column.
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which would have the effect of doing for the bank

transactions what had already been done for the

cash transactions. In all w7

ell-kept books of busi-

nesses of any size there are nowT

separate columns

in the Cash Book for the cash and bank respec-

tively, and therefore the Cash Book is, strictly

speaking, made up of two Ledger Accounts the

Cash Account and the Bank Account, and both

balances must be taken into account as Ledger
balances at stocktaking.

There is no reason why the system of separate

columns for cash and bank transactions should be

limited to only one column for the bank. There

may be as many columns as there are Bank

Accounts, of which a business frequently has

several. Also as many businesses are too large to

be worked with only one Cash Book, transactions

which in smaller businesses would be entered in

separate columns would in such concerns be

entered in separate books.

Just as some businesses are too large for the

cash transactions to be recorded in a Cash Book
with columnar divisions, so are some too small.

The old system of entering a payment by cheque
as a receipt from the bank, and posting it to the

credit of the Ledger Account kept for the bank is

obviously cumbrous, but it is extremely simple

and is very easy to explain. In spite, therefore,

of its cumbrousness, it may be the best system
for a small business where the bookkeeping is a
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side issue done by some clerk not specially skilled

in the art.

Such a method of using the Cash Book is in

effect to use it as a form of Journal (though the

postings are made from debit to credit), and,

indeed, it is not infrequent to find that the Cash

Book is thus used to journalise items which have

little or no reference to either cash or bank

transactions.

Few businesses are without the book which

goes by the name of the "
Petty Cash Book."

It may, or may not, be a book to be reckoned

with for the purpose of balancing. It is dealt

with specially in Chapter XIY.

To complete the tale of the Cash Book, one

other portion of it must be mentioned the dis-

count column. It is obvious that, if the cash is

going to be entered in a Cash Book, it is a waste

of time to make separate Journal entries for the

various discounts allowed to and by the business,

(though there are firms who still do this), and

therefore there is a column in the modern Cash

Book on either side, in which is entered the dis-

count appertaining to each cash transaction.

While, however, the cash and bank entries in the

Cash Book are, strictly speaking, one-sided Ledger

entries, the Cash Book, in so far as it records

discounts, is a true Journal, and the totals of the

discounts must be posted to the Ledger in the way
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which is done with the totals of the sales and

purchases.

The fact that there are still to be found firms

who make entries for their discounts in their

Journal instead of utilising a column in the Cash

Book, is only one instance out of many which

show how hardly the old system of complete

journalisation dies. Unless a system has been

thoroughly revised and brought up to date it will

often be found to contain some relic of the old

days when time was of less value than is now

the ca>e.



CHAPTEE VI.

THE PLACE OF THE JOURNAL IN MODERN
BOOKKEEPING.

APPLIED to the particular transactions set out in

Journal form in Chapter IV., the introduction of a

Day Book, Invoice Book, and Cash Book would

provide a place for every transaction, and leave

nothing for the Journal. What, then, is the place

of the Journal in modern books ?

Before discussing this question, it is perhaps
desirable for something to be said in favoar of

the old method of double-entry, as in the last

chapter a good deal has been said against it.

But the objections have been to it as a practice,

not as a principle Whatever short cuts a book-

keeper may find it well to adopt, he must base

them all on the fundamental principle that for

each debit he must have a credit, and vice versa.

The debit need not be immediately followed by the

corresponding credit, but sooner or later, in one

form or another, the credit must be made in order

to arrive at a balance. If it is desired to take the

Sales out of the Journal and to keep a Day Book

for them which is, of course, the right thing to do

the posting of the sales to the debit of customers
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is, taking the operation by itself, a one-sided thing

to do, and the necessity of making the other side

of the entry must be borne in mind, i.e., the books

are not complete as regards sales till an amount

equal to the aggregate of the sums which have

gone to the debit of Personal Accounts has gone
to the credit of Sales Account.

Put in another way, the value of a grasp of

double-entry in its fullest form lies in the ability

thereby given to resolve any transaction whatso-

ever into its component parts of debtor and creditor.

Let the student of bookkeeping once grasp the

fact that there is no transaction which cannot be

recorded in the form of a Journal entry, and he

will soon find out for himself the transactions

which need to be so recorded, and those for which

an abbreviated form may be employed. But till

he grasps the fact he is as a navigator without a

compass.

Turning now to the place of the Journal in

modern books, it may be said, broadly speaking,

that where there are a great many transactions of

a similar nature it will be found convenient not to

pass these through the Journal, but to have a

separate book for them. The method of dealing

with bills is a case in point. Where the giving of

bills is a regular feature of the business, there is

generally a Bills Payable Book, the amount of

each bill being posted to the debit of the firm to

whom it is given, and the amounts being again
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posted, either individually or in periodical totals,

to the credit of a Bills Payable Account in the

Ledger. But where the giving of a bill is a rare

occurrence, there may be no Bill Book, or it may
be used as a memorandum only, and in that case

the technical entry may very properly be made

through the Journal" A.B. Dr. to Bills Payable."
Sometimes it will be found that the Bill Book has

a column for cash paid, as well as one for the

amount of each bill as given. In such a case the

Bill Book becomes one of the Ledgers, and the

balance must be extracted for the purpose of

balancing, the amount of the balance being what

the balance of the Bills Payable Account in the

Ledger would have been had one been kept.

This method of dealing with bills may at first

sight appear rather confusing, especially where they
are renewed, but all difficulties disappear once the

principle is firmly grasped that every transaction,

however complicated, is capable of being resolved

into one or more Journal entries, and that every

record, to be correct, must be a Journal entry or

an abbreviation of one. Thus, take the case of a

firm who have given a bill for 500, which falls due

on March 4th. They arrange for its renewal for

three months, and agree that the new bill should

include, say, 6 10s. for interest and stamp, so

that it is for 506 10s. There are here three

distinct transactions, which, if entered in full,

would involve three Journal entries. Though
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they may, in fact, be entered differently, yet the

entries can only be an abbreviation of the Journal

entries the principle of the Journal entry must

be there. The first transaction is the cancellation

of the old bill. The original transaction debited

the creditor, and credited Bills Payable Account.

The entry on the return of the bill is the opposite

-"Bills payable, Dr. to A. B., 500." This

leaves matters as they were before the bill was

drawn. The next entry is
" Interest

"
(or some

expense account)
" Dr. to A.B., 6 10s.," this

being the interest to be paid for the renewal.

There is, then (on March 4th), 506 10s. at the

credit of A.B., and, this being the amount of the

new bill given, the final entry is,
"
A.B., Dr to Bills

Payable, 506 10s.," If the bill is duly met on June

7th, the cash paid to meet it goes to the debit of Bills

Payable Account, and the transaction is at an end.

The procedure as to Bills Receivable is on the

same lines, with the difference (which sometimes

introduces a complication) that, whereas bills

payable are seldom paid till they are due, the cash

for a bill receivable may be, and often is, received

on the day the bill is received, irrespective of when

it is due. This is because the bill is discounted of

course, at some cost, which is properly a payment
for interest (of the same nature as interest on a

bank overdraft), but is sometimes entered in the

Cash Book as though it were a discount allowed to

the person from whom the bill was received.
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Another class of transaction, which it may, or

may not, be convenient to enter in the Journal, is

that of Commissions. If a firm is acting as agent

for a number of concerns, it will generally be found

convenient to have a special book in which to

enter the commissions, but an occasional commis-

sion may very well go through the Journal. Many
firms use their Day Book and Invoice Book to

pass through any debit or credit which does not

represent actual cash passing. This brings about

the correct result, but the system may easily be so

employed as to cover up a transaction when it is

very desirable that it should be plainly shown.

Still another class of transaction which either

may, or may not, be found in the Journal, is that

which deals with Consignments. Some firms occa-

sionally make consignments; others make them

regularly as a matter of course. Like every other

class of transaction, they may be put through the

Journal, but it may be more convenient to have a

special book for them, and this book may be, and

sometimes is, so arranged as to perform a number

of functions at one operation. But all these

operations, however many there may be, are only

so many contracted Journal entries. In such a

case, as in all others which present any difficulty,

the procedure, in order to verify the soundness of

the principles upon which the entries are made, is

to resolve the whole of the transaction into its

component parts, and to see whether the record, as
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a whole, produces in some form the result which

would have been produced had these component

parts each been made the subject of a Journal

entry.

When the process of devoting a separate

book to each class of transaction which occurs

frequently, has been carried to its fullest extent,

there still remain certain transactions which,

unless they are made by direct transfer from one

account to another in the Ledger, must go through

the Journal. It is, for instance, not infrequent for

a firm both to buy from, and sell to, one person.

Neither is it infrequent in such a case to have two

accounts one dealing with the purchases and the

other dealing with the sales. If the balance only

is paid on the settlement, the person dealt with is

debited with the cash paid to him in the account

kept for him in the Bought Ledger. It is, how-

ever, necessary to bring into the debit of this

account the amount standing to his debit in the

Sold Ledger, and this is done by transfer from the

one account to another. Such a transfer is a

proper subject for a Journal entry. The entries

by which, at stocktaking, the nominal accounts are

transferred to the Profit and Loss Account cannot

well be made in any of the books in ordinary use,

and they may therefore be properly made through
the medium of the Journal.

To put it shortly, it is not now possible to say

off-hand what entries in anv business are, or should
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be, made through the Journal. All one can say is

that there goes through the Journal a record of all

those matters affecting Ledger Accounts for which

a special book is not provided.

It will be seen that the Journal as now

employed is but a shadow of its former self. In

every ordinary business by far the greater number

of transactions (perhaps 99 per cent.) which could

form the subject of Journal entries are now made
in the Cash Book, Day Book, and the like. As

regards the number of transactions, therefore, the

Journal is usually a small affair. But although

the entries are few, they are, or may be, very

important in character. All the entries going

through any one of the specialised books e.g.,

the Day Book are presumably of one character.

But the modern Journal in the nature of things

deals with selected transactions with just those

transactions which are not alike, and have no

general principle in common, except their ability

to be expressed both as debits and credits. Thus

a Journal entry, which on its technical side is a

mere debit and credit posting, may be found to be

the record of some very important transaction

somewhat out of the ordinary course.

The modern Journal being at best a small

book in relation to the other books, (for if it is a

large one, that only shows that specialisation has

not been carried far enough, and that there is more

in the book than there need be) there will often be
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found cases where there is no Journal at all. In a

business of a simple nature almost the only Ledger

entries not provided for by the ordinary everyday

books are those necessary to close the books when

stock is taken and a balance struck. But these

are just the entries which it may not be convenient

to record in a book which is necessarily more or

less open to the inspection of anyone in the

counting-house. They are, therefore, often made

by direct transfer in the Ledger from one account

to another. Like all other departures from the

rigour of double-entry, this is quite permissible

so long as the person making the entries realises

exactly what he is doing, for it should always be

remembered that books exist for the benefit of the

business, and for that purpose only.

From all that has been said above it will

be gathered that double-entry, in the sense of

entering twice, is, for all practical purposes, a thing

of the past. It is often said of accountants that

they make additional work for a bookkeeper, and

that is sometimes true. But it is also true that the

additional work does not arise to any appreciable

extent from there being additional entries to

make. It arises from the fact that once the

books are on a (so-called) double-entry basis, the

bookkeeper is called upon to balance them periodi-

cally (a thing which he has probably never

previously done), and therefore errors have to be

looked for which, in the easy-going days before
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the system was introduced, would have passed

unchallenged. This, of course, makes more work

than was formerly the case, but not more work

than ought to have been the case.

The point may again be emphasised that the

principle of double-entry bookkeeping is not only

that of double-entry (whether in detail or in the

contracted form which has been discussed), but

also lies in the complete separation of the Journal

from the Ledger. (The word " Journal
"

here is

used to signify not only the Journal proper, but

also all those books which contain the chrono-

logical record, as opposed to the analytical.) Every

entry, of whatever nature, must first of all find a

place in the chronological books. The Ledger,

therefore, is in no case a book of original entry-
it should contain nothing which is not to be found

in the chronological books. Put in this way, the

principle appears both intelligible and simple, and

good bookkeeping on the technical side lies, to a

very great extent, in carrying out the principle

rigidly.



CHAPTER VII.

SUMMARY OF THE PRECEDING CHAPTERS.

IT is, perhaps, desirable at this point to sum-

marise shortly the argument running through the

preceding chapters.

The original double-entry at the point of time

which is probably an imaginary one at which

it had been perfected theoretically, but had not

been submitted to the practical abbreviations which

are now all but universally employed, recognised

that it was both possible and desirable to conceive

of every transaction as affecting the trader himself

as well as the person he was dealing with. It

recognised also that this conception of a dual

interest was capable of being recorded in writing

through the medium of the Journal entry. It

further recognised that the first thing to do in the

endeavour to obtain completeness in bookkeeping
was to record chronologically in the Journal, in the

dual form of a debit and a credit, every trans-

action exactly as it occurred. Further, that if all

these entries were posted into the Ledger, and if

the Ledger contained nothing but these entries, it

was certain that a balance could be obtained, and

ought to be obtained.

D 2
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The two distinguishing features may be stated

thus :

(a) The double entry (in the Journal).

(b) The keeping of a Journal and of a Ledger,
each distinct from the other, but each

complementary to the other.

It will be observed that there are really two

double entries i.e., each transaction is entered

four times. The two-sided record in the Journal

is an obvious double entry, but to post everything
into the Ledger is to make another double entry,

thus making four entries in all.

The old style of double-entry recognised more

than is mentioned above it recognised that the

portion of the Journal entry which affected the

trader himself could be so arranged as to provide

not merely a technical check, but also valuable

statistical information. This is dealt with in

Chapter IX.
; up to this point bookkeeping has

been considered only as a means of ensuring
from day to day a technical accuracy capable of

demonstration.

The only fault of the old style of double-entry

is that it is too long. Theoretically it is perfect ;

it has the completeness of a mathematical proposi-

tion. When a man takes stock he wants to know

the answer to two questions :

" How do I stand ?
w

and " How have I arrived at this position ?
" The

answer to the first question is to be found in the
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Balance Sheet, and to the second in the Profit and

Loss Account. The aggregate of that portion of

each Journal entry which affects the individuals

whom the trader is doing business with, is the

Balance Sheet
;
while the aggregate of that portion

of each entry which affects the trader himself, is

the Profit and Loss Account. (The latter portion

of this statement is subject to certain exceptions,

relatively few in number, but as a general proposi-

tion it is correct.)

But because each separate transaction can be

stated from two points of view, it is not, therefore,

necessary to do it. The recognition of this is the

feature of modern double-entry bookkeeping. It

has been shown in Chapter VI. how the original

Journal has had taken from it class after class of

transactions in order tha-t, by their being kept in

specialised books, time might be saved. It has

been shown, too, how this has gone on to such an

extent that there is little of the Journal left.

Double-entry as a theory is as important as ever
;

but, as a practice, the amount of work involved,

relatively to the whole work necessitated by the

bookkeeping, is trifling.

But always must the good bookkeeper have in

his mind the conception of the Journal entry, and

the consequent correspondence of debit with credit.

Whatever short cuts he may make, he must come
back to the main road sooner or later. More than

this, he must, if he would be thoroughly efficient,
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be able to come back to it at any moment. What-

ever specialised books he may be in the habit of

keeping, he should be able to record any trans-

action through the Journal instead of through the

book he usually employs for the purpose. That it

should be necessary to do this is very improbable,

but the ability to do it should be there.



CHAPTER VIII.

SOME SPECIAL POSSIBLE ABBREVIATIONS.

IN books of quite a simple character, kept

on modern lines, there is, as a rule, no difficulty

in seeing why they balance no difficulty, that is,

to anyone with a general familiarity with books

of account. The Day Book totals go periodically

to a Sales Account in the Ledger, the Invoice

Book totals to a Purchases Account, and the

cash posted to the Ledger from the debit side of

the Cash Book patently equals that posted from

the credit side, with the exception of the balances

(if any) at the beginning and end of the period

dealt with. Note here that the frequency with

which Day Book (or Invoice Book) totals are

posted to the Ledger is a matter of convenience

only ;
no principle is involved. Convenience

generally suggests the posting of monthly totals,

but the posting may be done weekly, or yearly,

or it may be done at the end of each Day Book,
or at the end of each page of the Day Book.

This matters nothing, so long as the total for

the year (or whatever the period may be) finds

its way in some form to the Ledger.

At this point it is convenient to state for

future brevity that, while the expression
" the
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Journal
"

has a special meaning, all the chrono-

logical books into which later developments have

divided the Journal may be grouped together and

described generally as " the Journals." When
this term is used in the remainder of this book,

it must be taken to mean the chronological books

taken as a whole, by whatever names they may
be called individually, as opposed to the Ledgers,

which are the analytical books.

As a rule, however extensive the operations

of a business, and however many specialised books

there may be, there is a strict line drawn between

the Journals and the Ledgers. Everything is

entered twice once in one or other of the

Journals, and again (in the form of a posting) in

the Ledgers. But this is not always so. Business

operations are so varied that, whatever the general

rule may be, there are always concerns which,

owing to special circumstances, cannot or, more

generally, need not follow the usual routine.

Assume, for instance, the case occasionally

met with among manufacturing concerns of a

business which has a very few customers say

half a dozen with each of whom a large business

is done. Here, instead of putting all the sales

through a Day Book in chronological order in

the usual way, it will probably be better to have

six Day Books one for each customer or to

have one Day Book which is so divided as to

provide a separate portion of the book for each
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customer. There is no objection to such a pro-

ceeding where, as would he the case in the

counting-house of such a business, it is necessarily

well understood. Directly this division of the

Day Book is introduced, the futility of posting it

to the Ledger in detail is at once seen the

analysis of the sales among the various customers

is, in the very nature of the division adopted,

already made, and detailed Ledger postings are

mere repetition. It suffices, therefore, if the Day
Book totals for each customer are carried to his

Ledger Account periodically, say once a month
;

and as the work of posting these totals periodically

is a mere trifle, it may be said that, for all

practical purposes, a sale is only entered once,

instead of twice as in most books, and four times

as in the old style of double-entry.

Instead of entering up the sales in the

manner above described, in a Day Book, and

posting the totals to the Ledger, the Day Book

may itself be called the Ledger and treated as

such, cash being posted to the credit of each

account as is done in ordinary books. Of course,

the totals of the amounts debited to the various

customers would also have to go to the credit of

a Sales Account.
/

A combination of the usual method with the

abbreviated one just described is quite possible

and by no means uncommon. Where there are

many customers, of whom one is of special
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importance in the number of transactions effected

with him, it is quite possible to keep a special

Day Book for him, of which the totals only go
to the Ledger, while the other customers are

dealt with in the usual way by Day Book entered

up chronologically and posted item by item.

The reason for the Day Book and Invoice

Book being quite separate books is that it is

unusual for a purchase to be sold exactly in

the form in which it is purchased. Often the

identity is completely lost, as where so much
metal becomes a machine, or so much flour a

loaf. In other businesses as in distributive ones

while the purchases go through no process of

manufacture, yet they are sold in quantities which

differ from those in which they are purchased.

Thus, cloth bought by the piece is sold by the

yard. For these reasons it is either quite impos-

sible, or practically so, to earmark a sale against

a particular purchase impossible that is, as a

matter of systematic bookkeeping. Therefore, the

Invoice Book and Day Book go on their respective

ways independently of one another till a stock-

taking occurs, when their relation to each other is

disclosed. But though this is true of most busi-

nesses, it is not true of all there are some which

sell what they buy in the form and volume in

which they buy it. Some grain merchants do

this, and so do firms which buy in this country

against indents received from customers abroad.
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In such cases it may be practicable to make one

book do both for purchases and sales. The book

would, of course, require to give the name both of

creditor and debtor, the amount for which the

goods were purchased, and that for which they

were sold. But the description of the goods is

common ground, and such a book, where prac-

ticable, has the advantage of showing at a glance

that each item bought has been charged to a

customer.

The two illustrations given above are intended

to show how elastic a system may be if it is devised

and worked by someone who is desirous of doing

away with all unnecessary work, and has also

complete command of the principle at the bottom

of bookkeeping Such a person recognises, as

every good bookkeeper should recognise, that the

books are subservient to the business, and that he

is master of the books.



CHAPTER IX.

REAL AND NOMINAL ACCOUNTS.

IN the preceding chapters double-entry book-

keeping has been treated mainly as a system

designed to afford a check upon the work of the

bookkeeper. It has been shown that by this

system, either in its old, or in its modern abbre-

viated form, each transaction is resolved into two

parts one treating it as it affects the outsider

dealt with, and the other as it affects the trader

himself. But stress has been laid on the former

portion of the entry the portion affecting the

outsider and the latter portion has not been

looked at in detail.

The point has, however, been touched upon in

Chapter IV, which showed the journalisation of a

series of transactions. Most Journal entries, as

has been shown (not all), deal with transactions in

such a way as to show them on one side as they
affect the particular outsider dealt with, and on the

other as they affect the trader himself. The two

parties may be described as " Outsider" and "Self*

respectively. Modern abbreviations have obscured

this fact, but have not altered it. In order that

the utmost statistical benefit may be got out of
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the books, it -is customary to split up the " Self"

portion of the entries into as many portions as

there are classes of facts required. Thus, a sale

is correctly journalised, technically, by the entry
" John Smith Dr. to Self 20," just as a purchase

may be journalised as "
Self Dr. to Thomas Brown

50.'' But it is just as easy to split the " Self
"

account into portions, one dealing with sales and

another with purchases. All this has been shown

in Chapter IV, where the name of the trader,
" William Jones," precedes that portion of each

Journal entry which affects himself. There is

no limit to the extent to which this splitting up

may be carried
;
each form of income and expen-

diture which it is desired to keep separate may
have a separate account. No principle is involved

and no rule can be laid down, as businesses vary

greatly. Thus, for instance, in one concern the

expenditure on travelling may be so trifling that it

is included with the oddments which go by some

such name as " General Expenses," while in

another it may be so great as to render a separate

account highly necessary. The same may apply

to postage, cablegrams, advertising, or any other

form of expenditure. On the other side of the

Ledger a single account for all sales may suffice

for one firm, while another finds it desirable to

have a number of accounts dividing the sales

according to departments, or on some other

principle found to afford useful information.
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It is easily seen that in a transaction which

might be journalised thus " John Smith Dr. to

Sales J620," there is an essential difference in the

two Ledger accounts to which these items are

posted. The account called " John Smith "
is a

genuine one a record of his indebtedness, which

the debtor himself would recognise and the law

take cognisance of. In short, the entry on the

debit side of the Ledger corresponds to a real

debtor. But the entry on the credit side does

not correspond to a real creditor
;
there is no person

called " Sales
" who will come down on the unfor-

tunate trader in whose books the entry is made,

insisting on being paid JC20. The account is

a nominal one, raised for the private purpose of

the trader himself. Hence, accounts of the former

class are called
" real

"
accounts, while those of

the latter class are called " nominal "
accounts.

It is sometimes stated that the difference is

not between " real
" and " nominal "

accounts, but

between "personal" and "impersonal" accounts.

This, however, is not so
;

for while every
"
per-

sonal
" account is a "real" one, not every

"impersonal" one is a "nominal" one, for some

accounts which, so far as mere words go, are
"
impersonal

"
are, in fact, "real."

The distinction between "real" and "nomi-

nal
"
accounts does not depend on the name of the

account, but on the fact behind the account.

Thus, even as John Smith's account is a real one,
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because John Smith actually owes j20, so is

" Plant
" Account a real one, because it represents

the value of plant which is actually in existence,

as an account so called would normally do. The

balance of the Cash Account (or, in modern books,

the balance of the Cash Book) is also a real

account, because there is the cash balance behind

it. The distinction between impersonal accounts

which are " real
" and those which are " nominal "

causes no difficulty in practice. What should be

specially noted is that whether or not an account

is a real one is a matter of fact and not of

terminology.



CHAPTER X.

THE TRIAL BALANCE.

DOUBLE-ENTRY being designed to afford a

check on the correctness of the entries, it is an

essential part of the system to apply this check.

This is done by extracting all the Ledger balances

and ascertaining whether the debit balances do

in fact agree in total with the credit ones. The

list of balances prepared to show this is known

technically as the " Trial Balance."

To prepare a Trial Balance looks a simple

thing to do
;
and so it is, if the transactions are few

and the books well kept. But that it has pitfalls

many a bookkeeper knows to his cost.

Under the old system of complete journalisa-

tion a Trial Balance could be extracted at any

moment, provided only that such Journal entries

as were posted were so posted both as to debit

and credit. So long as this was done, the debit

and credit postings could not fail to agree in the

aggregate, granted that no clerical mistakes were

made. But in modem double-entry, it is neces-

sary, before beginning to take out a Trial Balance,

to make sure that the totals of the Journal, Day
Book, Invoice Book, &c., are all posted to the

appropriate accounts in the Nominal or Private
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Ledger. If this were not done the double-entry

would not be effected. Under the old system,

too, the Trial Balance consisted in extracting the

Ledger totals instead of the balances as is now

done, for (as was shown on p. 21) where there is

complete journalisation the Ledger totals, allowing

for the balances at the beginning, must agree with

the Journal totals. It is not possible, in modern

books, to see at a glance the total which has gone
into the Ledgers for any given period, and it is, on

the whole, quicker to disregard this total and the

Ledger totals, and to deal with Ledger balances

only, though a medium of locating an error is

thus sacrificed.

A Trial Balance is a balancing of the books

for some given period generally a year or six

months. It must be assumed that at the starting

point of this period the books were either begun

(as in the case of a new business) or that they had

at that starting point been balanced off, so that

the period began fair i.e., with the debit balances

equalling the credit ones. Granted such a starting

point, it is, or ought to be, a simple matter to

make a list of all the balances at the close of

the given period, putting the debit balances in one

column, and the credit ones in another. If all the

work on the books has been correctly done the

two sides will correspond, and the Trial Balance

i.e., the trial of the balances has proved their

accuracy.
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It may very well be the case that a Trial

Balance is extracted for the sole purpose of check-

ing the accuracy of the books up to a given point,

and that, this being done, the posting proceeds as

before. There are many firms who, though they

take stock and prepare a Balance Sheet once a

year only, yet have a Trial Balance taken out

half-yearly, quarter!}', or even monthly, merely
as a check. The Trial Balance now being

considered, however, is assumed to be the pre-

liminary to the preparation of a Balance Sheet.

Such being the case, while it is true that, strictly

speaking, the taking out of the list of balances is.

all that is required, it is also true that, as the

whole of the Ledgers must be gone through, the

opportunity should be utilised to see that, as far

as possible, the various Ledger accounts answer

to the actual facts of the individual accounts.

The bookkeeper should look at each account from

two points of view first, What is the balance of

the account as it stands? and second, Is this

balance the amount which the balance of the

account ought to be ? Thus, suppose the book-

keeper on taking out his balances finds that there

is standing to the debit of Peter Jones & Co., of

Portsmouth, <51 8s. 6d. This, so far as it goes,

is a fact to be reckoned with. But suppose also

that he happens to know that Peter Jones & Co.

of Portsmouth are not allowed credit for over <20>
and suppose, further, that the firm deals largely
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with Peter Jones & Co., of Northampton, it will

strike him as probable that goods supplied to the

Northampton firm have been posted to the account

of the Portsmouth one. If he is wise, he does not

interrupt his extraction of the balance to verify

the point, but he makes a note of it to be looked

into on the conclusion of his task. In short, a com-

petent bookkeeper ought to know approximately
what the balance of each personal account ought

to amount to, and to note the accounts which

appear to him to need further looking into. For

it may be repeated here that a Trial Balance, per

se, does no more than demonstrate that what has

gone to the debit has also (though perhaps in

another form) gone to the credit. It distinguishes

between the sides of
.
the Ledger, but does not

distinguish between the various accounts.

The following is a Trial Balance a very

simple one taken out at the point at which the

books are stopped preparatory to the preparation

of a Balance Sheet, with this single exception

(made for the sake of brevity) that it is assumed

that before it was taken out the Sold Ledger
was gone through, and all debts believed to be

bad were written off to a Bad Debts Account in

the Nominal Ledger i.e., the particular debtor's

account was credited, and Bad Debts Account

debited by means of a Journal entry, this being

a kind of transaction for which the modern

Journal is properly employed.
E 2
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The Debtors and Creditors in the Sold and

Bought Ledgers respectively are not shown in

detail. These Ledgers are assumed to be kept

strictly for Personal Accounts, so that in each

Ledger every account is of the same character.

All impersonal accounts, whether real or nominal,

are kept in the Private, or in the Nominal Ledger.
In practice the proper Ledger folio would be pre-

fixed to each balance extracted from these Ledgers,
but in the illustration they are numbered con-

secutively for convenience of reference.

TRIAL BALANCE. 31st DECEMBER 1911.

(The last Balance Sheet is assumed to have been struck on

31st December 1910.)

s d s d

Bought Ledger (per list) 1,751 1 6
Sold Ledger (

do. )
.. .. ... 2,97214 2

Private Ledger :

1. Capital Account (unaltered during

year) 3,407 4 2

2. Fixtures and Furniture (unaltered

during year) . . . . . . . . 115

3. Stock (as it stood on 31st December

1910) 2,175 12 6

4. Purchases . . 10,028 4 2

5. Sales 13,331 13 8

Nominal Ledger :

6. Customers' Discount 386 19 6

7. Furnishers' Discount 310 6 7

8. Salaries 617 6

9. Sundry Expenses 86 8 3

10. Rent, Rates, Taxes and Insurance . . 203 16 10

11. Travelling Expenses 369 5 11 -

12. Bank Charges 14 15 11

13. Carriage 247 3

14. Legal and Professional Costs . . 150
15. Bad Debts .. .... .. 167 4 5

16. Bad Debt Reserve 200

17. Stationery and Packing Material . . 140 3 10

18. Bills Payable 197 17 7

Bank Balance, per Cash Book . . . . 1,670 2 11

Cash Balance do. .... 2 3 10

19,198 3 6 19,198 3 6
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It has necessarily been assumed that the above

Trial Balance is correct, but to get one correct

is not generally an easy matter, if the transactions

are many. This book is not designed to enter into

the processes by which errors can be minimised,

and, when made, detected, but it may be noted

that some possible sources of error are :

1. The Journals may be wrongly cast if,

for instance, a mistake is made in the

addition of the Day Book, the amounts

posted in detail to the debit are not the

same in total as the amount posted
to the credit.

2. The entries in the Journals may be posted

wrongly as to amount, or the posting

of some item may be forgotten.

3. Ledger accounts which have been ruled

off during the year as being square may
not be really so.

4. A mistake may be made in adding up in

the Ledger the items which constitute

the balance.

5. In going through the Ledger to extract

the balances a balance may be alto-

gether overlooked.

6. A debit balance may be put upon the list

as a credit one, or vice versa.

7. The Trial Balance itself may be wrongly
added up.
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This is a long list, yet it deals only with

what may be called normal sources of error. All

things are possible in a set of books, especially

where there is carelessness or inexperience. And
it omits one source which ought never to occur,

but the possibility of which cannot be disregarded

an error in the starting point.

The use to which the Trial Balance is put
is shown in the next chapter.



CHAPTEE XL

THE BALANCE SHEKT PRELIMINARY WORK.

ALL authorities are agreed that a necessary

preliminary to the preparation of a Balance Sheet

is the extraction of a Trial Balance. But from

that point to the completion of the formal Balance

Sheet and Profit and Loss Account there is no

such agreement. Indeed, there could not well be.

Partly this is because businesses vary much in

their bookkeeping necessities, partly because the

work of completion, at least where it is done by

professional accountants, is done by experts, to

whom the subject is familiar, and who often work

under much pressure as to time. Therefore, it

must not be assumed that the following descrip-

tion of the work of preparing a Balance Sheet

is to be taken as a dogmatic statement of what

must be done, or the way in which it must be

done
;

all that is claimed is that the procedure

which is described in this chapter illustrates the

fundamental principles which must be observed

if the required result would be attained.

Referring then to the Trial Balance given in

the preceding chapter, the first thing to do is

to see whether any of the balances may be at
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once disposed of by transferring them to another

account. In this case there are none to be so

treated, but in practice there are generally a few.

Thus, there may have been a few purchases bought
for ready money which it was not convenient at

the time to post direct to the Private Ledger.
In such a case there would be an account in

the Nominal Ledger called Cash Purchases, and

as the amount is not going to figure in the final

accounts as a separate item it may as well go
at once, by means of Journal entry or direct

transfer, to the Purchases Account in the

Private Ledger, the Trial Balance being altered

accordingly.

Having thus cleared the Trial Balance as

much as possible, the next process is to find out

what facts require to be duly recorded before the

record of the year's transactions is complete how

far, in short, the Trial Balance fails in being a

complete presentment of the actual state of affairs.

This is done partly by going through the accounts

of the Private and Nominal Ledgers (it will be

remembered that it is assumed that the balances

of the Bought and Sold Ledgers represent only

true creditors and debtors), and partly by going

through any other information in the counting-

house in any form in which it is available. For

instance, the Legal and Professional Costs Account

(No. 15) shows a debit balance of 1 5s. If the

concern has an auditor (as is assumed) it is evident
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that the account as it stands maj7 show the truth,

but surely, considering the smallness of the amount,

not the whole truth, and from some source the

necessary information to complete it must be

forthcoming.

Let it be assumed that from various sources

the facts have been brought together for inclusion

in the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account.

Before dealing with them as a whole there is a

technical point which should be made clear. One

of the facts to be dealt with later (selected only as

an illustration) is that at 31st December there was

an amount of <6 15s. 3d. accrued in respect of

salaries. This is the amount of the salaries for the

odd days between the last pay-day of the business

and the end of the calendar year. When salaries

are paid, the usual and proper course is to enter

the payment on the credit side of the Cash Book,

posting it to the debit of Salaries Account in the

Ledger. But this is an abbreviation, and is none

the less so in that it is a desirable one. If the

transaction were set out in full, there would be two

entries instead of one, for what has actually

happened is that (1) I have become through my
Salaries Account a debtor of my employee (call

him James Thompson) for the amount of the

salary when due (say o for the week's salary),

and (2) this debt has been wiped out by pay-
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ment of cash. Put in technical form the entries

would be :

Salaries Dr. 500
To James Thompson 500

For Salary for week ending June 21st.

James Thompson Dr. 500
To Cash 500

Thompson would have, of course, a Ledger
Account in the ordinary way.

This method of entry would in ordinary cir-

cumstances be quite unnecessarily long, because

usually a salary is not paid until it is due, and is

paid when it is due. The personal account may
therefore be dispensed with. But when a Balance

Sheet is about to be prepared, there is generally

some salary accrued for an odd number of days or

weeks from the date of the last payment to the

date of balancing. This accrued amount, which

is one of the liabilities of the business, must be

taken into account in the books in some form. It

can be done in any one of at least four ways, three

of which are as follow :

1. A Journal entry may be made, debiting

Salaries Account and crediting Personal

Accounts (one being opened for each

employee) with the proportion of salary

accrued.

2. A shorter way is to open a joint account

for all the salaried employees, debiting

Salaries Account with the total amount

and crediting the joint account.
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3. A still shorter way is to lump together all

the accrued amounts of every description,

of which salaries is only one, and by
means of a Journal entry to debit each

account (Salaries, Carriage, Bank Charges,

Bates, or whatever the account may be)

with its particular accrued amount, credit-

ing an account called "
Suspense Account,"

which would be a real account representing

true liabilities.

(Note. As to how to make such an entry,

what a Suspense Account is, and how such a

Suspense Account as is meant above, once opened,

is to be closed, see Chapter XVI.)

There is a fourth way in which accrued

amounts, such as salaries, may be dealt with, which

is easier and clearer than any of the foregoing

three. This method is to consider the nominal

account Salaries as being, at the balancing

point, a real account to the extent of the liability

accrued for the odd period. Thus the amount at

the debit of Salaries Account in the Trial Balance

given in Chapter X is .617 6s., while the amount

accrued is taken as 6 15s. 3d. Two facts are

therefore clear: (1) that the total expense for

salaries during the year is 624 Is. 3d.
;
and (2)

that there is a liability at December 31st of

6 15s. 3d. If an entry is made (possibly through

the Journal, but more probably by direct transfer)
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debiting Profit and Loss Account and crediting

Salaries Account with j6^4 Is. 3d., then, as there

is only J6617 6s. at the debit of the account, the

effect is to leave a credit balance in the Salaries

Account of 6 15s. 3d,, which, as it represents a

real liability, is brought down as a credit balance,

and therefore forms one of the balances with which

the next year begins. It will be seen that this

is a very simple way of dealing with such a case
;

no Journal entry or transfer is necessary, and

the liability in respect of each account is clearly

shown in the account itself. It may be objected

to on the theoretical ground that it temporarily

transforms a nominal account into a real one, but

practical convenience outweighs this argument.

Indeed, in all bookkeeping matters, once utility

is proved, the theorist has no case unless he is

prepared to revert to the old system of complete

journalisation.

It is now time to tabulate the facts as to the

state of affairs on December 31st 1911, which, it is

assumed, have been brought to light from various

sources for the purpose of being used to supple-

ment the Trial Balance. They are as follows, the

numbers referring to the distinctive numbers

preceding the items in the Trial Balance :

2. Fixtures and Fittings. 15 is to be

written off to reduce the value to 100.
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3. Stock. The stock, as taken at 31st

December, amounts, according to the

Stock Sheets, to 2,227 9s. 5d. This

supersedes the balance of 2,175 12s. 6d.

which was the amount of the stock at

the preceding 31st December.

6. Customers' Discount. It is decided to

reserve 2J per cent, on the Sold Ledger
balances (2,972 14s. 2d.) to provide for

discounts to be allowed. The amount is

74 6s. 4d.

7. Furnishers' Discount. It is decided to

reserve 2i per cent, on the Bought

Ledger balances (1,751 Is. 6d.) to pro-

vide for discounts to be received. The

amount is 43 15s. 6d.

8. Salaries. There is 6 15s. 3d. accrued.

10. Bent, Rates, Taxes, and Insurance. The

proportion of rates accrued is 12 18s. 9d.

On the other hand, the proportion of

insurance paid in advance is 10 14s. 2d.

This latter amount is an asset.

11. Travelling Expenses. There is an asset

here of 26 for the unexpired portion of

season tickets.

13. Carriage. There are amounts due to the

various railway companies 22 17s. 3d.

in all.

14. Legal and Professional Costs. There is

a liability of 21.
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16. Bad Debt Keserve. The reserve stands

at .200, but, as it is desired to raise it

to 250, a further provision of 50 must
be made.

17. Stationery and Packing Material. There
is a stock of material in hand of the

value of 16 9s. 6d.

There is nothing owing for Bank

Charges (No. 12), because the date of

balancing coincides with that of the

balancing of the bank's own books.

Summarised, the foregoing information is as

follows :

1. New assets and liabilities to be intro-

duced :

Asset
s d

2,227 9 53. Stock (new)
8. Salaries ..

10. Rent, Rates, Taxes, and Insurance
11. Travelling Expenses ..

13. Carriage
14. Legal and Professional Costs
17. Stationery, &c. (new Stock)

Liability
s d

10 14 2

26

6 15 3
12 18 9

22 17 3
21

16 9 6

2. Provision to be made for diminution of

liabilities or assets already in the books :

2. Fixtures and Fittings
3. Stock (old)
6. Customers' Discount
7. Furnishers' Discount

14. Bad Debt Reserve

The next chapter shows how these facts,

which at the moment exist as memoranda only

(and may, as a whole, be distinguished as the
" Memorandum ") are introduced into the books.



CHAPTEE XII.

THE BALANCE SHEET (continued).
THE CLOSING OF THE BOOKS.

WITH the Trial Balance and the Memorandum
of the further information required, the point is

now reached at which it is possible to prepare a

Balance Sheet and a Profit and Loss Account. Of

course, all the information contained in the memo-
randum must be given effect to in the books before

they are closed for the year; but it is not necessary,
and it is often not convenient, to record it before

the accounts are prepared. With this information

in a tabulated form it is easy to supplement the

Trial Balance, and to set forth the whole of the

available facts in an intelligible form. This is

done in the following statement. The first pair

of columns is a mere recopying of the Trial

Balance
;

the second pair, which are headed

"Balance Sheet," show each "real" account in

the Trial Balance as it will appear when the

supplementary information in the Memorandum
is given effect to; and the third pair, headed
" Profit and Loss Account," show each "nominal "

account similarly supplemented by information

from the Memorandum. It will be noticed that

any departure from the Trial Balance columns in

the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account

columns is a double one, so that, taking each line

by itself, the balance of the Balance Sheet and

Profit and Loss Account figures taken together is.

always the same as the Trial Balance figure.
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TKIAL BALANCE

Amplified so as to include all known Liabilities

No. Name of Account Notes

Bought Ledger
Sold Ledger
Private Ledger :

1 Capital Account
2 Fixtures and Fittings
3 Stock
4 Purchases
5 Sales

I Nominal Ledger :

6 Customers' Discount
7 Furnishers' Discount ..

Salaries ...

9 Sundry Expenses

10 Rent, Rates, Taxes and Insurance

11 Travelling Expenses ...

Bank Charges
13 Carriage
14 Legal and Professional Costs . . .

15 Bad Debts
16 Bad Debt Reserve
17 Stationery and Packing Material
18

I

Bills Payable
i

Bank Balance per Cash Book
Cash Balance do.

15 to be written off

New Stock, 2,227 9

Make reserve of 74
Make Reserve of 43

Accrued, 6 15 3

Accrued, 12 18 9
In advance, 10 14
In advance, 26 ...

6

15

Due, 22

Due, 21
17 3

To be increased to 250

Stock, 16 9 6 ...

Balance of the Balance Sheet columns and also of the Profit and Loss
Account columns
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31si DECEMBER 1911.

and Assets at date and then analysed.
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If the reader has followed the foregoing

processes he will have perceived that the guiding

principle has been the separation of real from

nominal accounts, and that in the analysed Trial

Balance this has been so completely effected that

the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account

have been prepared almost automatically. Assum-

ing (as is necessary) that the assets are taken at

their true value, and that all liabilities are included,

then of every item of assets in the Balance Sheet

there may be answered in the affirmative this ques-

tion : Does it stand for a real asset something for

which there is value ? Similarly, every item of

liabilities in the Balance Sheet is a true liability ;

something which must sooner or later be paid. On
the other hand, the items in the Profit and Loss

Account cannot stand these tests. The amounts

in that account represent neither true assets nor

true liabilities, and their failure to stand the test is

the true mark of their being nominal accounts.

Further, it will be seen on reflection that,

although the two kinds of balances are so different,

they come from the same stock, and are comple-

mentary to each other. Each transaction which

has entered into the making of the balance of a

real account has also entered into the making of

a balance of a nominal account. Thus, to give the

most obvious illustration, the Sold Ledger balances

(which are, of course, debits) are the product of,

inter alia, the posting of the individual sales, which
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in total make up the balance at the credit of the

nominal account called " Sales." It may be noted

here,' however, that it is not invariably the case

that a transaction affects both a real and a

nominal account. " Cash " and " Plant
"

are both

real accounts, and an expenditure of cash on plant

affects real accounts only it does not touch the

nominal ones.

The one apparent exception to the reality of

the real accounts is the balance of '3,407 4s. 2d.

at the credit of the Capital Account. But there is

a very substantial reality behind this account, for

it is the balance of the other real accounts with

which the year began i.e., the assets exceeded the

liabilities on 1st January by <3,407 4s. 2d.
; or,

to put it in another way, on a realisation at face

values there would have been a net cash surplus

of that amount. That is reality enough.

It will be seen, on reference to the analysed
Trial Balance, that the Balance Sheet columns

and those of the Profit and Loss Account alike

result in a balance of ^'1,325 8s. 8d. This is the

profit of the year, because it is the amount by
which the surplus of real assets over real liabilities

has increased during the year.

It is the ascertainment of the amount by
which a man's capital has increased during the

year which is the ultimate test of the amount of

profit earned. If, as in the instance given, a

business has in it at the beginning of the year a

F 2
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surplus of assets over liabilities of .3,407 (omitting

shillings and pence), if no capital is withdrawn

during the year and no fresh capital is brought in,

and if, finally, the surplus at the end of the year is

4,732, then, books or no books, double-entry or

single-entry, the profit for the year is <1,3'25. It

might be thought that, since this is so, the time

spent on the nominal side of the bookkeeping was

wasted. But such is not the case. Unless books

are regularly balanced there exists no guarantee of

accuracy, nor is there any check on dishonesty.

While, therefore, the extent to which the capital

has increased between one stocktaking and another

certainly shows what profit has been earned, it does

not show what it might have been had greater

care been taken
;
a loss due to carelessness or fraud

not being disclosed, or even hinted at.

One service, therefore, which properly kept
books perform is to place a check upon carelessness

and fraud. The other service is that they show,

through the medium of the Profit and Loss

Account, Iww the profit has been arrived at. A
Balance Sheet is like an instantaneous photograph
which shows, perhaps, a wide range of country,

but shows it only as it appears at a particular

instant. The Profit and Loss Account, on the

other hand, is an itinerary it does not show the

commercial wayfarer where he is, but it does show

him liow he has travelled to the point which he

has reached.
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It is not likely that anyone in pursuit of

beauty would look for it in the art of bookkeeping.

Nevertheless, there is beauty in the perfect adap-

tation of ends to means, and of this beauty well-

organised bookkeeping has its share. Notice in

the analysed Trial Balance how each of the two

sides, the real and the nominal, has gone its wr

ay

during the year, and how when brought to the

balance they produce similar balances, though the

Balance Sheet columns are made up of real assets

and liabilities, while those of the Profit and Loss

Account columns are composed of unreal and

arbitrarily named accounts.

Moreover, the entries needed to produce the

Profit and Loss Account balances are trifling in

number, compared with those required to bring

about the Balance Sheet balances. It is an abuse

of terms to call such a system double-entry, if

by this is meant the double entering of everything.

The abbreviations now introduced in all books are

so great that the entries needed to produce the

"nominal" side of the books are but a small

fraction of those required for the " real
"

side.

It is, however, unnecessary to labour this

point, if only for the reason that the trend of

modern business is all on the side of good book-

keeping. With large concerns it is a necessity of

their existence, while with smaller ones there are

many causes working in the same direction
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notably the Companies Act and the Income Tax

Acts.

Nothing now hinders the drawing out of a

Balance Sheet and a Profit and Loss Account in

the customary form. These are a mere rearrange-

ment of the Balance Sheet and the Profit and

Loss Account columns respectively in the analysed
Trial Balance. But there still remains some work

to do the information contained in the Memo-
randum must be given effect to in the books, and

every nominal account must be closed, by transfer

to the Capital Account via the Profit and Loss

Account. In practice these two processes would

proceed simultaneously, but it is simpler to take

them separately, and to take the second one first.

It is necessary to open an account in the Ledger

(if there be a Private Ledger it is in that book in

which the account would be opened) called "Profit

and Loss Account." Then, either by Journal

entry or by direct transfer, this account is debited

with each amount which appears in the debit

column of the Profit and Loss portion of the

analysed Trial Balance, the individual accounts

being correspondingly credited. Take, by way of

illustration, the first account in the Nominal Ledger
Customers' Discount (No. 6). In the Profit and

Loss Account columns, on the debit side, there is

an amount of 461 5s. lOd. An entry is, therefore,

made on the credit side thus :

" 1911 Dec. 31, By
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Profit and Loss Account 461 5s. 10d.," giving, of

course, the proper reference either the Journal

folio or the page in the Private Ledger on which

the Profit and Loss Account appears. This pro-

cess, applied to all the amounts in the debit

column, and the reverse process applied to those

in the credit column, must result in the Profit and

Loss Account in the Private Ledger containing all

the items which are in the Profit and Loss columns

of the Trial Balance, and therefore in its ending
with a credit balance of 1,325 8s. 8d. But how
has it left the Private and Nominal Ledgers ? It

will be seen that it has left them with, and only

with, the balances shown in the Balance Sheet

columns of the Trial Balance. Thus, to take

again the Customers' Discount Account. At the

point of the first extraction of the balances there

was a debit of 386 19s. 6d. Since then there

has been made an entry on the credit side

(the transfer to Profit and Loss Account) for

461 5s. lOd. The result is now a credit balance

of 74 6s. 4d., which is the needed amount, it

having been decided to reserve that sum against

discounts to be allowed to debtors on payment.

Take, again, Account No. 12, Bank Charges. This

had 14 15s. lid. at its debit
;
but as that is also

the amount in the Profit and Loss columns, it

receives exactly this amount by transfer to the

Profit and Loss Account, and is therefore squared,

and, for the time being, ceases to exist. This is
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correct, for there is nothing owing to, or by, the

business in connection with the account.

The method of treating the Stock Account is

clearly shown in the illustration, but as the method

of dealing with it often presents difficulties to

students, a special section is devoted to the subject

in Chapter XVI.

The next process is actually to strike the

balances as they now exist in the Private and

Nominal Ledgers (with the exception of the

Capital Account in the Private Ledger), ruling off

the accounts and bringing down each balance in

the usual way. It is assumed that the Bought
and Sold Ledger balances have similarly been

brought down, if it is possible so to do, which is

not always the case. But the balances in the

Private and Nominal Ledgers require some little

special attention the nature of the amount con-

stituting the balance should be briefly indicated,

as the account itself does not disclose what the

balance ought to be. Thus, turning once more to

the Customers' Discount Account, technicalities

are complied with if, on the debit side, before

striking the balance, there are the words " To

balance 74 6s. 4d.," and on the credit side, after

the account has been ruled off, the wrords "
By

balance 14 6s. 4d." But against one or other

of these amounts should be put some such explana-

tion as "
2J per cent, on Sold Ledger Balances

2,972 14s. 2d." So with the other accounts.
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Iii the case of Rent, Rates, Taxes, and Insur-

ance Account (No. 10), it will be noticed that there

are accrued amounts due both to and by the busi-

ness. In such a case it is well to bring down two

balances one on the debit side, and the other on

the credit.

At this stage every account in the books save

two has either been closed or has had its balance

struck. These two are the Capital Account, which

has a credit balance of 3,407 4s. 2d., and the

newly- opened Profit and Loss Account, which has

a credit balance of 1,325 8s 8d. The penultimate

act of the year is to carry the amount at the credit

of the Profit and Loss Account to the credit of

the Capital Account, thus closing the former

account, and making the balance at the credit of

the latter .4,732 12s. lOd. With the ruling off

of this account, and the bringing down of the

balance, the year's operations are at an end, and

the balances with which the year closes become

those with which the new one opens.

It must be borne in mind that the above

illustration is assumed to be that of a business

owned by a private individual it is neither a

limited company nor a partnership. If it were

either of these, it would make no difference to the

principle, or to the general procedure, but it would

alter the entries which directly affect the Capital

Account. The point is further dealt with in

Chapter XYI.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE BALANCE SHEET (concluded) FORMAL
ACCOUNTS, THE CAPITAL ACCOUNT, &c.

IT is usual to gather together the balances

with which the old year ends, and the new one

begins, in such a way that the various items can

be readily grasped and their significance under-

stood to prepare, in short, a Balance Sheet. In

the case of the accounts wrhich have been dealt

with in the two preceding chapters the Balance

Sheet would take some such form as follows :
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It will be noticed that the liabilities are on

the left-hand or debit side, whereas in the books

the balances representing liabilities are the credit

ones. Why this should be has been the subject

of much discussion and argument. It is, however,

a matter of no real importance. Howsoever the

custom arose, there it is, and merely because it is

a custom it should be adhered to, as uniformity

always should be adhered to in accounts unless

there is a distinct gain to be obtained from

diversity.

The order in which liabilities and assets are

set forth is a point on which there is no general

agreement. It also is a point which is not of great

importance, though every person who is in the

practice of drawing out Balance Sheets has some

principle of arrangement on which he acts :

e.g., the assets in the above Balance Sheet have

been placed in the order of their readability.

The Balance Sheet, it will be observed, is not

a Ledger Account
;

it is a grouping together of all

the Ledger Accounts at the point at which all

nominal accounts have been closed and only real

ones remain. The Profit and Loss Account, on

the other hand, while it usually accompanies the

Balance Sheet, is only one of the many Ledger
Accounts which is selected for special treatment

because of its exceptional character as a synthesis

of all the nominal account transactions of the

year. It is an account which is intelligible and
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instructive, or the reverse, according to the

arrangement of the items composing it. In prac-

tice it is sometimes built up in the Ledger in an

intelligible form, the items having previously been

properly arranged through the medium of a draft.

But the entries may be made in the Ledger in

any order which is convenient, which is, generally,

the order in which the accounts to be written off

appear in the Ledger. There is much to be said

for the adoption of this practice, leaving the

suitable arrangement of the items to be set

forth in the Profit and Loss Account which accom-

panies the Balance Sheet. But again the point

is one of practice, not of principle.

It will be observed that the Profit and Loss

Account has but a momentary existence. It is

opened only to be immediately closed. And as it

is closed by transferring its balance to the Capital

Account, the net result on that account, and on

the Balance Sheet, would be the same if there

were no Profit and Loss Account at all, the

nominal account balances being carried straight

to the Capital Account. The Profit and Loss

Account is interposed between the nominal balances

and the Capital Account solely for the sake of

clearness. If they all went straight to the Capital

Account, the balance of them, which constitutes

the profit, could not be ascertained at a glance, as

it can be by keeping a separate account for the

purpose.
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Indeed, not only could the nominal accounts

go direct to the Capital Account without affecting

the result, but there need be no nominal accounts

at all except the Capital Account. Were this done

the Capital Account would be inordinately long,

and quite unintelligible, and it is not to be

supposed that the procedure is advocated. Its

possibility is mentioned merely to emphasise the

fact that one side of the double-entry is the

trader himself, and that however much he may
for statistical purposes split himself into Sales

Account, Purchases Account, and the like, all

these accounts are but himself in some guise, and

find their abiding place in the Capital Account.

Properly arranged the Profit and Loss Account

for the year, as given in the Trial Balance in the

last chapter, would' assume some such form as

this :
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT, for Year ending 31st December 1911.

s d
!

s d
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Account is a mere separation, always more or less

arbitrary, of the Profit and Loss Account proper

into two parts. It is a division often found to

afford valuable information, but it does not affect

the result in any way.

There is one entry generally to be found in

the Profit and Loss Account of a privately owned

concern, which does not appear in the foregoing

account interest on capital. This was omitted

so as not to complicate the analysed Trial Balance.

It is usual for a business man to charge his busi-

ness with interest on the capital employed in it,

before arriving at his profit. The idea is that he

could have earned interest on his capital, without

taking any personal trouble, by investing it, and

that therefore the real profit arising from his work

in his business is not the gross increase of his

capital during the year, but this increase less the

interest which could have been obtained from an

outside investment of that amount of capital

which he has locked up in his business. In theory
this is correct, and in practice, where there are

partners with differing capitals, the charging of

interest is a useful method of recognising the

difference. But where a business has only one

owner, though the practice is desirable, it is

obviously only a taking of money from one

pocket and putting it into another. Technically

the operation is achieved by debiting the Profit

and Loss Account, and crediting the Capital
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Account with the interest, which is usually calcu-

lated at the rate of five per cent, per annum.

The Balance Sheet, as has been stated, shows

how a business stands on a given day, and the

Profit and Loss Account, which usually accompanies

it, shows what profit (or loss) has been made from

the date of the preceding Balance Sheet. But

though a trader may possess a Balance Sheet at

the beginning of the year, another at the end, and

a Profit and Loss Account covering the intervening

period, he is not of necessity in the possession of

all the information he ought to have. There may
be, and there generally are, transactions during

the year affecting his capital which have no place

in the Profit and Loss Account. Capital in large

or small sums may be, and generally is, with-

drawn
; and, similarly, capital may be paid in.

That a clear view of the position may be obtained

it is therefore necessary that the Balance Sheets

and Profit and Loss Account should be accom-

panied by a copy or a summary of the Capital

Account. To withdraw capital does not affect the

profit earned it only decreases the cash or bank

balance, just as the effect of bringing in capital is

to increase this balance. The owner of a business

generally draws a considerable number of amounts

during a year against the profit which is being
earned in short, he usually lives on his business.

And he frequently pays in sundry dividends and

other items. He uses the business, in fact, as a

G
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kind of banking account. It is customary to keep all

these transactions in a separate account, called the
"
Drawing Account," or the " Current Account,"

and to transfer the balance of this account in one

sum to the Capital Account at the end of the year.

This is done for convenience only, for all drawings
are a diminution of capital, and could quite

properly go direct to the Capital Account. On the

other hand any unusually large sums drawn out, or

paid in, may very well go direct to the Capital

Account instead of going through the Drawing
Account. But the distinction is arbitrary, depends
on the circumstances of each business, and makes

no difference to the result.

Bearing in mind these transactions on Capital

Account, it will be seen that the amount by which

capital has increased in the year is nob, by itself,

a demonstration of the earning of profit. A man

may find that his capital is the same in amount at

the end of the year as at the beginning, but if

during the year he has drawn 1,000 from the

business, he must have made that sum, or his

capital would have diminished instead of remain-

ing stationary. It is for this reason that full

information for the year involves a Capital Account

as well as a Profit and Loss Account.

The Capital Account should show the capital

a,t the beginning of the year according- to the

Balance Sheet of that date, the interest on capital,

the, profit according to the Profit and Loss
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Account, the capital (if any) brought in during

the year, and the capital withdrawn. The balance

should agree with the capital shown by the

Balance Sheet at the end of the year.

If in the illustration given in the last chapter

the trader had charged interest on his capital at

5 per cent., and if he had withdrawn <1,000, his

Capital Account would have been as follows :

CAPITAL ACCOUNT, for Year ending 31st December 1911.



PART

WITH the preceding Chapter, the main argu-

ment of this work comes to an end. But while

the principle underlying the keeping of a normal

set of books has been set forth, yet only normal

circumstances have been dealt with. There are

many matters, not necessarily met with, which,

nevertheless do in fact enter into or affect many
sets of books. Some of these will now be touched

upon not exhaustively, but only in so far as they

affect the balancing of a well-kept set of books.



CHAPTER XIV.

COLUMNAR BOOKS.

IT is not uncommon to find in a set of books,

some which are so arranged as to analyse, item by
item, the entries made in them, by means of

additional columns with appropriate headings.

Perhaps the Invoice Book is the one to which this

practice is most frequently applied. Thus, an

Invoice Book may be in some such form as this :

o|
Date
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posted probably to a Departmental Purchases or

Trading Account.

(As to the principle which should be adopted
in keeping and analysing an Invoice Book, see

p. 103.

The reason why it is more common to find an

analysed Invoice Book than an analysed Day Book
is that it is possible, and generally desirable, for

every invoice to be brought to one spot for incor-

poration in the books through the Invoice Book,
while it often happens that sales cannot be so

treated, but must be entered in a Day Book the

moment they are made. An analysis of sales,

therefore, if needed, is generally most conveniently
made by there being several Day Books, instead of

by means of several columns in one book.

As to the extent to which the columnar

system should be carried, it is safe to say that it

should be used to illuminate, and not to darken,

counsel, and to this latter purpose it may easily

be unwittingly put. It may be made a valuable

means of obtaining, at little cost, useful statistical

information information supplementary to that

afforded by normally kept books. If, however,

instead of being used to obtain additional infor-

mation it is used as a substitute for the posting of

individual items, its benefit may well be more than

questionable. It is possible to make such a use

of the system in the Cash Book, the payments
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being thrown out into analysis columns, to save the

trouble of posting in detail to the Nominal Ledger.

This, however, is not satisfactory. It is easy to

look through the accounts in a Nominal Ledger,

and when each account shows in detail each

payment belonging to it, effective criticism is

possible. But when only the totals of analysis

columns are posted, the Ledger tells nothing, and

details must be looked for in the Cash Book an

arduous task, which, as a plain matter of fact, no

principal or responsible manager will ordinarily

undertake.
i

Columnar analysis may be, therefore, good or

bad, according to the nature of the analysis under-

taken. But, even if the analysis be of a kind

which is normally advantageous, it may, in

particular cases, be useless. All legitimate analysis

involves some trouble Before undertaking it^

therefore, a trader should ask himself what he

expects to get out of it, and whether the trouble

will be justified by the result.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A "SET" OF BOOKS.

It might be thought that this was a question

which anyone could answer, but experience proves
the contrary. From the bookkeeper's point of

view the "
set

"
comprises all those books, ami

only those books, which are necessary for
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production of a Trial Balance. These, according
to the nature of the business, may be all (or most)
of the books used in the business, or they may be

but a small fraction of them. In manufacturing
concerns there is certain to be a great number of

books dealing in a preliminary way with what

ultimately become entries in the Day Book, such

as Time Books, Wages Books, Cost Books, &c.

These are of prime importance and may have a

system of their own, but they are not part of the

balancing books, and could all be destroyed without

interfering with them as balancing books. In

distributive businesses, though the number of

preliminary books is not so large as in manu-

facturing businesses, yet there are generally some

(e.g., Order Books) which form the basis for

entries in the balancing books, but are no part

of them.

The case of those books which are partly

within the system and partly outside of it is more

complicated. The Invoice book illustrated on

p. 95 is a case in point. The- book may be con-

sidered as being made up of four parts : first, the

individual items in the first column, as posted to

the Bought Ledger; second, the total of these

items, being the total of the first column
; third,

the individual items as analysed into their several

columns
;
and fourth^ the totals of these columns.

But, for balancing purposes, the second and third

parts are of no importance, for they do not enter
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into the system ;
it is the first and fourth which

matter. So long as the amounts which go to the

debit of the Departmental Purchase Accounts (or

whatever the accounts may be called) equal those

which have gone to the credit of individual

accounts in the Bought Ledger, the rightness or

wrongness of the analysis, as between one depart-

ment and another, matters (for purely balancing

purposes) not at all. In the same wr

ay, the

correctness of the addition of the first column

does not matter, for the total is not used. It

would, of course, be almost impossible for this

addition to be wrong while that of the analysis

columns was right, but the point is that its wrong-

ness, if confined to itself, would not matter; indeed,

for balancing purposes, the column need not be

added up at all.

The general rule is simple : only items posted

into the Ledger count for balancing purposes; how

they are made up, whether or not they are wrongly

made up, makes no difference. It is, of course, the

bookkeeper's business to see that they are right in

fact, as w^ell as for bookkeeping purposes; but if he

alter one he must remember that, if it is already

posted, this entails an alteration in the Ledger,

and that, if the matter has anything to do with

the totals of analysis columns, an alteration in

one may involve a corresponding alteration in

another.
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PETTY CASH BOOK.

The Petty Cash Book, as it may usefully be

kept, affords an instance both of an analysed book

and of a book which is mainly, but need not be

wholly, outside the balancing books. It also affords

an instance of a book which may offer peculiar

temptations to the making of errors in principle.

Petty cash, as everyone knows, is the cash

used to make payments of small individual import-

ance, though their aggregate amount for a year

may be considerable. The necessary cash to make

the payments is obtained from the main cash,

generally in round sums, perhaps of 5 or JCIO

each. So far as the main set of books is concerned,

they need have very little to do with the petty

cash. If a cheque for, say, 10 is wanted for

petty cash, it is drawn, entered in the main Cash

Book as a payment to petty cash, and posted to

an account of that name in the Nominal Ledger.
Here the matter may end, for though the Petty
Cash Book enters this particular cheque and all

others as a receipt, and has full particulars of

payments just as the main Cash Book has, yet

these are outside of the balancing system. But

the matter need not end, as regards the main

books, with the debit in the Nominal Ledger of a

number of sums paid to petty cash, and, generally,

should not so end. It should be carrried a little

further, because, when the year's accounts are
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made up, it is unsatisfactory to find in the Profit

and Loss Account an item "
Petty Cash ,200,"

or whatever the amount may be, for it affords no

indication of how the money has been spent. It

is therefore usual to analyse the petty cash pay-

ments, and this is best done by using a Petty Cash

Book ruled with columns for the various known

heads of expenditure, such as Postage, Carriage,

Travelling, and Sundries, or otherwise, as may be

suitable to the business. This analysis is the very

thing to which objection was taken on p. 96, as

applied to the main Cash Book. The difference is

that in that Cash Book the amounts are, or may
be, large, whereas in the Petty Cash Book they are

small, and therefore of little individual import-

ance. Suppose that at the end of a month the pay-

ments, divided as above, had been as follow :

Total Postage Carriage Travelling Sundries

20 17 6 819 3 17 2 521 3 16 6

It is assumed that the Nominal Ledger contains

accounts for these various items of expense.

Assume also that petty cash has received 25

from the main cash. The Nominal Ledger, there-

fore, has 25 at the debit of Petty Cash Account,

and the balance of the Petty Cash Book itself is

i'4 2s. 6d. If, then, the total of the payments

(20 17s. 6d.) is posted to the credit of the

Petty Cash Account in the Nominal Ledger,
its balance will stand at 4 '2s. 6d., and if the

total of each analysis column goes to its proper
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account, these accounts will be increased on the

debit side by an aggregate of '20 17s. 6d., which

is the amount which has gone to the credit of

the Petty Cash Account. The net result is that

the payments made through the petty cash will

have been incorporated in the main books and

passed to their proper accounts.

The entry by which Petty Cash Account is

credited and the Expense Accounts debited may
be made, and often is made, through the Journal.

In such a case the Petty Cash Book remains

wholly outside of the system, only affecting it as a

means of supplying information for a Journal

entry. But there is no necessity to make the entry

through the Journal, for the totals may quite well

be posted to the Ledger direct from the Petty Cash

Book itself. If that is done, the book to the extent

of the monthly totals (but only to that extent)

enters into the balancing system.

What has been said as to the analysing of

payments applies also to receipts, if there are

receipts other than those from the main cash.

It will be noticed that in the form of Petty

Cash Book outlined above, all the details are

outside of the balancing books. It is therefore

not practicable to post . any such item to the

Ledger. But it is possible to have, as one of the

analysis columns, one headed "
Ledger Accounts,"

and to enter in this any payments which it is
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desired to post to the Ledger. Necessarily the

total of the column would not be posted to the

debit of any expense account, as it had already

been posted in detail. But it is better to keep

the Petty Cash Book clear of the Ledgers except

as to the totals, and to enter in the main Cash

Book every item, however small, which it is

desired to post directly into a Ledger.

WHAT ITEMS GO INTO THE INVOICE BOOK.

Speaking generally, an Invoice Book is, as

its name implies, for invoices. Most of the

purchases made by a business are made from

concerns with whom it has a running (usually

a monthly) account. Each delivery of goods is

accompanied, or quickly followed, by an invoice

giving details, and at stated times these invoices

are set out in total in what is known as a
" statement." An invoice is an advice that

certain goods have been sent, a statement is, in

effect, a demand for payment of the total of the

goods supplied for a specified period. The proper
function of the Invoice Book is to record these

invoices as they come to hand. Each one is

posted to the furnisher's Ledger Account, which,
if all is right, agrees with the statement which

arrives after the close of each month.

If it is desired to conduct a large business

with due regard, on its statistical side, to efficiency
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and economy, it would be absurd to do so without

the aid of an Invoice Book and a Bought Ledger.

Nevertheless, these books are nofc vital ones in

the sense in which a Day Book and Sold Ledger

are vital. In the nature of the case they only

record in writing what is already in documentary

form. It would be possible to file all invoices

under their respective firms, to compare these

with the statements, to debit each payment of a

statement direct to a Purchases Account, and to

ascertain the liabilities at any time by making
a list of the invoices for which statements had

not been received and the statements which had

not been paid.

The fact that the keeping of an Invoice

Book is not vital, however desirable it may

be, brings about diversity in the method of

keeping it. Departure from the system of

reserving it for invoices generally takes one of

two forms : (1) Either it is used only for invoices

which are in respect of goods bought to sell again,

or (2) it is used for purchases where in the nature

of the transaction there are no invoices.

As to the first method of using the book, in

all businesses there is a clear distinction drawn

between articles purchased for re-sale and those

purchased as a necessary incident of providing

the means of this re-sale. It may not be easy

to draw the line, but it is drawn. Purchases for

stock are one thing, and purchases for expenses
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another. And the Invoice Book is not infre-

quently reserved rigidly for the former class of

purchases only. But this is not quite satisfactory,

anrl is certainly not necessary. It is not satisfac-

tory because there may be, and often are, other

purchases than stock ones which are the subject

of invoices. Such items of expense as repairs to

machinery, coal, and horsekeep (to name only a

few) often require frequent purchases, involving

invoices, monthly statements, and Bought Ledger

Accounts, and it is to meet this class of purchase,

irrespective of the kind of thing purchased, that

the Invoice Book exists. Any objection there

may be to mixing together purchases for stock

and those for expenses disappears, when it is

remembered that the distinction can easily be

preserved by means of appropriate analysis

columns in the Invoice Book.

The other method of using the book, which

falls short of complete satisfactoriness, is to use

it too much to use it for purchases for which

there are no invoices. Take the case of accounts

for gas supplied. These are generally rendered

quarterly, and in the ordinary course one is paid

before another is rendered. There is no object in

putting this quarterly account through the Invoice

Book, for there are no invoices to be gathered

together. Not only so, but an Invoice Book

entry involves a Bought Ledger Account (i.e., a

Personal Account), and it is a waste of time to
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open such an account. It is not necessary to

make any entry in the books for a Gas Account

(using this as typical of a class) till it is paid,

when the necessary entry of the payment in the

Cash Book is posted direct to the proper account

in the Nominal Ledger. If Gas Accounts, or

similar ones, are put through the Invoice Book,

not only is a Personal Bought Ledger Account

necessitated, but there is a real difficulty in getting

the amount of the account to the proper Nominal

Ledger Account, as it can only be done by a very

detailed analysis of the Invoice Book.

But, when all is said, so long as an Invoice

Book is properly kept in the main, the fact that it

contains a little more or less than it ought to do is

not a very great matter; and, so far as the balancing

of the books is concerned, it is 110 matter at all.

Custom has some weight, and though an estab-

lished practice which achieves a result may fall

short of perfection, it may be better to continue

it, so long at least as it is worked through one

particular individual, than to upset existing

arrangements in order to inaugurate a system

more nearly approaching theoretical perfection.



CHAPTER XY.

BRANCH ACCOUNTS.

THE accounts between a Head Office and its

branches present certain bookkeeping problems
which are somewhat outside the ordinary experi-

ence. There are some concerns, such as banks

and multiple-shop companies, whose very existence

lies in having: many branches. Each of these

has its own system, suited to its needs. But it

is not of these that this section proposes to

treat, but rather of the more common case of a

business which is carried on at several places.

In this connection the word " Branch "
has many

meanings. There are instances where the branch

practically is the business, as in the common case

of a company which has a registered office and a

board of directors in London, but carries on its

real business in the Colonies or abroad. On the

other hand, there are businesses which, though

mostly carried on at one place, yet, for one reason

or another, have some sort of a small representa-

tion in another place perhaps only an order

office. Then there are concerns which have

branches which sell independently but do not

buy that being done for them by the Head
Office

;
and there are other branches which buy,
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but do not sell. There are others which both

buy and sell, just as the Head Office does.

Not only are there all sorts of branches, but

there are all sorts of ways of controlling them.

In one case no information may be required from

the branch but an annual Balance Sheet and

Profit and Loss Account, while in another the

Head Office will be satisfied with nothing less than

duplicates of every entry in the branch books.

And between these two extremes are endless

variations.

Nothing, therefore, can be attempted here but

some indication of general principles of how the

double-entry principle may be brought into use in

the case of Branch Accounts, as in the case of

accounts of every other kind.

Take first the case of a concern which desires

to establish a business abroad one which shall be

entirely independent, doing its own buying and

selling. Assume that questions of foreign currency

and exchange fluctuations (which form the subject

of the next section of this chapter) may be dis-

regarded. Money is sent (say 20,000 in all) to

the manager of a new venture (in Vienna, let it be

assumed) with which he erects a factory. In the

English books this is debited to an account called

" Vienna Branch." A set of books would, of course,

be started in Vienna, and the accounts opened

there for the various items of expenditure, such as
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Land and Buildings, Fixed Plant, Loose Plant,

&G. If the completion of the erection and equip-

ment of the factory be supposed to coincide with

the close of the financial year, the London office

has in its books a debit balance " Vienna Factory

20,000," and the Vienna office has a credit balance

of a similar amount in its books to an account

called " London Office." The Vienna Balance

Sheet would be somewhat as follows :

Liabilities. Assets.

London Office .. .. 20,000 Cash at Bank .. .. 300

|

Land and Buildings .. 7,500
Fixed Plant .. .. 9,200
Loose Plant . . . . 3,000

20,000 20,000

When the London Balance Sheet came to be

prepared the debit of 20,000 could, if desired, be

resolved into its constituent parts. Indeed, this

could be done in the London books proper by

making a Journal entry debiting accounts opened
for the various items and crediting (and thus

closing) the "Vienna Factory" Account. But this

course is not likely to be adopted. It is simpler to

keep one account, which shows at any time how
much money there is in Vienna, leaving it to

the books there kept to show^how the amount is

made up.

Now let it be assumed that the Vienna

venture grows and prospers, that during the year

a further 5,000 is sent out from London, and that

H 2
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the profit earned during the year in Vienna is

3,000. The balance in the London book-; is

.25,000, and this is also the balance of the London

Office Account in the Vienna books The Vienna

Balance Sheet would now be as follows :

Liabilities.
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of the branch in buying and selling is assumed.

Broadly, it may be said that the further away the

branch the simpler are the bookkeeping problems

involved, for of necessity a distant branch must

be left to go its own way in the daily affairs of

business the Head Office can control policy, but

not details Yet even in a case so completely

independent as that assumed above, matters will

not go quite smoothly. The London office is

pretty certain to have done some buying (say of

Plant) for Vienna. When the account is paid in

London the amount is debited to Vienna as though
it were cash remitted, and Vienna, as the result

of an advice, credits London and debits Plant

Account. On the other hand, an ordinary trade

account for goods supplied by Vienna, to an English

customer may be paid by that customer in London.

In that case London credits Vienna as though
Vienna had remitted cash, and Vienna debits

London and credits its customer.

Now take the more complicated case of a

business in London which has a branch in Man-

chester, where the arrangement is that the goods

bought for Manchester, though delivered there, are

yet ordered from, and invoiced to, London. Assume

also that all cash taken in Manchester is banked

intact for immediate remittance by the Manchester

Bank to the credit of the Company's account in

London. Under such an arrangement the Bought

Ledger is kept in London, but the Sold Ledger is
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necessarily kept in Manchester (London may
have a duplicate of it, but the Manchester one is

the original). Let it be assumed, too, that the

London office is not a mere registered office, but

that a business is actually carried on there.

In such circumstances perhaps no two people

would design books in exactly the same way, and

therefore the following suggestions, while certainly

achieving the wished-for result, are no more than

suggestions to show the student how bookkeeping

principles may be applied.

Dealing with .the London books, the whole

affair could be managed through one account, so

far as the transactions between the two places are

concerned, but these transactions are so numerous

that it is much simpler to have several accounts,

which at the close of each year are brought together

in one account called "Manchester Branch, Capital

Account." Assume that the branch is that of a

retail business, that it has been equipped and

stocked, and that for this purpose jLO,000 has

been expended, this sum having been sent to

Manchester and debited to this Capital Account.

The year, therefore, opens with this balance at

its debit.

The purchases go through the London books,

either by means of an Invoice Book kept specially

for Manchester purchases, or, more likely, by
means of a special column in the General Invoice
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Book. The totals are debited to " Manchester

Branch, Purchases Account." Say they are

20,000.

All the cash paid to the Manchester bank for

remittance to London is entered in the London

Cash Book as received from Manchester, and posted

to the credit of a "Manchester Current Account."

Say the amount is <18,000.

As Manchester cannot get on without incur-

ring expenses (which are assumed to be paid there),

the money is found by remittances to the credit of

a Bank Account operated on by the Manchester

manager. These go through the London Cash

Book, and are debited to a " Manchester Expenses
Account." Call the amount 3,000. (Instead of

this method being adopted, the Manchester

manager might send each week a statement show-

ing the amounts he had to pay, and receive a

cheque for the exact amount.)

Turning to the Manchester books, these have,

in the Nominal Ledger, a " London Capital

Account "
with 10,000 at its credit (balanced by,

say, 7,000 at the debit of a Stock Account as the

value of the stock at the beginning of the year,

and .3,000 at the debit of a Fixtures and Fittings

Account), a London Purchases Account with

20,000 at its credit, a London Current Account

with 18,000 at its debit, and a London Expenses
Account with 3,000 at its credit. For the purpose
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of the sales there is a Day Book and a Sold Ledger,

kept as may be found most convenient as to form,

but in principle the same as the corresponding

books of any other business. There is also a

Nominal Ledger (including in this term the Private

Ledger, if one is kept). As to the Cash Book,

instead of there being one kept in the ordinary

way, it will be found convenient to have two one

for receipts from customers, and one for expenses.

As all receipts from customers are banked specifi-

cally for the credit of London, the quickest and

clearest way to deal with them is to enter them in

a Cash Book kept for the purpose to keep the

receipts in one column, and to throw the total, up
to the point at which they are banked, into an outer

column. The mere throwing out of this amount

constitutes the record of the payment into bank,

though if necessary a column for the date of such

payment might be added. Of course, discounts

would have their own column as in any ordinary

Cash Book. The amounts in the outer column

need not be posted individually to the debit of the

London Current Account. It is sufficient to post

them, say, monthly. The following ruling meets

the case. It will be seen that each page contains

both the debits and the credits, the second column

standing for receipts and the third for payments :
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JANUARY.

1

Day
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LONDON CAPITAL ACCOUNT (in the Manchester Books) .
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ing account in the Manchester books, but on the

opposite side. The entry for the profit as shown

by the Manchester books is obtained by debiting

the Manchester Capital Account and crediting the

General Profit and Loss Account of the business.

The net result of all these transactions is

that two sets of books, kept independently of one

another, are brought into harmony ;
that the whole

of the transactions affecting Manchester are cor-

rectly recorded some in London and some in

Manchester
;
and that the true net profit of the

Manchester business finds its proper destination

in the General Profit and Loss Account of the

London books.

The accounts kept may seem complicated,

and so, to some extent, they are. But it is

necessary to remember that simplification has

limits, and that, if transactions are inherently

complex, the accounts recording them must also

be complex.

The above illustrations are probably suffi-

ciently full to show clearly the principle involved
;

and this principle, if thoroughly grasped, can be

applied to any given circumstances.

FOREIGN CURRENCY.

As it is not practicable to have different

currencies in one set of books, it is necessary,

where they have to be dealt with, to treat them in
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one of two ways either the amounts must, for the

purpose of the bookkeeping, be turned into ster-

ling, or a separate set of books must be kept in

the particular currency required. (Note that this

point is discussed, as every other point touched on

has been discussed, primarily from the technical

bookkeeping point of view.)

Currency problems in bookkeeping arise in

various ways. (1) A business doing a home
trade may occasionally execute orders for foreign

customers, dealing with them direct.
(-2) A busi-

ness may have a regular trade with some foreign

country, selling in the currency of that country
and receiving payment in it probably through an

account with a foreign bank opened for the pur-

pose. Or (3) a business may have a foreign

branch.

In the first case, that of a business which

occasionally deals direct with foreign firms, the

currency problem hardly arises at all. if the

goods are invoiced in sterling there is no problem
at that stage, nor is there at a later stage, if, as

may happen, the payment is made by a sterling

cheque on the London office of a foreign bank. If

the remittance comes in foreign currency, the

sterling amount produced by cashing it is entered

as a receipt in the ordinary way, and the differ-

ence (which there is sure to be) is treated as a

discount. It may happen, however, that the goods
are invoiced in the foreign currency. In such a
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case this curreiicy amount is entered as a memo-

randum in the Day Book, and the sterling amount,
at a standard rate of exchange, is entered in the

cash column.

If a business has a regular foreign trade with

some particular country, and particularly if this

trade he in sales of relatively small value, it

becomes necessary to make special arrangements
for doing this trade. Indeed, aparb from con-

venience to the selling business, the customers

demand it. A Frenchman who has bought a

thousand pounds' worth of machinery from an

English firm is doubtless willing, as the trans-

action is an occasional one, to take some trouble

about remitting ; but another Frenchman who has

bought a few pounds worth of lace from the agent
of a Nottingham house must be granted the same

facilities for payment as he would have if he

bought direct from a French house. Hence the

common arrangement by which British houses

doing such a trade invoice their goods in the

foreign (say, French) currency, and arrange that

these goods may be paid for by the customer just

as he pays his own countrymen. The cheque, or

bill, goes to an account which the exporters have

opened with a French bank in France, probably

through an agent there, who collects the accounts,

advising his principals as to the amounts paid.

Trade conducted thus involves the keeping by
the exporting firm of a set of books in French
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currency. The books required are Day Book, Sold

Ledger, and Cash Book. Strictly, there should

be a Nominal Ledger also, but, as the Nominal

Accounts are very few, they can have a small

portion of the Sold Ledger reserved for them.

They are kept just as sterling books are kept, and

are balanced (without reference to the sterling

books) in the ordinary way.

So far there are no special problems. It is as

easy to keep books in French currency as in

British. Indeed it is easier centimes are turned

into francs more easily than pence into shillings,

and shillings into pounds. Such difficulty as

there is arises in the incorporation of the French

trading figures in the English books.

If it be assumed that the foreign trade begins

with the financial year of the exporting firm, the

only point at which the two sets of books touch

during the year (i.e., until the time for balancing

is reached) is likely to be when a sum is withdrawn

from the account with the French bank. (This

account, being for receipts only, is always in credit,

and as the balance grows, cheques are drawn 011

it, and paid into the firm's ordinary banking

account. Or the bank may have instructions to

remit when the balance reaches a certain sum.)

As regards the French books, this is entered in

the Cash Book as a payment to an account called

44 General Business, Current Account," or some

such name. In the English books the amount
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in sterling produced by the cheque in francs is

entered in the Cash Book and posted to the credit

of " French Business, Current Account." At the

end of the year all the nominal accounts in the

French books are written off to a Capital Account

if necessary, they can go through a Profit

and Loss Account. The balance of this Capital

Account therefore represents the French assets

i.e., book debts and cash in bank. In the English

books corresponding entries are made in the

Journal, debits in the French books becoming
credits in the English ones, and vice versa. Also,

instead of being in francs they are in sterling at

the agreed rate of exchange. The whole pro-

cedure is similar to that set forth in the preceding
section in connection with the London business

having a Manchester branch, for the French

books are in effect branch books, though they are

kept in the same office as the English ones. The

only difference is that what is expressed in one

set of books as <! is expressed in the other as

fr. 25.25, or whatever is taken as the value of JS1.

The result of these entries is that the debit

balance of the French Capital Account in the

English books stands at the value in sterling of

the number of francs at the credit of the Capital

Account in the French books. This debit balance

in the English books, therefore, represents the

French assets, which would (or could) be set out

specifically in the Balance Sheet of the business.
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The third instance of dealing with foreign

currency in accounts is that of a business having

a foreign branch one which is free to manage its

own affairs, as in the illustration of the business

in Vienna given in the preceding section of this

chapter. In such a case the complications affect-

ing the balancing books need only be trifling,

though they may be considerable.

When a business establishes a foreign branch

the assets abroad are subject to the ordinary

diminution of value by wear and tear and the

like, to which the English assets are subject.

But, in addition, they are subject to the fluctua-

tions of the rate of exchange. The extreme case

of Indian currency illustrates the point. Once,

the rupee was worth two shillings ; now it is worth

about one shilling and fourpence ?'.<?., it has lost

about a third of its one-time value. Assume a

company which, when the rupee was worth two

shillings, raised in this country a capital of

100,000 which it remitted to India, where it

was invested in trade. Such a concern may be

very prosperous, but it is obvious that when the

rupee is depreciated by one-third, what cost the

company 100,000 is worth only about 67,000.

A company formed at such a time with a capital of

67,000 could acquire assets in India equal in value

to those which had cost the older concern half as

much again. If it were desired by this older

concern to write off what is, of course, a real loss,
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the consequences might be serious ; but as a

matter of bookkeeping it is the simplest thing to

do, for all that is required is to depreciate the

Indian Capital Account in the London books by

one-third. A single Journal entry suffices.

Such a heavy loss on exchange does not arise

where the foreign country has a gold standard.

The fluctuations in exchange are within narrow

limits, and for the purpose of periodical Balance

Sheets it may be decided to disregard them,

assuming one normal rate. In such a case, if

no cash ever passed between the Head Office and

the branch, there would never be any difficulty.

But there are certain to be such transactions

during the year, and they must be made at the

rate of exchange of the day, which is all but

certain not to be the normal rate which the

business has assumed for its own purposes. Thus,

to refer again to the Vienna illustration. The

London office may have decided that .1 is to

be considered as equal, for the purposes of their

Balance Sheet, to fl.24.10. But, if Vienna remits

money to London, and has to pay fl.24.12 for every

1 which it purchases, there is a loss on the

transaction, and London must debit its Exchange
Account (an account which goes to the Profit

and Loss Account) with this loss, crediting the

"Vienna Branch Account." In this way the

Vienna Branch Account always agrees with the
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London Office Account in the Vienna books, at

the normal rate of exchange.

This is the only way in which it is absolutely

necessary for the English books to take cognisance

of currency fluctuations. But, if the London

office decided at each stocktaking to take the

Vienna assets at the rate of exchange of the day,

it would be necessary to make a further entry,

similar in character to the writing down of the

Indian assets in the case referred to above.

As with Branch Accounts, so with Foreign

Currency. Any intelligent student of bookkeeping,

armed with a general idea of how the thing can be

done, can deal with any transactions if he bring to

his work an ability to set the problem clearly

before himself, and to resolve it into its constituent

parts.



CHAPTER XVI.

SECTIONAL BALANCING.

A SET of books is primarily designed to balance

as a whole. But where the transactions are very

numerous there is an obvious advantage in adopt-

ing some method by which portions of the books

can be balanced by themselves. If no such system

be adopted, an error can only be found by the

process of checking and, if necessary, re-checking

all the books
; but, if the error can be shown to

exist in a particular section of the books, only that

section need be examined.

Such a division into sections it is always

possible, and sometimes easy, to make. Let it be

assumed that it is desired to be able to test the

accuracy of the Sold Ledgers apart from the other

books. The total which has gone to the debit of

customers in this Ledger is easy to find, for it is

either the total of the Day Book or this total

with certain small adjustments. The reason why
the Sold Ledger debits may not exactly corre-

spond to the Day Book entries is that some Day
Book items may have gone to a Bought Ledger
Account and some Invoice Book items to a Sold

Ledger Account. If so, they must be noted
;

I 2
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but, where sectional balancing is in vogue, there

is generally a rigid rule confining the Day Book

to the Sold Ledger and the Invoice Book to the

Bought Ledger. The Returned Sales Book follows,

of course, the lines of the Day Book.

The other great factor in the Sold Ledger is

the cash, with the corresponding discount. Where

it is the practice to keep the receipts in a separate

Cash Book division is easy, for this book can be

reserved for Sold Ledger accounts, all other

receipts going into the main Cash Book. But

where there is only one Cash Book it is necessary

to extract from the debit side all the items which

go to the Sold Ledger, and this is best done by an

analysis column. There must be a similar column

on the credit side of the Cash Book to catch the

few payments which have gone to the Sold Ledger.

These arrangements probably result in picking

up all the items comprising the Sold Ledger

except any there may be in the Journal, and these

must be noted. Care must be taken to make any

transfer between the Sold and other Ledgers by

means of a Journal entry, so as to preserve a

record of it.

The following is a ruling of a Cash Book (of a

business where only one Cash Book is kept), so

arranged as to provide for an analysis of the entries

passing through it, and for balancing the Ledgers,

separately :
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It will be noticed that, for the purpose of this

analysis, the cash and discount are treated as one.

In this particular form every entry in the book is

placed in an analysis column, and this is the safest

plan to adopt. But as on the debit side the bulk

of the items go to the Sold Ledger, it is possible to

omit the column for that Ledger, and to arrive at

the total by deduction b}~ taking from the total

of the Discount, Cash, and Bank columns the total

sums which have gone to the Bought and Nominal

and Private Ledgers, and the contras. Similarly,

on the credit side, the Bought Ledger column

may be omitted and the total arrived at in a

similar way.

The constituent parts of the Sold Ledger being

thus built up, the balance so obtained should agree

with the aggregate of the individual Sold Ledger

balances, or rather, a figure is obtained with which

those balances should agree. The statement bring-

ing out this figure is generally recorded in perma-
nent form in the Nominal Ledger. But it is not

a true Ledger Account, it is only a memorandum

producing a result which may be exceedingly

useful, but is not an integral part of the book-

keeping.

The Bought and Nominal Ledgers can, of

course, be similarly treated.

Every practising accountant finds it his busi-

ness on occasion to produce a Profit and Loss
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Account from books which have been kept without

any intelligible system and have never been

balanced. If there is no Nominal Ledger, he must

make one in some form, if it is only in columns on

loose sheets of foolscap. This work, and the check-

ing which is a necessary part of the task as a whole,

virtually turns the books into double-entry ones,

and can be very easily arranged to make the

Ledgers balance sectionally.

The possibility of applying checking to sec-

tional balancing is very well worked out in a book

published in 1897 by Mr. (now Sir John) Craggs,

called
u
Heavy Trial Balances Made Easy." The

method, with some slight modifications, has been

used by the writer in his office for many years with

most satisfactory results.

The subject of sectional balancing is much
too large to be treated exhaustively here, but it is

desirable to refer to it because of its relation to the

principle underlying modern bookkeeping.

COMPANY AND PARTNERSHIP BOOKKEEPING.

So far as pure business operations are con-

cerned, there is nothing in the bookkeeping of a

limited company or a partnership to differentiate it

from any other kind of bookkeeping. It is only

when those accounts which are usually kept in the

Private Ledger are reached that the difference
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shows itself. The word "
capital," which to an

individual trader means the surplus of assets over

liabilities at any time, has a very specialised mean-

ing in the case of a company; and this is also true,

though in a less degree, of the wrord in connection

with a partnership. This entails the keeping of

some additional Ledger Accounts. But the general

principles of debit and credit, real and nominal,

are not altered in any way. A dissertation on the

distinctive features of Company and Partnership

Accounts is really a dissertation on a branch of

company and partnership law, and lies outside the

scope of this work.

DEPARTMENTAL ACCOUNTS.

Departmental Accounts might be thought at

iirst sight to have some resemblance to Branch

Accounts, but the resemblance is only superficial.

The problem of Branch Accounts is to keep two

sets of books, in different places, in correspondence

with each other, while Departmental Accounts are

accounts kept substantially in the ordinary way,
but with a particular subdivision of the nominal

accounts. All keeping of nominal accounts,

involving, say, the separation of wages from pur-

chases, is a kind of departmentalising, and a

division into departments is a mere extension of

this principle. There are, therefore, no special
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featurrs to be noticed, viewing the matter as a

problem in bookkeeping.

Division into departments varies in different

concerns. In some, it does not go beyond pur-

chases and sales. In others, the division is

carried through every item of expense. In the

former case the division is probably based on

indisputable facts, but in the other it is certainly,

to some extent, based on estimate. If it lies with

a bookkeeper to make the division he should dis-

tinguish between the two cases. But this is

rather a question of the wording of the Profit and

Loss Account than of the keeping of the accounts

which lead up to it.

COST ACCOUNTS.

The subject of Cost Accounts is one large

enough to have a literature of its own. Nor does

it need to be dwelt upon here
;
for though the

costing books must be dependent upon the com-

mercial ones, the latter can go their way whatever

the costing system, or even if as often is the case

there is no costing system worthy of the name.

Cost books may be so kept, and, indeed, ought to

be so kept, as to have a balancing system of their

own, and they may be kept either in terms of

money or of material, or of both. In such cases,

the ordinary rules of bookkeeping apply to them
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as independent units. But the commercial books

are the ultimate test. If the Profit and Loss

Account shows a manufacturer that (fluctuations

in stock being taken into account) he has spent in

material in any year 20,000, then he lias spent

that amount among his various jobs, and if the

individual items of cost which his cost books or

cards may show do not amount to that sum, they

are wrong. Similarly, if a percentage is added to

the prime cost of each job which purports to cover

the general expenses, this percentage cannot do

more than agree with the actual expenses, as

shown by the Profit and Loss Account
;

if it

does not do so, it is the percentage, not the

Profit and Loss Account, which is wrong. A
business is run for profit, and profit is the balance

of the Profit and Loss Account. This balance is,

as a matter of bookkeeping, entirely unaffected by

the existence, or non-existence, of Cost Accounts.

Of course, the existence of a proper system of

costing may be necessary to that economical pro-

duction which is a condition of profit earning, but

that is another matter.

SUSPENSE ACCOUNTS.

In the majority of cases the destination of the

entries in the Day Book, Cash Book, &c., is quite

well known. But from time to time there arise

cases where, for one reason or another, the destina-
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tion is not certain. For instance, a firm may make

a payment of, say, 100, in order to obtain an

option on a patent right. If the option is exercised,

this payment is treated as a part of the cost of

obtaining the right, while, if it is not so exercised,

the amount is written-off to Profit and Loss

Account as a loss. The amount might be left

unposted in the Cash Book till its destination wa*

known, but this is a dangerous practice, as

it might be overlooked, and so cause trouble.

Therefore it is posted to the debit of a Suspense
Account. The Suspense Account is a temporary

resting place for such items as the above, and the

fact that there is any item in it is in effect a notice

that there is an entry in the books which requires

to be looked into. Consequently the Suspense
Account balance, if there happens to be one,

requires special attention at each stocktaking.

Sometimes the Suspense Account is used for

the special purpose of obtaining a temporary rest-

ing place in the Ledger .
for amounts accrued at

stocktaking. This use has already been briefly

referred to on p. 69 in connection with the making
of the entries which immediately precede the pre-

paration of a Balance Sheet. The process involv-

ing the use of the Suspense Account is not a

necessary one, but, as it is not uncommon, it is

well to refer to it.

In the analysed Trial Balance set forth on

p. 74, there is a note of certain amounts accrued
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in respect of expenses amounts relating to

accounts wherein no personal Bought Ledger
Accounts are kept. Those, in the illustration

there given, were dealt with by being brought

down as credit balances in their respective

nominal accounts, which is a method at once easy

and clear. But if it was desired to put them into

a Suspense Account, the following Journal entry

would have to be made :

i9ii s a s a

Dec. 31 SUNDRIES. Dr.

To SUSPENSE Account . . . . 137 17 7

For amounts due or accrued at date.

Customers' Discount . . . . 74 G 4

Salaries G 15 3

Rent, Rates, Taxes ana In-

surance 12 18 9

Carriage 22 17 3

Legal ana Professional Costs 21

(The word " sundries
" used above has no

mystic significance. It is employed where a

Journal entry deals with more than one account

on a side, and is really short for "
Sundry Accounts

set forth below.")

The posting of this entry has the effect of

making the nominal accounts show their proper
debits for the year, and also of showing the proper

liability in respect of them through the Suspense

Account, which is a "real" account.

This particular kind of Suspense Account,

however, is only opened to be closed, and this
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closing is done by reversing the entry on 1st

January as follows :

1912 E d a d

Jan. 1. SUSPENSE ACCOUNT. Dr. 137 17 7

To SUNDRIES.

For amounts due or accrued at

31st December 1911 written back.

Customers' Discount . . . . . . . 74 G 4

Salaries G 15 3

Rent, Rates, Taxes and In-

surance 12 IS 9

Carriage 22 17 3

Legal and Professional Costs .. .. 21

The nominal accounts, therefore, begin the

new year with a credit balance in each case, this

balance representing the liability at 1st January,

which forms a proper deduction from subsequent

payments, for these payments include this liabilit}^.

The above illustration deals with liabilities,

but the same process, with the sides reversed, may
be applied to assets.

STOCK ACCOUNTS.

This section does not deal with the keeping
of Stock Accounts as a part of a system of Costing,

but with the more technical question of the keep-

ing of the Stock Account in the commercial books,

and the method of treating this account at a

stocktaking.

The following is the method (a common one)

adopted in the illustration given in Chapters XII
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and XIII. The year begins with (inter alia) a

Stock Account which has at its debit the value of

the stock on 1st January 2,175 12s. 6d. This

account is unaltered during the year, but on 31st

December it is closed by the transfer of the

amount to the debit of the Profit and Loss

Account. At the same time an entry is made

crediting the Profit and Loss Account and debiting

the Stock Account with the value of the new
stock 2,227 9s. 5d. It will be seen that the stock

has increased during the year by 51 16s. lid.,

and that the net result of the two entries is to

credit Profit and Loss Account and debit Stock

Account with that sum. The only advantage of

making the two entries for the larger amounts

instead of one entry for the difference, is that they
show the whole transaction quite clearly, which is

always a good thing to do.

There is this peculiarity about the Stock

Account, that while all the other accounts may be

said to move during the year as the business

moves, the Stock Account remains fixed at an

amount which is certainly not the value of the

stock at any other time than the moment at which

it is taken. It was not the older custom (and on

the Continent it is not the modern custom) to

have separate accounts for Stock, Purchases, and

Sales. One account, called " Goods Account,"
took them all. This account began in any year
with the Stock at the beginning, the Purchases
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during the year were debited to it, and the Bales

credited. At the end of the year the account

showed a balance, which would have been the

amount of the stock had everything bought been

sold at the same price, but which, under normal

circumstances, was smaller than the actual stock,

by reason of the profit made on each sale. The

account was therefore debited with the amount

required to bring the balance up to the ascertained

value of the stock, and the amount so debited was

credited to the Profit and Loss Account. The

then balance of the Goods Account (being the

value of the stock) was brought down to form the

commencement of the account for the next year.

If the books illustrated in Chapters XII and

XIII had been kept in such a fashion, the Profit

and Lous Account on page 89 would have begun
with the balance of the Goods Account, which

would have been the Gross Profit of .3,085 8s. lid.

A Stock Account on these lines is theoreti-

cally correct, but it has practical disadvantages,

being of little value for statistical purposes. As

actually kept, it would not show the Purchases

and Sales each in one sum. Assuming that the

Invoice Book and Day Book were ruled off monthly,
both Purchases and Sales would appear in twelve

monthly totals indeed in twenty-four, for there

would be twelve entries of Purchases on the debit

side, and twelve entries for returned Purchases on

the credit side, and the sales would be similarly
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split up. It is therefore convenient to keep

separate accounts for Stock, Purchases, and Sales,

and to bring them together in the Profit and Loss

Account, which, however, may be divided into two

parts, the first part being the Goods Account

summarised as above, and now generally known
as the "

Trading Account." For the particular

business illustrated, the Goods Account is the

Trading Account referred to on page 89.

Another practical objection to a Goods

Account is that in many businesses, including all

manufacturing ones, it is not easy to say what are
" Purchases

"
in the strict sense of the word. It

is generally most useful to analyse fully all pur-

chases, of whatever sort, by means of separate

Ledger Accounts, and at stocktaking to make such

a grouping of them as is convenient and useful.

In the illustration given it will be noticed that

the carriage of goods bought has been treated as

a portion of the cost of goods bought, which it

properly is.

This separation of accounts involves the isola-

tion of the Stock Account. But though it stands

unaltered throughout the year, it must be read in

conjunction with the accounts of the Purchases

and Sales. The movements in these two accounts

are in fact stock movements, as is clearly seen

when the Profit and Loss Account is drawn out,

and all the accounts relating to the year's work-

ing are brought together.



CHAPTER XVII.

CONCLUSION.

THE foregoing chapters are an attempt to set

forth clearly the principles which are implied in

all good modern bookkeeping, and the application

of these principles in some cases which are apt

to be met with in every set of books. Throughout,

an endeavour has been made to adhere strictly to

the technical side of bookkeeping, because it is

that, and that only, with which the book profe-

to deal. A competent counting-house staff must

be able to do much more than keep books properly.

It is, for instance, at least as important that the

entries in the Journals should be correct as that

they should be correctly posted into the Ledger.

A single Day Book entry may imply a great deal

of work on the part of the staff before it is correctly

obtained
; yet, to the bookkeeper, as such, it is

merely one amount to be correctly included in the

Day Book addition and correctly posted. This is

especially true in large manufacturing concerns,

where a contract may be for thousands of pounds,

and may involve the most elaborate costing details

and calculations. Yet, to the bookkeeper, it all

boils down to a single item. Indeed, the keeping
of the books proper of those books which, taken
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together, form the balancing set is often (perhaps

usually) a comparatively small part of the counting-

house work. It is, however, a part which can be

dealt with by itself hence this book. And it

may not be amiss to add that where books are

thoroughly well kept, and regularly balanced, one

may expect to find and usually does find that

the rest of the office work is well done. If one

is satisfied that a certain man is exceedingly

particular about the cut of his coat, one may
assume that he is not wearing baggy trousers !

Good bookkeeping, then, is an outward and

visible sign of system in a counting-house, and for

that reason alone is valuable. But it has also

a direct value in preventing losses caused by
mistakes and fraud. Mistakes may, and do, occur

through carelessness
;
but even where great care

is taken there is certain to be some mistake made
in the course of a long year's work. The proof is

simple, and is to be found by asking any keeper
of a considerable set of books whether his Trial

Balance comes out rightly at the first attempt.

How careful soever he may be, it will be found

that in nine, and probably in ten, years out of

ten he has had a difference which he has been

obliged to search for. It is true that the difference,

when found, may prove to be of such a nature

as not to involve the firm in any pecuniary loss ;

but that is a mere chance, and makes a mistake

none the less a mistake.
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Not only does good bookkeeping minimise

mistakes due to carelessness ; it is a valuable agent

in the prevention of fraud. There are people

who maintain that if a man wants to be

dishonest, dishonest he will be, whatever system

of bookkeeping be employed. It would be equally

true to say that, if a man wants to break into a

house, locks and bolts will not stop him. But the

people who say so presumably lock their doors and

fasten their windows o'nights. True it is that, if

a man is determined at all costs to steal, he will

not stick at trifles it is a condition of being

prepared to steal at all costs that you are not

stopped by trifles. But the fact is that the

number of such desperate fellows is very limited.

Between them on the one hand, and the incor-

ruptibly honest on the other, stand a great number

of people who would be dishonest in certain

circumstances, but are kept honest because these

circumstances do not arise. There is many a man
who could not be trusted with uncounted money
who could be depended on not to break into a safe.

In like manner there are people who could not be

trusted to receive mone}
7

,
if they knew that they

could keep it for their own purposes by making a

simply entry most unlikely to be detected, who

would deal honestly with it if they knew that any

irregular dealing would certainly be detected at, or

soon after, the next stocktaking.
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Double-entry bookkeeping, rigidly carried out,

does not directly prevent fraud, but, by making
continued immunity from detection almost impos-

sible, it makes fraud too dangerous for the average

man to attempt. It acts very much as the general

system of law and police acts in daily life. It is

a very easy thing for one person to injure seriously,

or even to kill another, and the reason that it is

not done more frequently than is actually the case

is not its physical impossiblity, but the reasonable

certainty of detection and punishment. Thus, in

a counting-house, especially in one belonging to a

business in which the staff are well treated, the

true security in the honesty of the staff over and

above the most important one of the innate honesty

of its members lies in the knowledge that any

departure from honesty implies speedy detection,

and that detection implies dismissal without a
" character." It is this security which is supplied

by system in an office, culminating in well-kept

books periodically balanced.

Carelessness and fraud, however, are the

exception in any ordinary business, and it is not

in connection with them that the principal

advantage of good bookkeeping is to be found.

The counting-house is an integral part of the

machine engaged in turning out the wares supplied

by a concern or the profit earned by it, according

to the point of view taken. It is essential to the

smooth working of the machine as a whole that
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full and accurate statistical information shall be

available when wanted. What purchases have

been made, and from whom
;
what payments have

been made in respect of them ; what goods have

been sold and to whom
;
what amounts are owing

by customers ; what expenses have been incurred
;

what profit the business is earning this infor-

mation, and much more, is essential to efficient

management, and is obtainable only if the counting-

house is considered as being as much a profit-

earning department of a business as any other.

And this it truly is, for any department which

cannot be done without is a profit-earning one,

even though, taken by itself, it brings in no

specific return. When the counting-house is well

staffed and well equipped, the information which

it contains is quickly forthcoming, so that the

utmost use can be made of it. It seems almost

unnecessary to insist on the advantage of good

bookkeeping and office management, yet there

are many people who spend time and money

unsparingly in keeping the mechanical part of

their business up to date who are content to let

their counting-house look after itself and go on its

way employing methods long superseded. The

details of office management are many and varied,

and do not come within the province of this work.

But the most important detail of all is that the

financial books, which are the records on which a

business takes its stand against the world, should
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be well and accuratel}
7

kept. They will not be so

kept, unless the person responsible for them

apprehends the principle on which all good book

keeping is based that principle which is known

to the commercial world as "Double Entry."

K. L. Stevenson was no man of business, but

he hit upon a truth, valuable in business as in other

departments of life, when he wrote
" You also scan your life's horizon

For all that you can clap your eyes on."

For even if one's horizon be bounded by the walls

of an office, yet it is well to scan it carefully, and

to note all that is to be seen within its limits.

That way lies success.
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at-Law. A work designed more especially for the use of those
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BANKRUPTCY TRUSTEE'S ESTATE BOOK, THE.
(and Ed., 84 pp.) Compiled by L. R. Dicksee, M.Com.,
F.C.A. This book contains the whole of the information likely to

be required by Trustees in Bankruptcy in such a form that in con-
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BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTS.
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This work covers the whole field of practical Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Banking.
It includes a very large number of Test Questions, with answers prepared by the Author,
and many pages of Examination Papers set by all the important educational bodies

examining in this subject. The book as a whole is the outcome of the Author's

experience as an Examiner, Lecturer, and Accountant in large practice. It fully

explains the NEW ASSURANCE ACT, 1910. The chapter dealing with Assurance
Accounts extends to 43 pages, and will be found to convey an accurate and lucid

explanation of the system of Bookkeeping employed in Assurance Offices, the way the
annual accounts are compiled, and the new form in which they must be presented.
There is also a chapter dealing with INCOME TAX

;
a chapter of 26 pages on BANK

ACCOUNTS ; and one of 62 pages dealing with the FORM OF PUBLISHED ACCOUNTS.
The examples selected cover a wide field, including the Accounts of Water and Gas
Undertakings, and to each set of accounts explanatory and critical notes are appended.
Special advice and instructions from an Examiner's point of view are given throughout
the book. There is a most complete index, extending to 20 pages. The style of

writing is particularly simple and lucid.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/1 ; Abroad, 4/1.
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BOOKKEEPING, ELEMENTARY.
(48 pp., 8vo.) By W. G. Day, Chartered Accountant. A suitable

Elementary Text Book for Students.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/2.

BOOKKEEPING, ELEMENTS OF.

(70 pp. and 9 diagrams, 8vo.) By T. E. Streetep. For use in

Schools. 1/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/9.

BOOKKEEPING EXERCISES.
(3rd Ed., 96 pp., 8vo.) By L. R. Dicksee, M.Com., F.C.A. This
book consists of a series of 100 Exercises, with skeleton Answers,
specially compiled to form a graduated and comprehensive course of

instruction for the Bookkeeping Examinations of the Institute of

Chartered Accountants.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/11.

BOOKKEEPING FOR ACCOUNTANT STUDENTS.
(6th Ed., 300 pp., 8vo.) By Lawrence R. Dicksee, M.Com.,
F.C.A. The standard work on the subject. A complete treatise on
the Science of Bookkeeping for the use of Accountant Students.

Summary of Contents :

Part i. Simple Ledger Accounts Closing the Ledger Transactions
of Henry Jackson The " Continental

"
System Closing the Ledger on

the " Continental
"
System Exercises.

Part 2. Commercial Terms Accounts of Traders Transactions of

Fox & Crane (Opening the Ledger, the Subsidiary Accounts) Adjust-
ment Accounts and Self-Balancing Ledgers Examination Papers.

Part 3. Accounts of Manufacturers Transactions of a Manufactur-

ing Company (General and Trade Ledgers, Cost Accounts, &c.) Forms
of Accounts and Account Books (Double-Account System, Single-
Account System, Ledgers, Journals, Cash Books) Miscellaneous

Questions of Account. Net price (post free U.K.) 1O/6 ; Abroad, 11/2.

BOOKKEEPING FOR COMPANY SECRETARIES.
(4th Ed., 192 pp., Svo.) By L. R. Dicksee, M.Com., F.C.A.
The subject of Bookkeeping in relation to Joint Stock undertakings
is very fully dealt with. A certain amount of preliminary
knowledge of the Elements of Bookkeeping is assumed. The following
matters, amongst others, are fully dealt with : Accounts of Companies
Adjustment Accounts Accounts of Branches Tabular Bookkeeping
Organisation of Accounts Balancing Accounts Applications, Allot-

ments, &c. Reserve Funds, Depreciation, &c. Profits, Dividends,
Income Tax, &c. The Companies Acts.

The Appendices comprise Examination Questions and Answers, and
the Institute of Secretaries' Examination Papers.

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.
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BOOKKEEPING FOR EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES.
(82 pp., 8vo.) By T. Whittem Hawkins, Chartered Accountant.
The purpose of this handbook is to set forth the simplest system
of Bookkeeping for Executors, Trustees, and Administrators, com-

patible with a clear and accurate presentment of their transactions.
With a complete set of pro forma Accounts.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/11.
(For other books on this subject see under Executorship Accounts.)

BOOKKEEPING FOR RETAIL TRADERS.
(76 pp., 8vo.) By James Findlay, Chartered Accountant. A simple
system of Bookkeeping, illustrated by a complete set of pro formd
Accounts. 3/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 3/3.

BOOKKEEPING FOR TECHNICAL CLASSES AND
SCHOOLS.

(no pp., 8vo.) By Geo. F. Clarke, A.S.A.A. A Practical Element-

ary Treatise on Double Entry Bookkeeping.
2/6 net. Post-free U.K. 2/9 ; Abroad, 2/1 0.

BOOKKEEPING, MODERN.
( pp. 8vo.) By W. R. Hamilton, F.C.A.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/1O; Abroad, 3/11.

BOOKKEEPING, THE ANTIQUITY OF.
(28 pp., 8vo.) By J. W. Heaps. An Historical Sketch.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/1.

BOOKKEEPING, THE PRINCIPLES OF.
(116 pp., 8vo.) By J. A. Carlili, F.C.A. A short treatise on the

subject. 3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

BOOKKEEPING.
(and Ed., 460 pp., 8vo). By Gerard van de Linde, F.C.A. Being
a reprint of the seven following works by this author: I. Book-

keeping, in four Parts. II. A Merchant's Office. III. A Merchant's
Accounts. IV. Company Work. V. Collieries. VI. Secretarial.

VII. The Audit of Banks and Mercantile Firms, together with a

Glossary of the principal Mercantile Terms in general use. A
practical treatise of universal utility to everyone connected with the

Accounts of Banks, Mercantile Firms, Joint Stock Companies, and
other important Financial Institutions.

Net price (post free U.K.) 7/6 ; Abroad, 8/2.

BOOT AND SHOE COSTINGS.
(60 pp., 8vo.) By Lawrance C. Headly, Chartered Accountant.
Deals fully with the Cost Accounts of a Boot and Shoe Factory
and wi : h the Periodical, Manufacturing, Trading, and Financial

Statements. The first part describes a simple and practical system for

checking costs in detail, and ascertaining the results of manufacturing,
the profits and losses in connection with the working up and consump-
tion of materials and in connection with wages the items of prime cost.

The second part deals with Trading, and the expenses of carrying on the

business, and gives examples of periodical statements by means of which
full information on every detail can be obtained.

2/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 2/9.

GEE & CO. (PUBLISHERS) LTD.,
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BRANCH ACCOUNTS.
(See Multiple Shop Accounts, p. 31.)

BREWERS' AND BOTTLERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XLIV of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (200 pp.,

8vo.) By H. Lanham, Chartered Accountant, with a chapter on
the Licensing Act, 1904, by W. C. NORTHCOTT, Chartered Accountant.

Synopsis : Purchases, Goods-in, Order and Stock Books, and
Bought Ledger Sales, Goods-out, Cellar, and Delivery Books, and
Sales Ledgers Customers' Cask Ledgers and Cask Registers Bottled

Beer Accounts Cash, Petty Cash, Bills Receivable, Bills Payable, and

Wages Books Journal and Rents Receivable Book Subsidiary and
Statistical Books Impersonal and Private Ledger Accounts and
Balance Sheet Stocktaking Audit The Licensing Act, 1904, with the
text of the Act. Net price (post free U.K.) 1O/6 ; Abroad, 11/-

BRICKMAKERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXXIV of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (100

pp., 8vo.) By W. H. Fox. A complete handbook on the subject.

Summary of Contents : Introduction Descriptive Sketch of the

Industry Varieties in Manufacture Two complete Sets of Accounts,
including Balance Sheets, Profit and Loss Accounts, Percentage of

Cost, List of Plant, Stock, &c. Set of Specimen Books of Account,
Contract Notes, Labour Sheets, &c. Conclusion and Index.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/11.

BUILDERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. Ill of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (2nd Ed.,
96 pp., 8vo.) By John A. Walbank, Chartered Accountant.
This work explains in a clear and lucid way the methods of

keeping the books of a Builder and Contractor. It is so arranged as

to meet the requirements of both the large and small builder. With
a minimum of clerical labour, and in a simple form, the cost of each

job, &c., can be readily ascertained. The records are so arranged as
to allow of periodical Balance Sheets and Profit and Loss Accounts

being quickly prepared, showing the cost of, and profit or loss on, each
contract or speculative building.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

BUILDING SOCIETIES' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXV of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (116 pp.,

8vo.) By W. Colin Grant-Smith, LL.B., Chartered Accountant.
For Permanent or Terminating Building Societies, but more especially

adapted for Permanent Societies. Amongst the special features

of this work are included : Subscription Shares Table Advanced
Shares Table (four alternate) Specimen Clauses of all matter that
must be inserted in the Rules of a Society Extracts from the

Building Societies Acts relating to Accounts, Audit, &c. Specimen
Forms of Pass Book, Register of Members, Application for Shares,
&c. &c. Copies of all Memoranda and Forms (now in use) issued
from time to time by the Registrar. The System here recommended is

so concise that the position of the Society at any time may be ascer-
tained in a few minutes. This is especially valuable where it is desired
to present to the Board of Directors Monthly, Fortnightly, or even
Weekly Statements. 3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.
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BUILDING SOCIETY TABLE AND LOAN CALCULA-
TIONS.

(18 pp., 8vo.) By George Johnson, F.S.S., F.C.I.S. A pamphlet.
I/, net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, I/I.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS' CHARGES AND THE
LAW RELATING THERETO.

(3rd Ed., 256 pp., 8vo.) By F. W. Pixley, F.C.A., Barrister-at-Law.
The Author states what his experience leads him to consider are

the usual Charges amongst Chartered Accountants with regard to

Auditing, Investigations, Liquidations, Receiverships, Administrations,

Trusteeships in Bankruptcy and under Deeds of Assignment, Trustee-

ships for Debenture-holders, Arbitrations, together with Tables for

calculating Charges from one hour to one hundred days. The Law
relating to the subject is dealt with, and a number of decided cases

have been added. Net price (post free U.K.) 1O/6 ; Abroad, 11/3.

CHECK FIGURE SYSTEMS, ELEMENTARY
TREATISE ON.

(24 pp., 8vo.) By G. H. Hay, C.A. A pamphlet.
6d. net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 7d.

CHECK FIGURE SYSTEMS, PRINCIPLES OF.

(165 pp., 8vo.) By G. H. Hay, C.A. A complete treatise on the

subject for Accountants and Bookkeepers, with numerous devices for

quickly obtaining the Check-figure of Pounds, Shillings, and Pence,
or Decimal Coinage from five selected base numbers, and special hints

for discovering errors.

Net price (post free U.K.) 7/6 ; Abroad, 7/1 0.

COLLIERY ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. LI of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY "

Series, q. v.) (130 pp., 8vo.)

By John Mann, Junr. f M.A., C.A., and Harold G. Judd, C.A.
This book is intended to assist in the modernisation and improvement
of existing systems of Colliery Accounting as well as in the institution of

a system from the beginning. The work describes first the bookkeeping
necessary to record the mining and disposal of the coal ;

the next

sections treat of Purchases, Stores, and Costs, with special reference to

Depreciation ; and a later chapter deals with several matters which
are incidental, though not essential, to almost every Colliery business

such as the ownership of Dep6ts and Washers, Railway Wagons and

Sidings, and Workmen's Houses. Special attention has been directed

to the question of Depreciation, and to modern methods of recording
and tabulating Mining Costs.

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

COMPANIES ACT, 19O7.
(40 pp., 8vo.) By F. W. Le Blount Lean, F.C.A. A Classified

Abridgment of the principal provisions affecting Directors, Secretaries,
and Auditors.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/1.

GEE & CO. (PUBLISHERS) LTD.,
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COMPANIES ACTS. THE DUTIES OF AUDITORS
UNDER THE.

(66 pp., 8vo.) A Series of Articles reprinted from The Accountant.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/2.

COMPANIES (CONSOLIDATION) ACT, 19O8, A
PRACTICAL INDEX TO THE.

(60 pp., 4to.) By A. Binnie, F.C.A., C.A. This very complete
Index is a Key to the contents of the 296 Sections into which
the 1908 Act is divided. The details given as to the Statutory
Duties cast upon Auditors, Directors, Liquidators, Receivers,
Secretaries, and others ;

the Penalties incurred by neglect of same ;

the Rights of Creditors and Members; .the Liabilities of Contribu-
tories ; the requirements as to Prospectuses ; and the many Returns
to be filed with the Registrar, illustrate the practical nature of the

contents. 3/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 3/8.
Also issued bound up with a King's Printers' copy of the Act.

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

COMPANY LAW.
(76 pp., 8vo.) By W. R. Willson, Barrister-at-Law. Deals with
the Acts of 1900 and 1907 in a systematic manner.

1/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/8.

%* New Edition in the Press.

COMPANY (PRIVATE LIMITED).
(Set Promotion and Accounts of a Private Limited Company,
P- 34-)

COMPANY SECRETARIES' BOOKKEEPING.
(See Bookkeeping for Company Secretaries, p. n.)

COMPANY SECRETARY, THE.
(6th Ed., 468 pp., foolscap folio.) By W. H. Fox. Completely
re-written and revised under the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908.
This important Work contains a full description of the Duties of a

Company Secretary, together with an Appendix of 350 pages of Forms
and Precedents used from the Formation of a Company to its

Winding-up. Each Form is filled in as it would be in actual use,
and the result is a compendium of valuable information that entitles

the book to rank as the Standard Work on Company procedure.
The duties of the Company Secretary are fully explained in the

letterpress portion, as also the use of the Forms in the Appendix.
Every Form that can possibly be required finds a place- This Edition
contains various Forms, &c., required in the Winding-up of Companies
and also in connection v/ith the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908.

Net price (post free U.K.) 25/- ; Abroad, 26/6.

COMPANY WINDING-UP TIME TABLES.
(See Bankruptcy and Company Time Tables, p. 10.)

COMPENDIUM, ACCOUNTANT'S.
(See Accountant's Compendium, p. 4.)

COMPENSATION FOR MAN AND MAID.
(115 pp., 8vo.) By Oscar M. Wihl, B.A., LL.B. A full expla-
nation of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1906, with Tables
and special chapters on Industrial Diseases, Seamen, and Domestic

Service, together with the text of the Act briefly annotated.

2/- net. Post free U.K. 2/3; Abroad, 2*4
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CONTRACT, CHART OF THE LAW OF.

Compiled by Robert W. Holland, M.Sc., L.L.B., and R. C.

Reynolds, A.C.I.S. 6d. net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 7d.

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. VI of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY "

Series, q.v.) (126 pp.,

8vo.) By F. H. Sugden. Synopsis : DISTRIBUTIVE SOCIETIES'
ACCOUNTS Shares, &c. Small Savings (Penny Bank) Accounts

Cash Account Trade Account PRODUCTIVE SOCIETIES' ACCOUNTS
Shares, &c. Manufacturing Department THE AUDIT General

Considerations Auditing Systems of Check. (The Book, Eccles,

Climax, and Leakage Systems are succinctly treated, the various
forms being given, a's far as possible, in extenso.)

51- net. Post free U.K. 5/3 ; Abroad, 5/4.
COST ACCOUNTS.

(128 pp., 8vo.) By L. Whittem Hawkins, Chartered Accountant.
An explanation of Principles and a Guide to Practice. Deals in a

general way with the subject of Manufacturers' Cost Accounts.

Summary of Contents : Introduction Direct Wages in the Cost
Accounts Wages in the General Accounts Materials in the Cost
Accounts Materials in the General Accounts Chargeable Expenses
The relationship between the Cost Accounts and the General Accounts

Indirect Charges and Oncost How to Charge Oncost Credits to Job
Accounts Completed Contracts and Sales in the General Accounts
Finished Stock in the Cost Accounts The relationship between the Cost
Accounts and the General Accounts further considered Diagram illus-

trating the Double-entry Principle of the Cost Accounts and their

relationship to the corresponding portions of the General Accounts

Closing the Cost Ledger Comparing the Cost Accounts and the General
Accounts Stores Accounts Further consideration of Materials
Further consideration of Oncost Patterns, Designs, Moulds, &c.
Some Special Features The Cost Ledger and Journal (some details)
Forms and Appendix.

3/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

COST ACCOUNTS FOR SMALL MANUFACTURERS.
(56pp.,8vo.) By M. Webster Jenkinson, Chartered Accountant.
A useful treatise containing numerous pro forma Accounts.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/2.

COST ACCOUNTS, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
THOSE OF AN ENGINEER AND IRONFOUNDER.

(2nd Ed., 125 pp., 8vo.) By J. W. Best, F.C.A. The title denotes

"specialisation," rather than "
generalisation," but as similar principles

have to be applied to all
" Cost

"
Accounts, whatever the nature of the

business, the book will be found useful not only to those associated

with Engineering and Ironfounding, but also to Practitioners, Students,
and all who are interested in, or who may be called upon to design or

carry out a system of Cost Accounts in connection with any other

business. Since the ist Edition was written, Loose-Leaf Ledgers and
Card Systems have proved to be useful in certain cases, and a special

chapter has been added on the Card System generally and as applied
to Engineering and Foundry Costs.

5/--net. Post free U,K, 5/4 ; Abroad 5/5.

GEE & CO. (PUBLISHERS) LTD.,
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COST ACCOUNTS, MULTIPLE.
(Vol. XLII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY "

Series, q.v.) (104 pp.,
8vo.) By H. Stanley Garry, Chartered Accountant. This work
illustrated with numerous pro formd Accounts and Charts, deals
with the special Cost Accounts applicable to undertakings where a
number of Products are involved bearing little or no apparent relation

to each other in cost or selling price such as Engineering specialities,

Cycles, Hosiery, Boots, Furniture, Agricultural Implements in which
standardisation in parts is carried to a high degree of specialisation in

manufacturing. Synopsis : Introductory Organisation Manufacturing
Account Purchases Wages Indirect Expenses Stock Depart-
mental Units Periodical Returns Sale Units Factory Units Con-
clusion Diagrams.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

COST ACCOUNTS, PROCESS.
(Vol. XLIX of " THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY "

Series, q.v.) (170 pp.,

8vo.) By H. Stanley Garry, Chartered Accountant. The System
of Costing described is applicable to Chemical Industries, Food
Products, &c., in which conversion of material takes place, and there
are principal and by-products, such as Farmers, Fellmongers, &c., and
embodies an explanation and resume of technical data which cannot fail

to be of invaluable service to the Student of Process Accounting.
Summary of Contents : Division I. Technical and Process Data :

Technical Data Raw Material Measurement of Solids Liquids
Gases Liquid Processes Useful Tables. Division II. Cost Grouping.
Division III. Economics of Cost : Transportation of Material Standard
of Output Stocks and Stocktaking Steam-Power and Coal Deprecia-
tion of Plant in Chemical Industries Diagrams and Charts Periodical
and Statistical Returns Index.

5/- net Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

COST ACCOUNTS, SINGLE.
(Vol. XLVII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (150

pp., 8vo.) By G. A. Mitchell, Incorporated Accountant. This
volume deals with undertakings possessing a natural unit of cost
and measurement, such as Makings, Breweries, Collieries, &c. The
work, written on unconventional and up-to-date lines, consists of Six

Sections, and includes many useful pro formd Balance Sheets, Manu-
facturing Accounts (showing

" volume "
of Output), Trading Accounts,

Cost Sheets, Estimates, &c. I. Malting Accounts and Season's
Estimates or forecast fully worked out and reconciled ; Stock Checks,
&c. II. Engineering Business with a Standardised Output. III. Brew-

ing Accounts and Costings agreed with Consumption and Production
records. IV. Colliery Working Accounts and Weekly Cost Sheets

adjusted. V. Stocktaking ; Principles underlying the Correct Survey
and Valuation of Stocks. VI. Card and Loose-leaf Records compared
with book-recorded data. The systems outlined, whilst retaining

thoroughness and efficiency in all essentials, are practical and inexpen-
sive in their introduction and day-to-day working.

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad 5/5.
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COST ACCOUNTS, TERMINAL.
(Vol. XLVI of " THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, g.v.) (66pp.,

8vo.) By A. G. Nisbet, Chartered Accountant. This volume
deals with a system of Costing suitable for undertakings where
definite Contracts are entered into in which the Costing is definite and

terminating, such as Constructional Engineers, Builders, Contractors,

Bridge Builders, Shipbuilders, &c. Synopsis : Introduction Proce-
dure on Receipt of Orders Method of Charging-up Labour Shop
Expenses and Establishment Charges Cost Sheets and their relation

to the Manufacturing Account The Premium System of Remuneration
to Workmen Index. 3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

COST OF PRODUCTION.
(98 pp., 8vo.) By John A. Wild. An Explanation of Principles,
and a Guide to Practice, for the Printing and Allied Trades, with
an Appendix of Thirty-eight Forms. Summary of Contents:
Introduction The Basic Factor Departmentalisation Essential

Stocks and Stocktaking Ascertaining Production The Analysis of

Wages Consumption of Stores Ascertaining Departmental Cost
The Analysis of Expenses Recovering Working Expenses Ascer-

taining Job Cost Management from Cost Records The Selling Price

Conclusion Appendix.

Net price (post free U.K.) 1O/6 ; Abroad, 1O/1O.

COSTINGS, BOOT AND SHOE.
(See Boot and Shoe Costings, p. 12.)

COSTS, FACTORY ORGANISATION AND.
(n in. by 8 in., 420 pp.) By J. Lee Nicholson, C.P.A. A complete
treatise on the subject, written not only from a standpoint of theory, but

also from practical experience. Synopsis : Organisation and Cost

Finding Wage Systems Analysis of Cost Accounting Distribution

of Indirect Expenses General Introduction to Forms and Systems
General Introduction to Designs and Explanations Purchase Requi-

sitions Purchase Orders Report of Material Received Stock

Record : Raw Material Production Order Material Requisition
Time Tickets Pay Roll and Distribution Sheets Production Reports

Stock Records : Finished Product Cost Records Defective Work
Report Statement of Factory Expenditures Operating Ledger
Billing System : Sales : Credit Certificate Register of Sales and Costs

Accounts Payable Vouchers Register of Accounts Payable Check
Voucher Cash Systems General Forms Drawing, Pattern, and

Equipment Records Inventory of Material Forms Sales Report and

Analysis Monthly Report relative to Financial Status and Earnings
Estimated Cost System Departmental Cost System Special Order

System Product System. Mechanical Office Appliances (Calculating
and Computing Machines Adding and Listing Machines Multigraph
and Mimeograph Addressing Machines Time Clocks Time Stamps
Wage Tables, Check Stamps, Phonograph, Counting Machines-

Filing and Loose-Leaf Devices).
Net price (post free U.K.) 25/- ; Abroad, 26/8.

GEE & CO. (PUBLISHERS) LTD.,
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COTTON SPINNERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXXIX of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (150
pp., 8vo.) By Wm. Moss, F.C.A. This book describes a

complete system of Accounts for a Cotton Mill. It gives a
list of the whole of the books, and separately describes the use of each.
The statutory books of a Limited Company, the principal and
subsidiary books of account, the books relating to internal management,
and those relating to the Directors' supervision, are all dealt with.
A complete set of pro formd Accounts is given, fully written up,
with specimen entries.

5/- net. Post free U.K., 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

CURRENCY (FLUCTUATING), TREATMENT OF, IN
ACCOUNTS.

(See Treatment of Fluctuating Currency in Accounts, p. 38.)

DAIRY ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXXIII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (120

pp., 8vo.) By F. Rowland, A.C.A. The Complete System of

Accounting is clearly and fully described, and facsimiles of all

the Books and Forms recommended are given. Synopsis: Intro-

duction The various Books of Accounts Stock Books Order
Book Cash Books Ledgers, &c. The Accounts as applied to a
Firm with Retail Shops and Branches, or to a Limited Company
The Books and Accounts for Small Dairymen possessing one Establish-
ment only Statutory Enactments relating to Dairies Index.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

DEEDS OF ARRANGEMENT.
(220 pp., 8vo.) By D. P. Davies, F.S.A.A. A Practical Manual
for the use of Trustees. The fact that no other book exists dealing
with Deeds of Assignment from an administrative point of view has
led the Author to embody here the results of nearly twenty years'
active insolvency experience. Special attention has been given to the

requirements of Trustees, and all points, legal and otherwise, likely to

arise in the administration of an estate are dealt with. Where cases
are reported in The Accountant Law Reports, special reference is made
thereto, for the convenience of Accountants. The following matters are
dealt with : Deeds of Arrangement Generally The Contents of a Deed
of Assignment Deeds of Composition Deeds of Inspectorship and
Letters of Licence Registration Assents The Trustee Acts of

Bankruptcy Preferential Creditors The Avoidance of Deeds Private

Arrangements The Realisation and Distribution of Assets The
Administration of Partnership Estates in Bankruptcy Investigations
and Meetings of Creditors with an Appendix of Acts and Forms.

Net price (post free U.K.) 8/- ; Abroad, 8/6.

DEPRECIATION, RESERVES, AND RESERVE FUNDS
(Vol. XXVI of " THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (2nd Ed.,

84 pp., 8vo.) By L. R. Dicksee, M.Com., F.C.A. Deals fully
with the following matters : The Importance of Depreciation
Methods of Providing for Depreciation Depreciation of Freeholds

Depreciation of Leaseholds Depreciation of Plant and Machinery
Depreciation of Loose Tools, &c. Depreciation of Patents, *Copy-
rights, and Goodwill Reserves, Secret Reserves Reserve Funds
Sinking Funds The Double-Account System.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/IO.
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DEPRECIATION TABLES.
{2nd Ed., 34 pp., 8vo.) By L. R. Dicksee, M.Com., F.C.A. The
tables are worked out (a) on the original cost, and (b) on the

reducing balances to the close of the 25th year. The unit adopted has
been {.1,000, and the calculations are worked to the nearest penny at

the following rates per cent, i, 2, 2^, 3, 5, 6, y, 10, 12^, 15, iy, 20,

25, 30, 33^. I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/2.

DIARIES, ACCOUNTANTS'.
(See Accountants' Diaries, p. 5.)

DRAPERS,' DRESSMAKERS,' AND MILLINERS'
ACCOUNTS.

(Vol. XXXI of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) .(2nd

Ed., 140 pp., 8vo.) By G. H. Richardson, Incorporated Accountant.
This important and successful work, dealing fully with the different

methods applicable to Drapery Accounts, has been thoroughly
revised and partly re-written so as to include the latest developments
in Counting House organisation ; it comprises a detailed description
of the use of Cash Registers, Pneumatic Tube and Carrier Systems,
Slip Systems, Itemised Monthly Account System, Card and Lcose-
Leaf Ledgers, Departmental Accounts, Workroom Accounts including
Cost Card System, and last, but not least, a valuable chapter on
Statistical Returns with numerous rulings. The book deals fully
with the following matters, to each of which a chapter is devoted:
General Principles The Acquisition of a Business Opening Entries
Cash Sales Credit Sales Returns, Appro., and Despatch Sales

Ledgers Purchases Expense Accounts Cash and pro forma Set of

Accounts Postal or Mail Order Work Dressmakers,' &c., Workroom
Accounts Wholesale System Statistical Returns.

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/6.

EARLY STAGES OF PREPARATION FOR THE
ACCOUNTANCY PAPERS OF THE INTER-
MEDIATE EXAMINATION.

(100 pp., 8vo.) By A. E. Cutforth, A.C.A. The subjects dealt

with in this book are those on which questions have been most

frequently set in past Examinations. Each subject has been explained
as clearly as possible by the aid of the working out of simple
Examples. At the end of each chapter are given Questions which have
been set in the past, the Answers to which are covered by the information

given in the chapter. The following is a summary of the contents :

The Cash Book Self-Balancing Ledgers Opening Entries of Joint
Stock Companies' Books Depreciation Some Points in Partnership
Accounts Executorship Accounts Goods on Sale or Return Con-

signment Accounts Bills of Exchange The Double-Account System
Statements of Affairs and Deficiency Accounts Minimum Rent
Accounts Cost Accounts Some Notes on Goodwill Some Notes on
Stock- in-Trade The Companies Act, 1900, re Auditors Some Notes
on Income-Tax Forms of Books Hints on "Tackling" Examination

Papers. 2/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 2/9.

GEE & CO. (PUBLISHERS) LTD.,
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXIX of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (140

pp., 8vo.) By G. Johnson, F.S.S., F.C.I.S. This work deals

fully with the Accounts of Electric Lighting Companies. Synopsis :

Introduction Income and Expenditure Costs and Charges Purchase,

Storage, and Record of Stores and Materials Invoices Inwards
Account Book Allocation of Stores and Materials Issued Stock-

taking Wages Salaries Other Books of Account Statements
for Board Depreciation and Renewals Complete Set of pro forma
Transactions Accounts set out in Board of Trade form Company
Books Insurances Factory and Workshops Act, 1901.

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

ENGINEERS' AND SHIPBUILDERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XIV of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (and Ed.,

iaopp.,8vo.) By F. G. Burton, Incorporated Accountant. Describes

the System of Bookkeeping adapted for Engineering Factories

and Shipyards. Synopsis : Introductory The Special require-
ments and difficulties of such Accounts Materials and Stores

Purchases and Stores Received and Issued Books and Ledger Stores

Credit Accounts Salaries and Wages Wages Book for Day Wages
and Piece Work Allocation of Wages Manufactured Goods and
Contracts -Large Contracts Fixed Price, Sales Machinery for Stock

purposes Day and Warehouse Books Credits to Customers Cash
Book, Depreciation, Establishment Charges, and Sundry Nominal
Accounts Ledger, Trade Account, Balance Sheet, and Audit

Examples of various Accounts employed Cost Accounts Con-
sideration of different Methods of keeping Costs, and Examples of the

threefold form recommended.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

ERRORS IN BALANCING.
(32 pp., 8vo.) A concise handbook dealing with the more usual

causes of differences in Trial Balances and the methods of their

detection. Summary of contents: Preliminary Importance of

Subject to Accountants Systems for Localising Errors Causes of

Specific Errors Figures Badly Placed Indistinct Figures Errors in

Copying Figures Classes of Errors Complex Errors Errors of

Advancement List of First Series of Errors of Advancement List

second do. List third do. List fourth do. Errors of Transposition-
Errors 100 and upwards Errors 1,000 and upwards Transposi-
tions of Three Figures.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/2.

EXAMINATION GUIDES.
Intermediate Guide (196 pp., 8vo) ; Final Guide (327 pp., 8vo)

By John G. Nixon, Junr., A.C.A. These books are compilations ot

the Questions (only) set at the Intermediate and Final Examinations

of the Institute of Chartered Accountants, from December 1893 to

June 1903, inclusive. The Questions are arranged, according to

subject, in alphabetical order. The Intermediate Guide contains a

total of 776 Questions, and the Final Guide 1,157 Questions.

Intermediate Guide, 3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 4/-

Final Guide, 5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/7.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
to the Examinations of the Institute of Chartered Account-
ants. (About 170 pp., 8vo.) Issued in June and December each year.
First issued in 1884. These Answers are designed to give the
fullest and most reliable information on each question asked, and
are compiled with a view to lasting reference. Each part contains the
answers to the Intermediate and Final Examinations. Back parts
dating from December 1884 can be obtained. They can also be had
bound up in volumes of four parts with index, under the title of " The
Accountants' Manual "

(q.v.) 1/6 net. Post free U.K. or Abroad,1/7.
Subscription, rer annum, post free 3/

(The subscription includes two parts and the index issued biennially.)
The Questions only are also published.

Net price 6d. each. Post f<ee U.K. and Abroad,

EXAMINATIONS, CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS',
HOW TO PREPARE FOR

(3rd Ed., 24 pp., 8vo.) By J. A. Carlill, A.C.A. A Pamphlet.
1/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/7.

EXAMINATIONS, PREPARATION FOR.
(See Early Stages of Preparation, &c., p. 20.)

EXAMINATIONS, THE MONTH BEFORE THE.
(40 pp., 8 in. by 3^ in.) By A. E. Cutforth, A.C.A. A collection

in convenient pocket-book form of those portions of each subject
which are most difficult to retain in the memory. Synopsis :

Arbitrations and Awards Bankruptcy Company Law Executorship
Law Mercantile Law (including Agency, Bailments, Contracts, Lien,

Shipping, Negotiable Instruments, Sale of Goods, Suretyship and

Guarantees) Partnership Law.
1/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/7.

EXAMINATIONS, THE INSTITUTE, AND HINTS TO
ACCOUNTANCY EXAMINEES.

(80 pp. Demy 8vo, limp cloth.) By Roger N. Carter, M.Com.,
F.C.A. Revised Reprints of Papers read by the Author before

various Chartered Accountants Students' Societies in 1910 and igti.
In response to numerous requests, these lectures have been
revised and enlarged for general circulation. It is hoped that they will

be of assistance to examination candidates in reaching obscure points
and in investing their reading with more interest. Synopsis : The
Institute Examinations Introduction Bookkeeping Auditing Part-

nership Executorship Bankruptcy Deeds of Arrangement Com-
panies Receivers Mercantile Law Agency Bills of Exchange
Guarantees Gaming Contracts Restraint of Trade Sale of Goods
General Contracts Hints to Accountancy Examinees.

Price 2/-. Post free, U.K. and Abroad, 2/2.

EXAM. ROOM PROBLEMS.
(30 pp., 8 in. by 4^ in.), with suggestions for their solution. In
this pamphlet the following points have been selected for full treat-

ment : Introduction Exam. Room Equipment Order of Working
out Answers Style of Written Answers on Lengthy Topics Detailed

Bookkeeping Answers Tackling a Trial Balar.ce Profit and Loss
Account Preparation Balance Sheet Preparation Answers to Legal
Questions The "Shortness of Time" Complaint Revision of Work.

' '*

. I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/1.
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EXECUTORS, BOOKKEEPING FOR.
(See Bookkeeping for Executors, p. 12.)

EXECUTORS', ADMINISTRATORS', AND TRUSTEES'
RECORD.

(67 pp., foolscap.) By Chas. Jarvis Collier, Chartered Accountant.
This volume, which is strongly bound in half calf, is designed to

assist trustees to keep a record of their transactions. For small and
medium-sized estates it provides all that is necessary to enable a readily

intelligible and permanent record to be kept.
Net price (post free U.K.) 1O/6 ; Abroad, 11/-

EXECUTORSHIP ACCOUNTS.
(3rd Ed., 82 pp., 8vo

) By O. H. Caldicott, F.C.A. Contains a

complete set of Trust Accounts, with Explanatory Text.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 3/9.

EXECUTORSHIP ACCOUNTS, STUDENTS' GUIDE TO.
(2nd Ed., 240 pp., 8vo.) By R. N. Carter, M.Com., F.C.A. A com-

plete Guide to Executorship Accounts, with a Summary of the principal

points of the Law and numerous pro forma Accounts. Synopsis :

Definition of Terms Summary of the Law relating to Wills,
Executors, and Administrators (comprising the Office of an
Executor, Probate, Administrations, The Getting in and Distribution

of the Estate, Legacies, Realty and Personalty, Apportionment,
Investments, The Rule in Howe v. Lord Dartmouth, Carrying on the

Testator's Business, The Distribution of the Estate of an Intestate,

Responsibilities of Trustees) Payment of Probate or Estate Duty
Payment of Legacy or Succession Duty Specimen Questions and
Answers The Audit of Trust Accounts Capital and Income, amplified

reprint of articles written for The A ccountant Example of an Intestacy

Example of a Legacv in Trust Acts and Rules Pro formd
Accounts. Net price (post free U.K.) 6/- ; A.broad, 6/5.

FACTORY ACCOUNTS.
(6th Ed., 300 pp., 8vo.) By E. Garcke and J. M. Fells. A Hand-
book for Accountants and Manufacturers, with Appendices on the

Nomenclature of Machine details ; The Income Tax Acts ; The Rating
of Factories ;

Fire and Boiler Insurance, &c., including also a.

Glossary ofTerms and a large number of specimen rulings. In view of

the continuous demand for this work, the authors have taken the

opportunity presented by a further edition of adding to and re-arranging
the chapters it previously contained, whereby it more adequately
reflects the great progress which has been made in Cost Accounting
methods since, in 1887, they made the first attempt to place before

English readers a systematized statement of the principles relating to

Factory Accounts. The changes that have taken place in methods of

production, the continuously increasing use of machinery, and the

larger proportion of the cost due to its use, have rendered it desirable

to deal in greater detail than hitherto with the apportionment of

machinery charges. Additional chapters are therefore now devoted to
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consideration of this matter. Synopsis: Chapter i, Introductory
Chapter 2, Labour Chapter 3, Stores Chapter 4, Prime Cost and
the Cost Ledger Chapter 5, Indirect or Incidental Expenses and
their Allocation Chapter 6, Fixed Capital and Depreciation
Chapter 7, Machinery Use Chapter 8, Stock Chapter 9, Surveys
Chapter 10, Subsidiary Books Chapter n, Methods of Remunerating
Labour Appendices Glossary Index Table of 57 Specimen Rul-

ings Diagram i, The Assimilation of Wages and Commercial
Books Diagram 2, Assimilation of Stores and Commercial Books-
Diagrams 3 and 4, The Assimilation of Cost and Commercial Books

Diagram 5, The Assimilation of Stock and Commercial Books.

6/- net. Post free U.K., 6/4 ; Abroad, 6/9.

FACTORY ORGANISATION AND COST ACCOUNTS.
(See Cost Accounts, pp. 16, 17, and 18.)

FISHING INDUSTRY ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XX of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (80 pp.,

8vo.) By Charles Williamson, M.A., C.A. This Volume
deals at length with the Accounts of Steam Fishing Boats, Fish

Salesmen, Fish Merchants, and Fish Curers, and describes the

various necessary books. The system advocated is illustrated by full

pro forma rulings, and will be found complete in every way.
3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

FORMS OF ACCOUNT BOOKS.
(100 pp., 8vo.) By J. G. Johnston, C.A. Synopsis: Parti.

Forms of Books for Manufacturing Businesses. Part II. Forms
of Books for Retail Businesses Part III. Forms of Books for the

use of Solicitors and Law Agents. Part IV. Forms of Books for

the use of Stockbrokers. Part V. Forms of Housekeeping Books.

Part VI. Form of Investment Register and Calendar of Income.

2/6 net. Post free U.K. 2/9 ; Abroad, 2/1O.

FRAUD IN ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXX of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY "

Series, q.v.) (2nd Ed.,
100 pp., 8vo.) Deals with the Methods of circumventing Frauds on
the part of both Employees and Directors, and shows how they

may be detected at an early date The Functions and Limitations of

an Audit Systems of Internal Check Motives and Methods of Fraud

Specific Instances of Fraud : Misappropriations of Money Specific
Instances of Fraud not involving the Misappropriation of Money
Specific Instances of Fraud : Falsifications of Directors and Proprietors

Appendix. 3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' ACCOUNTS AND STATISTICS.
(48 pp., 8vo.) By V. Marr, F.F.A., F.I. A. A Pamphlet.
Synopsis : Classes of Friendly Societies Regulations as to Accounts
Audits Public Auditors Statistical Tables Annual Return Card

Register Sickness Ailment Tabulation of Statistics Funeral Benefits

Contributions Management Expenses Investments Use of Cards

Journal Entries Appendix.
1/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/1.
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FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' AND TRADES UNIONS'
ACCOUNTS.

(Vol. XXVIII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.

(160 pp., 8vo.) By E. Furnival Jones, A.S.A.A. A concise

and practical system of Account-keeping sufficiently comprehensive
for the needs of a large centralised Association, and at the same
time easily adjustable to the limited operations of the smallest Branch.

Starting with the method of recording the receipt of Contributions from

Members, the reader is taken step by step through the modes of paying
Benefits and dealing with Investments, to the completion of the

Quarterly or Yearly Accounts and Balance Sheet, and the Filing of

Returns with the Chief Registrar. Many practical hints to the Auditor
and Accountant are thrown out in the course of the work ; valuable

suggestions are given for keeping proper Statistical Records, and the

nature and importance of the Actuarial Valuation are touched upon
and explained. The following may be noted, among other special
features of the book : Extracts from the Acts of Parliament relative to

Accounts and Audit ; Specimen Forms of Account Books and Registers,

specially suited to the needs of Friendly Societies ; Copies of Forms
required to be filed with the Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies from
time to time. 5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/6.

GAS ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. VII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.} (2nd
Ed., 130 pp., 8vo.) This work deals fully with the accounts
of all classes of Gas undertakings. Synopsis: Introduction, dealing
with the constitution of Gas Companies, &c. Sale of Gas and Collec-
tion of Gas Rates Fittings Accounts, and Prime Cost Accounts
incidental thereto Sale of Residual Products General Ledger and full

set of pro forma Accounts for one year Statutory Form of Annual
Accounts Shares, Stock, and Debentures Cost Accounts with pro
forma Statement-Capital and Revenue Expenditure-Local Authorities as

Owners of Gasworks Index. 5/-net. PostfreeU.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

GAS COMPANIES' BOOKKEEPING.
(240 pp., 4to.) By J. H. Brearley and B. Taylor. A practical
treatise. A full description is given, with illustrations, of all the
Books and Forms. The Frontispiece, a concise Chart, shows at a glance
the linking together of the respective books. A complete set of transac-
tions is worked out, and from these a Model Balance Sheet and
Statement of Accounts is compiled.

Net price (post free U.K.) 12/6 ; Abroad, 13/6.

GOODWILL.
(3rd Ed., 176 pp., 8vo.) By L. R. Dicksee, M.Com., F.C.A.,
and F. Tillyard, M.A., Barrister-at-Law. The subject of Good-
will, its treatment in Accounts and the Law relating thereto, is

fully dealt with. Synopsis : The Connection between Goodwill
and Trade Names and Trade Marks The Nature of Trade Names and
their Protection Trade Marks and their Protection The Nature of

Goodwill The Assignment of Goodwill Partnership and Goodwill
Goodwill and Accounts The Valuation of Goodwill The Fluctuations
of Goodwill The Purchase of Goodwill Goodwill in Partnership
Accounts Goodwill in Companies' Accounts Text of the Trade Marks
Act, 1905 Common Form Clauses relating to Goodwill.

Net price (post free U.K.) 5/6 ; Abroad, 5/1 0.
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GRAIN, FLOUR, HAY, AND SEED MERCHANTS'
ACCOUNTS.

(Vol. X of "THE ACCOUNTANTS-' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (112 pp.,

8vo.) By Q. Johnson, F.S.S., F.C.I.S. Describes a complete
system of Bookkeeping for Grain, Flour, Hay, and Seed Merchants,
with numerous Forms and a set of pro forntd Accounts, with

Specimen Entries and a Glossary of Trade Terms and Abbre-
viations. 3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

GROCERS' BOOKKEEPING.
(48 pp., 8vo.) By M. Webster Jenkinson, Chartered Accountant.
A System of Bookkeeping suitable for Grocers and other Retail

Tradesmen, with specimen Forms of Accounts.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/2.

HIRE PURCHASE ACCOUNTS.
(48 pp., 8vo.) By G. Johnson, F.S.S., F.C.I.S. A short treatise on
the Bookkeeping, Accounts, and Calculations relating to the Hire-
Purchase Wagon Trade and Colliery Royalties, and Wayleaves.

1/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/8.

HOTEL ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXXVII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (80
pp., 8vo.) By L. R. Dicksee, M.Com., F.C.A. A com-
plete system of Bookkeeping for Hotels is described. Synopsis :

Introduction Preliminary Records Office Nominal Ledger Cellar
and Bar General Ledger Kitchen and Stores Internal Check and
Audit The "Simplex System" Railway Hotels and Restaurants.
There are 27 Forms, including forms of Interim Trading Account and
Daily Cost Sheet. 3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

INCOME-TAX, Return for Assessment, Schedule D.

(8 pp. 4to )
A Reprint of the Official Form (No. u), with the

"
Notes, Explanations and Instructions." The Form is printed on

good quality account book paper, and will be of use to Accountants
and others, enabling them to keep complete copies of Returns made.

Per Copy, 3d. net. Post free U.K. and abroad, 3d.
Per dozen, 2/- net. Post free U.K. and abroad, 2/3.

INCOME-TAX ON EARNINGS.
(4th Ed., 20 pp., 8vo.) By C. E. Isaacs. This is a simple
Exposition of the Finance Act, 1907, so far as it relates to Income-
tax on earned Income, together with the proposals for the year 1909
affecting the subject. A Summary of all the important Income-
tax provisions of the above-mentioned Act is included, together with

Hints, Instructions, and Warnings to Taxpayers, which should be

eminently useful to all who wish to avoid being overcharged.
6d. net. Post free U.K. 7d. ; Abroad, 8d.
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INCOME-TAX PRACTICE, MURRAY AND CARTER'S
GUIDE TO.

(6th Ed., 590 pp., 8vo.) By the late A. Murray and R. N. Carter,
Chartered Accountants. This standard work contains a Summary
of the principal Enactments relating to Income-Tax, with notes
of every reported case ; Instructions as to the preparation of Returns
for Assessment and Accounts in support of Appeals on the ground
of over-assessment; also for claiming Exemption and Abatement;
and a Concise Popular Digest ot the Principal Legal Decisions on
the Construction of the Acts for the use of Taxpayers. Synopsis :

Table of Cases Table of Statutes History of the Income-Tax and
Epitome of the principal Acts relating thereto The Schedules under
which Income-Tax is Charged Schedules A, B, C, and E

Schedule D (Persons and Property Chargeable Returns for

Assessment Appeals) Rate of Reduction of Tax on Payment of

Dividends, &c. Exemptions and Abatements (General - Charities
and Public Buildings Relief to

" Earned "
Incomes) Conclusion

Index. Net price (post free U.K.) 15/- ; Abroad, 15/1O.

INCOME-TAX, SIMPLEX GUIDE TO.
(64 pp., 8vo.) By R. N. Carter, M.Com., F.C.A. A Handbook
for business men. Synopsis : Taxation at the Source The
Schedules under which Income-Tax is Charged What are Profits for

Income-Tax Purposes Cash Accounts and Profit and Loss Accounts
The Application of the Principle of Taxation at the Source Preparing
the Return Change in a Business and the " Succession

" Rule The
General and Special Commissioners Exemptions and Abatements
Claims for Repayment where the Income is derived from Investments
Claims for Repayment in respect of a Loss New Businesses and

Businesses Discontinued Relief to " Earned "
Incorres.

2/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 2/9.

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(See Examination Questions and Answers, p. 22.)

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS -LIST
OF MEMBERS.

(Issued yearly.) 2/- net. Post free U.K. 2/3 ; Abroad, 2/6.

INSURANCE AGENTS' ACCOUNTS.
(45 pp. 8vo.) By A. H. Maclean, Chartered Accountant. Every
Insurance Agent should possess a copy of this work. It is indispensable
to the Agent who wants to keep a grip of his business. The book is

divided into Two Parts the First Part dealing with the recording of

policies, etc. ; the Second Part dealing with the recording of monetary
transactions. The whole system is quite simple and can easily be

grasped and put into operation even by those having but little know-

ledge of bookkeeping. The number of books and the entries in them
have been kept down to the smallest possible limits. The system is

peculiarly suitable for solicitors, accountants, estate agents, etc., as it

can be adopted irrespective of the method of bookkeeping used for the

other branches of the business, and will record many or few transactions

equally well. The simplicity of the method renders information easy
of access to anybody, even though they are unacquainted with the

whole system. Particularly useful in an Expanding Business.

2/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 2 9.
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INSURANCE COMPANIES' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXXVI of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.)

(200 pp., 8vo.) By E. A. Tyler, Incorporated Accountant.
This work is the only book dealing exclusively with the subject of the

Accounts of Insurance Companies as a whole. It discusses exhaustively
the general principles underlying insurance accounts of every description,
and treats in considerable detail of such important divisions of the

business as : Life, Sickness, Fire, Accident, Burglary and Plate Glass,

Employers' Liability. It shows amongst other things the proper
treatment of Half-yearly and Quarterly Premiums, and outlines more
than one system of dealing effectively with the many complications

arising in connection with the payment of Overriding Commission.
The general plan of the work is easy to follow ;

the arrangement of

detail is particularly clear
;
and a very large number of forms, with

specimen entries and a full index, make the volume by far the most

complete work of reference obtainable on the subject of which it

treats. Net price (post free U.K
) 1O/6 ; Abroad, 11/-

INTEREST TABLE.
(2 pp., foolscap.) By C. Roberts. A Table for calculating interest

on current accounts. Its especial usefulness lies in the fact that it is all

contained in a single opening, and that much turning over of pages will

be saved by its users. Mounted on stiff cloth boards, or on linen.

21- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad 2/2 & (boards) ; 2/1 (linen).

INVESTMENT AND LOAN SOCIETIES' ACCOUNTS.
(108 pp., 8vo.) By D. J. A. Brown and E. Thomas. Indicates

clearly the guiding principles relating to the Formation and

Management and to the Compilation and Audit of the Accounts.
Contains chapters on the Objects and the Formation and Management
of a Society, Income and Expenditure, the Books of Account, the

Branch Accounts, the Secretarial and Statistical Books, the Audit

Rules, and a fully worked set of Accounts.

5/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 5/4.

JEWELLERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXIII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (180

pp., 8vo.) By Allen Edwards, F.C.A. Describing a complete
System of Bookkeeping for Manufacturing, Retail, and Wholesale

Jewellers, Diamond Merchants, Silversmiths, Electro Platers,

Gilders, Watch Manufacturers, &c. A leading feature of the work
is the showing how Gold, Silver, and Precious Stones can be
checked and accounted for, in the various processes of manufacture,

together with systems for checking Stocks. The prevention of Fraud,
Embezzlement, and other avoidable loss is dealt with, and chapters
upon Crossed Cheques, the giving of Credit, the Renewals of Customers'

Bills, Bad Debts, Appro., Income Tax, and the Conversion of Private

Businesses into Limited Companies, are also included. In addition,
the ordinary books usually kept in a Trader's Office are clearly and

concisely explained, the whole book being illustrated by upwards of

fifty Forms, specially drawn up for the work.

6j- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 : Abroad, 5/6.
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JOINT TRANSACTIONS OF THE UNION OF
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT STUDENTS'
SOCIETIES.

(See Union, &c., p. 40.)

LAUNDRY ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXXVIII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.)

(124 pp., 8vo.) By F. J. Livesey, F.C.A. A complete System
of Bookkeeping for Laundries. Summary of Contents : Introduction

Subsidiary Books Shorts Hotel Work Receiving Shops
Nominal and Private Ledgers Weekly Return Branch Accounts.
There are fifty-one Forms, including Profit and Loss Account and
Balance Sheets, and Weekly Return Sheet.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

LEGAL TERMS, SOME.
(50 PP-. 7" x 4!".) By A Barrister. Introductory Lectures on
Law for Accountant Students. Synopsis: "Law" and "Equity"

" Common Law " and " Statute Law,"
" Codes " and

"Codification" "Property" and "Possession" "
Privity of Con-

tract
" and "Privity of Estate ""Tort," "Crime," "Felony,"

11
Misdemeanour," "

Action,"
" Prosecution

" " The Courts of Law "

The Criminal Courts The Civil Courts.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad. 1/1.

LEXICON FOR TRUSTEES IN BANKRUPTCY, &c.

(422 pp., 8vo.) By S. S. Dawson, M.Com., F.C.A. A
Lexicon for the use of Trustees in Bankruptcy and under Deeds
of Arrangement, and Liquidators of Companies. This work
forms a ready and reliable book of reference for practitioners. The
numerous Statutes and the Schedules thereto, the accumulation of

Rules, Board of Trade Regulations, Orders, Directions, and the count-
less Decisions of the Courts have necessarily formed the basis of the

work, and these varied sources are referred to throughout the text.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 4/-

LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS ACT, 19O7.
(70 pp., 8%-o.) By D. P. Davies, F.S.A.A. Deals fully with
the Limited Partnerships Act, 1907; some Continental and other
Provisions relating to Limited Partnerships ;

the Relation between
the Partnership Act, 1890, and the Limited Partnerships Act,

1907. It contains the Rules, Forms, full text of the Limited Partner-

ships Act, 1907, and of the Partnership Act, 1890, with an Index.

1/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/7J.

LIQUIDATORS.
(See Trustees, Liquidators, and Receivers, p. 39.)
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LOCAL AUTHORITIES' ACCOUNTS, ORGANISATION
AND AUDIT OF.

(488 pp., 8vo.) By A. Collins, A.S.A.A. The only complete
treatise on this important subject, incorporating the recommendations
of the Departmental Committee on Municipal Accounts ; an

exposition of up-to-date methods of financial control, collated
from the most efficient systems in use in the leading local

authorities of the Kingdom ; the whole of the present day
systems of Audit reviewed, analysed, and compared. Summary
of Contents: Review of Local Authorities' Accounts and their Audit

Extent of Local Authorities' Operations Local Authorities' Powers,
Duties, and Obligations The Position of the Chief Financial Officer

The Accounting Systems in vogue The Internal Check in vogue
Special Considerations in : (a) County Council Accounts

; (b) County
Borough Council Accounts ; (c) Non-County Borough Council
Accounts ; (d) Metropolitan Borough Council Accounts ; (e) Urban
District Council Accounts, &c. Accounts Audited by the Local
Government Board Statutory Regulations The Board's Control of

Accounts and Audit The Audit by the District Auditor The Elective
Audit Minor Audit Provisions The Professional Audit of Local
Authorities' Accounts Preparation for Audit The Cash Transactions
The Revenue Transactions The Capital Transactions The Arith-

metical Accuracy of the Books Questions of Principle involved in the
Financial Statements Compliance with Statutory Regulations
Miscellaneous Considerations arising out of Audit Auditors' Certifi-

cate and Report Appendix Standardised Forms of Published
Accounts Index. Net price (post free U K.) 12/6 ; Abroad, 13/4.

MANUAL, ACCOUNTANTS'.
(See Accountants' Manual, p. 5.)

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XVIII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (85

pp., 8vo.) By J. H. May, A.S.A.A. The system of Book-

keeping described in this volume is designed to combine sim-

plicity with economy of labour, yet enabling the medical man to

summarise his total income and expenditure on any balancing date,
and therefrom to have regular Profit and Loss Accounts and Balance
Sheets prepared. Full pro forma Accounts in illustration of the forms
of Account Books are given in each case. Chapters are subsequently
devoted to subjects which accountants find it necessary, at one time or

another, to apply themselves such as "Medical Men's Income Tax,"
"The Assessment of Practice Values," "Notes on the Collection of

Debts Outstanding," &c.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/iO.

METRIC SYSTEM, THE.
(40 pp., 8vo.) By The Rev. G. T. P.Streeter, B.A. A Pamphlet.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/1.

MINERAL WATER MANUFACTURERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. VIII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (75 pp.,

8vo.) By J. Lund, A.S.A.A. and G. H. Richardson, F.S.S.
The system of Bookkeeping described can be safely taken as a model

upon which a set of Books and Accounts should be constructed. The
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work describes and explains the following : Purchases Day Book
Purchases Ledger Sales Book Sales Ledger Cartmen's Delivery
Book Cash Sales Book Bottles and Boxes General Cash Book
Petty Cash Book Nominal Ledger Wages Commission Private

Ledger Balance Sheet Trading Account Bottle Exchange Stock
Book Mineral Water Associations and their Officers. Numerous
pro forma Accounts with specimen entries are given.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

MINING ACCOUNTS, COAL.
(See Colliery Accounts, p. 14.)

MINING COMPANIES' ACCOUNTS.
(See Australian Mining Companies' Accounts (p. 9) and
West African Gold Mining Accounts (p. 41).)

MONEY MARKET, AN OUTLINE OF THE.
(56 pp, 8vo.) By E. E. Spicer, F.C.A. This book deals with
the growth of the Money Market from the earliest times, and
shows fully and clearly the working of the complex machine which
our present civilisation has evolved. Banking, the Bank of England,
the Bank Rate, the Foreign Exchange, and the vital question of the
Gold Reserves, are dealt with in a lucid and interesting manner.

2/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 2/2 .

MOTOR CAB COMPANY, THE ACCOUNTS OF A
(46 pp., 8vo.) Reprin'ed from The Accountant. This work describes
in detail a system of accounting of the most up-to-date description
suitable for a Motor Cab Company of ordinary dimensions. Special
attention is directed to the practical aspects of the matter, e.g., Stores
Records, Trial Performances, Drivers' Records, Working Costs, and the
like

;
while the application to these purposes of the Card System gives

a wider interest to the book. The system described, which has been
found to work smoothly in actual practice, can easily be adapted to
suit the requirements of all garages where motor cars are let out on hire.

2/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad,

MULTIPLE COST ACCOUNTS.
(See Cost Accounts, p. 17.)

MULTIPLE SHOP ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXIV of " THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (120

pp., 8vo.) By J. Hazelip, F.C.I.S. A work describing the best
method of keeping the Accounts of Multiple Shop Companies
having a number of branches, and dealing in Boots and Shoes,
Bread, Butter, Clothing, Drapery, Drugs, Fancy Articles, Fish,
Game and Poultry, Furniture, Hats and Caps, Hosiery, Jewellery,
Meat, Milk, Provisions, Tea, Tobacco. The reader is guided
through the different departments of a theoretical business step by
step till the final results of the year's trading are ascertained. The
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chapters on Organisation, Stockkeeping, and Stocktaking are of great

practical value, and the following matters are also dealt with, viz. :

Contracts and Agreements ; Leases
;
Assessment of Rates ; Appeals

against Assessments ;
Fire and Plate Glass Insurance ; Fidelity

Guarantees; Income Tax Returns; Credit Accounts; Collection of

Bad Accounts ; Banking, &c. Summary of Contents : Organisation
Shops : their Functions and Methods of Receiving Supplies Central

Warehouse : Purchase of Goods and Distribution to Branches Head
Office : How the Accounts are gathered together and finally dealt with

Stockkeeping and Stocktaking : Adjustment and Reconciliation

Capital and Revenue Expenditure : Renewals and Repairs Organisa-
tion into Districts, Differences in Books and Accounts explained
Hints on Matters of Importance.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/1 ; Abroad, 3/11.

MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXI of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (200

pp., 8vo.) By John Allcock, F.S.A.A, This work is based
on the methods adopted by some of the leading Municipalities
in England. The entire system of Bookkeeping and Checking of

Municipal Accounts is dealt with, and facsimiles of all Books and Forms
recommended are given. Synopsis : Introduction Ordering Goods
and Preliminary Measures relating to Accounts Checking Accounts
Presentation of Accounts Schedule of Cheques, &c. Income and

Expenditure Ledger Works Accounts Estimate and Expenditure
Rates Electricity Accounts Corporation Stock --Registration of Stock

Private Improvement Works Accounts Exchequer Contribution
Account Town Hall Lettings Police Pension Fund Account Petty
Cash, &c. &c. Insurance of Workmen Audit.

Net price (post free U.K.) 1O/6 ; Abroad, It/.

MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTS.
(See also Local Authorities' Accounts (p. 30) and Urban District

Councils' Accounts (p. 40).)

MUNICIPAL FINANCE.
(44 pp., 8vo.) By R. F. Miller, F.C.A. A pamphlet dealing with
some aspects of Municipal Finance and Accounts from the standpoint
of a Professional Auditor. 6d. net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 7d.

MUNICIPAL FINANCE FOR STUDENTS.
(7 PP- 8vo.) A. short work, written by an eminent Municipal
Accountant, on the most important features in Local Government
Finance for Students. 2/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 2/9.

MUNICIPAL INTERNAL AUDIT, A.

(140 pp., 8vo.) By A, Collins, F.S.A.A. Not only is the

Audit of the Collection of Rates and other peculiarly Municipal
Revenues lucidly set out in this work, but the trade undertakings

(such as Gas Works, Electricity Works, Waterworks, Tramways,
Markets, &c.) receive special attention.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/11.
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MUNICIPAL RATING.
(no pp., 8vo.) By A. James Pearce, A.C.A. A complete

practical guide for Municipal Rating, showing, step by step, the

duties which are necessary for the collection of Rates. The Com-

parative Charts, the specially compiled Returns from other Boroughs,
the Assessment Tables, and, in particular, many of the Forms which
are included in the book, have never appeared before in any similar

work, and have all been tested in actual practice.

SI- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

NEWSPAPER ACCOUNTS.
(238 pp., 8vo.) By B. J. Norton, F.C.A., and G. T. Feasey,
A.C.A. Synopsis: Introductory Books relating to Sales Booksrelating
to Advertisements Books relating to Contributions Books relating
to Purchases and Expenses Books relating to Cash Private Books

Departmental Checks upon the Bookkeeping Adaptation of the

System to Papers of Small Circulation Adaptation of the System
to Evening Papers Adaptation of the System to Weekly Papers
Specimen set of Books containing Entries representing Transactions

for one half-year Special Rulings of Books for Papers of Small
Circulation Special Rulings of Books for Evening Papers Special

Rulings of Books for Weekly Papers Index.
Net price (post free U.K.) 1O/- ; Abroad, 1O/6.

PAWNBROKERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XIII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (go pp.,

8vo.) By Fred Thornton and J. Henry May, A.S.A.A. This work
embodies a complete System of Accounts for this peculiar and (to
the outsider) complicated trade. The system has been perfected by
many years of experience in Pawnbroking circles, and is placed
before Accountants as the best, not only by reason of its meeting
the recognised requirements of modern accountancy, but above all

because it is already in operation in a large number of Single-shop
Pawnbroking Establishments, as well as in the Offices of up-to-date
Companies with Branches.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

PERSONAL AND DOMESTIC ACCOUNTS.
(56 pp., 8vo.) By J. G. P. Ibotson, A.C.A. A useful hand-
book, showing how to keep Personal Accounts on a proper
footing. Synopsis : Introductory Records of Payment Records of

Receipt The Cash Book Classification The Ledger Receipts and
Payments Account and Balance Sheet Income and Expenditure
Account Capital Accounts Comparative Statements Vouchers
Income Tax Trust Accounts Appendix Trustee Investments.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/2.

POLYTECHNIC ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XI of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.} (86 pp.,

8vo.) By H. Calder Marshall, F.C.A. A complete set of Book-

keeping and Accounts for Polytechnic Institutions. Synopsis : Intro-

ductory System of Finance List of Books Organisation of Staff

Chief Books of Account Departmental Books Subsidiary Statistical

Books The Final Accounts Capital Accounts Establishment

Charges Resolutions passed at Conference of Polytechnic Auditors
Grants Audit Appendix .

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.
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PRINTERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XVII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (80 pp.,
8vo.) By H. Lakin-Smith, Chartered Accountant. A thoroughly
reliable handbook on Bookkeeping for Printers. Summary of Contents :

Introduction Estimating Purchases Cash Books Wages Sales
Cost Accounts Private Ledger, &c. Balance Sheet Depreciation
Departmental Accounts Index.

3/6 net. Post free U.K.^3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

PROCESS COST ACCOUNTS.
(See Cost Accounts, p. 17.)

PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANTS.
(128 pp., 8vo.) By B. Worthington. An Historical Sketch.
This book gives an historical survey of the Profession in this

country from its early inception to the present time. It embraces,
amongst other chapters, one entitled " An Accountant's Report, about

1721," which is reprinted in full in an appendix, and which should

prove of undoubted interest to all .Accountants. Other subjects dealt

with are : The Early Progress of the Profession ; The Railway Mania
and its sequel ; Auditors, past and present ;

&c. &c. Throughout the
book there is much didactic information bearing on the subject of

Accountancy in a lucid manner.

2/6 net. Post free U.K. 2/9 ; Abroad, 2/1O.

PROMOTION AND ACCOUNTS OF A PRIVATE
LIMITED COMPANY, THE.

(88 pp , 8vo.) By M. Webster Jenkinson, F.C.A. A Paper
read before the members of various Chartered Accountants Students'

Societies in January 1911. Revised and Reprinted with an Index.

Synopsis : Advantages and Disadvantages on the Conversion of a
Business into a Private Limited Company Definition of "Private

Company
"

Procedure Memorandum of Association Articles of

Association Copies of Memorandum and Articles Sale Agreement
Fees Payable upon Incorporation Incorporation of the Company
Preliminary Expenses First Directors' Meeting Statistical Books to

be kept and Returns to be made to the Registrar Allotment of Shares

Statutory General Meeting Statutory Requirements Penalties for

Non-compliance with Statutory Requirements Entries in Financial
Books Adjustments in Vendor's Accounts Profits prior to Incorpora-
tion Share Capital Accounts - Forfeiture of Shares Debentures
Final Accounts and Audit Income Tax Conclusion.

Boards, 2/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 2/3.
Cloth, 2/6 ,, ,, 2/9; 2/10.

PUBLISHERS' ACCOUNTS.
(128 pp., 8vo.) By C. E. Allen. A complete system of Accounts
for Publishers, illustrated with numerous pro formd Accounts, and
a fully worked example of typical transactions Synopsis : Nature
of the Business Method and Organisation of the Book Trade Books
Routine Nature of the Ledger Accounts Stocktaking Balancing
Analysis of Subsidiary Books Worked Example of Typical Transac-

tionsCopyright Definition of Literary Property Peculiarities of its

Nature As a MonopolyCircumstances which affect the Value of

Copyright Duration and Term Copyright Act -Magazine Accounts,
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involving the Treatment of Printing Plant, Wages of Compositors,
&c. Outline Forms of Agreement between Author and Publisher
Electros, Stereos, List of Assets.

2/6 net. Post Free U.K. 2/9 ; Abroad, 2/1O.

QUARRY AND STONE MERCHANTS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXVII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (112
pp., 8vo.) By J. G. P. I botson, Chartered Accountant. A complete
System of Accounts for Quarry Owners and Managers and Stone
Merchants. Synopsis: Introductory Quarry Department Works
Department Transport Sales Department Financial Annual
Accounts Audit Branch Accounts Plant Accounts, &c. Granite

Sett, Slate, and Marble Quarries Appendices Index.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

RAILWAY ACCOUNTS, A DIGEST OF.
(92 pp., 8vo.) By A. C. Anderson, Chartered Accountant. This
work sets out briefly and concisely the sources from which the

figures appearing in the published accounts of a Railway Company
are compiled. Synopsis : TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT : Coaching Goods
Minerals. EXPENDITURE : Stores Department Works and Ways
Department Locomotive, Carriage, and Wagon Department. TRAFFIC
SECRETARY'S DEPARTMENT : General Secretarial Duties Accountancy
in the Secretary's Office. ACCOUNTANT'S DEPARTMENT : Audit Offices

(Coaching Goods and Minerals Mileage and Demurrage Returns
Government Duty on Passenger Traffic) Station Ledger Office Book-
keepers' Office List of Accounts Appendix. THE AUDIT OF RAILWAY
COMPANIES : General Remarks on the Professional Audit Forms of

Account prescribed by the Regulation of Railways Act, 1868 Index.

3 6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

RATING, MUNICIPAL.
(See Municipal Rating, p. 33.)

RECEIVER AND MANAGER IN POSSESSION, THE.
(52 pp., 8vo.) By A. Binnie, F.C.A., C.A. This work describes
the methods by which the Receiver and Manager carries out the

practical duties devolving upon him after his appointment, deals
with many of the difficulties which confront him, and contains
useful Forms and directions relating to the Preparation and Vouching
of the Receiver and Manager's Accounts. Carrying out of Contracts,

Management of Routine Work, Preferential Claims, Borrowing, Reali-

sation of Property, and Personal Liabilities incurred by Receivers and

Managers, are among the points dealt with in the book, which should
be of practical interest to the Student of Accountancy, and may, for

purposes of reference, appeal to many practitioners. Synopsis :

Appointment Preliminaries to Appointment by the Court Power to

Borrow immediately for certain purposes Acts after Appointment and
on taking Possession Management and Routine Work Preferential

Claims Income Tax Liquidation Removing Property Disputed
Property Realisation Conditions of Sale Delivery to Purchaser
Auctioneers' and Valuers' Charges Transfer of Debentures Transfer
of Shares Paying Money into Court The Receiver's Account

Discharge. 2/6 net. Post free U.K. 2/8 ; Abroad, 2/9.

RECEIVERS, LAW OF.
(See Law of Trustees, Liquidators, and Receivers, p 39.)
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RESERVES AND RESERVE FUNDS.
(See Depreciation, Reserves and Reserve Funds, p. 19 .)

SHIPBUILDERS' ACCOUNTS.
(See Engineers' and Shipbuilders' Accounts, p. 21.)

SHIPPING ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XL of " THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY "

Series, q.v.) (100 pp.,

8vo.) By R. R. Daly, Chartered Accountant. This important work
deals fully and explicitly with the Accounts of Shipping Companies.
The text is amply explained by the many Forms of Account which
are included. It deals with the following branches: The Accounts
of a Sailing Ship The Accounts of a Single-Ship Company The
Accounts of a Company owning several Vessels The Accounts of
a Line of Steamers Passenger Office Accounts.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

SHOPKEEPERS' ACCOUNTS.
(2nd Ed., 50 pp., 8vo.) By S. B. Quin, F.C.A. A System for
a Grocery, Provision, or General Store, which can be adapted to

the Accounts of a Shopkeeper engaged in any business. Synopsis :

Introduction Sales Ledger Sales Ledger Analysis Book Cash
Book Cash Book, Alternative Form Invoice Book General

Ledger Specimen Accounts General Remarks and Conclusion
Forms : Balance Sheet Sales Ledger Sales Ledger Analysis Book
Cash Book Cash Book, Alternative Form Invoice Book General

Ledger together with Specimen Accounts and Entries.

2/6 net. Post free U.K. 2/9 ; Abroad, 2/1O.

SINGLE COST ACCOUNTS.
(See Cost Accounts, p. 17.)

SOLICITORS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XII of " THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY "

Series q.v.). (2nd Ed.,
92 pp., 8vo.) By L. R. Dicksee, M.Com., F.C.A. Designed
to meet the requirements of either large or small practices, the

system of Accounts advocated is clearly described, and numerous
alternative methods, suitable under various circumstances, are fully
dealt with. The work consists of Six Chapters, and contains a fully
worked out set of pro forma Transactions illustrating the correct method
of keeping each book described. Among other important matters the

following are duly considered : The Separation of Clients' Moneys,
County Court Business, Agency Business, Draft Bills of Costs, &c.

Every effort has been made to formulate a system combining Simplicity
with Completeness and Practical Efficiency.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

STOCKBROKERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. IX of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY "

Series, q.v.) (2nd Ed.,
no pp., 8vo.) By W. D. Ca I laway, Chartered Accountant. The
unique system of Dealing and Accounting that obtains on the London
Stock Exchange is fully explained in this book. Synopsis : (i) The
method of dealing ; (2) The Settlement of Bargains ; (3) Minor and
Subjective Difficulties, Calls and Dividends, Rights, Options, Put and
Call, Giver and Taker, Arbitrage, Settlement, Department or Clearing
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House ; (4) Description of Books necessary for a Jobber ; (5)

Description of Books necessary for a Broker ; (6) Trial Balance ; (7)

Specimen Accounts ; (8) The Audit ; (9) Fraud in Stockbrokers'
Accounts. A Glossary of Stock Exchange Words and Phrases and a

comprehensive Index follow, the whole being supplemented by an

Appendix divided as follows : (a) Share Calculation Table ; (b) Stamp
Duties ; (c) Illustration of a Make-up ; (d) Commission usually

Charged by Brokers; (e)
Stock Exchange Rules relating to Official

Quotations. 3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

STUDENTS' GUIDE TO ACCOUNTANCY.
(and Ed., no pp., 8vo.) By L. R. Dicksee. M.Com., F.C.A.
This work affords reliable information for those who contemplate
entering the Accountancy Profession, and will be found of value
to all Articled Clerks in helping them to acquire the necessary
knowledge to enable them to pass their examinations. Synopsis :

A Sketch of the Accountancy Profession On being Articled

The Preliminary Examination The First Half of Articles The
Intermediate Examination The Last Half of Articles The Final
Examination Afterwards Appendix A : Pro forma Articles

Appendix B : Instructions "to Candidates Appendix C : Hints on

Preparation for the Examinations.

2/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 2/9.

SUPERTAX, THE, AND HOW TO AVOID OVER-
CHARGES AND PENALTIES.

(20 pp., Svo.) By C. E. Isaacs. This new work will be of timely
service to taxpayers, who, under the Finance Act, 1909, will be

compelled to disclose their total incomes from every source not to

obtain alleviation of their income-tax burdens, but to reveal to the

Inland Revenue authorities the extent to which they are liable to

increased taxation, under the newly imposed
"
Supertax."

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/1.

TABLE A. [REVISED.]
(22 pp., Svo.) Regulations for Management of a Company Limited

by Shares. 6d. net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 7d.

TERMINAL COST ACCOUNTS.
(See Cost Accounts, p. 18.)

THEATRE ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. V of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (81 pp.,

Svo.) By W. H. Chantrey, Chartered Accountant. This work sets

out the 'system of Recording the Receipts of a Theatre, with a

Complete Set of House Returns, and also details the method of

Checking the House and other Receipts. It deals with the Treasury
and other Expenditure, and includes a Form of Weekly Financial

Statement and Treasury Sheet. Advance Booking, Library Accounts,
Provincial Tours, and Authors' Fees are also dealt with, together with

the consideration of Cost of Production and Depreciation, with an

explanation of the Depreciation Table. Notes concerning the Revenue
Account and Balance Sheet, and the Audit are included, and the Appendix
contains Forms of Lord Chamberlain's Licences, Agreements with

Artistes, Authors, and Touring Company, a pro forma Balance Sheet

and Revenue Account, and a Depreciation and Sinking Fund Table for

100 years, at 3 to 6 per cent.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.
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TIMBER MERCHANTS 9 ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXXV of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (100
pp., 8vo.) By E. E. Smith, Chartered Accountant. The Accounts
of both the Wholesale and Retail Businesses are dealt with in this

volume, and information is given as to the methods necessary to

properly record the transactions of a firm having branches at various

places. 3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9; Abroad, 3/1O.

TIME TABLES
(See Bankruptcy and Company Time Tables, p. 10.)

TRAMWAY BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTS.
(Vols. XV and XLVIII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.)

(282 pp., 8vo.) By Donald McColl. This work is based upon the very
thorough and up-to-date methods in operation in the Glasgow Cor-

poration Tramways Department, and will be of considerable service to

Tramway Officials and others interested in Tramways, both here and in

America. The entire System of Accounting is clearly and fully described,
and facsimiles of all the Books and Forms recommended are given.

Synopsis : Introductory and General Traffic Wages General Stores
Power Stations Depots Works Permanent Way and Electrical

Equipment of Track Weekly Revenue and Expenditure Statement
General Bookkeeping Annual Balance Sinking Fund, Depreciation,
Renewal, and Reserve Funds Insurances Friendly Societies Super-
annuation Fund Valuation for Local Assessments, together with a

Supplement dealing with the following: Standardisation of Accounts
Disadvantages of Expenditure Ledger System Numerical List of

Accounts Allocation of Wages Allocation of Materials Special
Statistical Items suggested List of Forms Facsimiles of Books and
Forms Index. Net price (post free U.K.) 12/6 ; Abroad, 13/2.
THE SUPPLEMENT separately.

2/6 net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 2/9.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE UNION OF CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT STUDENT SOCIETIES.

(See Union, &c., p 40.)

TREATMENT OF FLUCTUATING CURRENCY IN
ACCOUNTS.

(60 pp., 8vo.) By A. E. Cutforth, A.C.A. This book deals as

shortly and concisely as possible with this particular branch of the

subject of Foreign Exchange. Simple examples have been used

throughout to illustrate the detailed explanations given. Among the
matters discussed in relation to fluctuating currency are : Treatment of

Revenue Receipts and Expenditure Treatment of Capital Expenditure
Current Account between an English and a Foreign Office Valuation

of Floating Assets and Liabilities Treatment of Stores Accounts
Differences in Exchange : how arising and how dealt with Use of
" Permutation " or " Conversions " Account.

2/6 net. Post free U.K. 2/9 ; Abroad, 2/1O.

TRIAL BALANCE BOOK, THE HANDY.
6d. net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, per copy, 7d.
Perdoz., 5/- net. Post free U.K., 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/8.
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TRUSTEES, LIQUIDATORS, AND RECEIVERS, A
CHART OF THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF.

By W. R. Willson, B.A., Barrister-at-Law. A Chart of the Liabilities,

Duties, Powers, Rights, Appointment and Removal of Trustees in

Bankruptcy, Compulsory, Voluntary, and Supervision Liquidations,
Trustees under Deeds, and Receivers.

I/- net. Post free U.K. and Abroad, 1/3.

TRUSTEES, LIQUIDATORS, AND RECEIVERS, THE
ACCOUNTS OF.

(Vol. XLI of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY "
Series, q.v.) (135

pp., 8vo.) By S. S. Dawson, M.Com., F.C.A., and H. R.

Graves, A.C.A. This Work deals fully with its subject, and
will be found of the greatest use to all Accountancy Practitioners.

It deals with the Accounts of Trustees in Bankruptcy, under Deeds of

Arrangement ; Liquidators in Compulsory Winding-up, in Voluntary
Winding-up, and in Winding-up subject to the supervision of the Court ;

"
Pending

"
Liquidations and Accounts of Receivers. All necessary

Forms and Examples are given, together with an exhaustive Index.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

TRUSTEES, LIQUIDATORS, AND RECEIVERS,
THE LAW OF.

(3rd Ed., 278 pp., 8vo.) By W. R. Willson, B.A., Barrister-

at-Law. A succinct statement of the law, as established by
the latest statutes and decisions, written analytically for students

reading for the Examinations of the Institute of Chartered Accountants
and the Society of Accountants and Auditors. The work deals

with the Appointment and Removal, the Rights, Powers, Duties, and
Liabilities of Trustees in Bankruptcy : Trustees under Schemes or

Compositions and in Administrations of Deceased Insolvents : Special

Managers in Bankruptcy : Trustees under Private Deeds of Arrange-
ment : Liquidators in Compulsory Winding-up : Provisional Liquidators:

Special Managers in Winding-up : Liquidators in Voluntary Winding-up :

Liquidators in Winding-up under Supervision : Receivers appointed
by the Court : Managers and Consignees : Receivers appointed by
Parties, together with Abbreviations, Definitions, Index to Cases cited.

Appendix of Forms, Time Table, and Chart.
Net price (post free U.K.) 1O/6 ; Abroad, 11/-

(See also Receiver and Manager in Possession, p. 35.)

UNDERWRITERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) 2nd Ed.,

(loopp., 8vo.) By E. E. Spicer, F.C.A., and E. C. Pegler, F.C.A.
This work deals somewhat fully with the general principles underlying
the business, in order that those not acquainted with Accounts of this

nature may more readily grasp the system laid down ; but the whole

subject has necessarily been dealt with from the point of view of

Accounts. Since the first edition of this book was published the system
of Account-keeping at Lloyd's has materially altered in certain respects,

necessitating a thorough revision of the text. The general adoption of

what is known as "
Syndicate Form," which involves considerable

difficulties from an Accountancy point of view, rendered necessary the

addition of a special chapter on this subject, which is amply
illustrated by specimen forms and accounts.

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/3 ; Abroad, 5/4.
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UNION OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT STUDENT
SOCIETIES' JOINT TRANSACTIONS.

(8vo.) This publication, which is issued annually, contains selected

and edited Lectures and Essays read before the various Chartered
Accountant Students' Societies.

The issue for 1910 (8vo., xvi. + 336 pp.) contains the following
Lectures : The Audit and Investigation of the Accounts of

Executors and Trustees, by F. R. M. de Paula, A.C.A. ; The
Acquisition of a Business by a Limited Company, by R. C. de

Zouche, A.C.A. ;
The Practical Work of a Trustee under a Deed of

Assignment, by H. R. Graves, A.C.A., F.C.I.S.; Guarantees and
Indemnities, by Tinsley Lindley. LL.D. ; The Rights and Duties of

Executors, Trustees, and Administrators, by Ernest Wilson ; What is

an Annual Balance Sheet ? by Eric M. Carter, F.C.A. ; Treatment of

Fluctuating Currency in the Accounts of English Companies, by Arthur
E. Cutforth, A.C.A. ; Some Remarks on Income and Super Tax and
its Legal Evasion, by E. E. Spicer, F.C.A. ; The Sale of Goods Act,

by Horace Wilson ; Some Notes on the Preparation and Audit of a

Balance Sheet, by W. R. Hamilton, J.P., F.C.A. ; Private Companies
and Limited Partnerships, by R. C. de Zouche, A.C.A. ; Reduction in

Value of Machinery and Plant, in Relation to Income Tax Assessment,
by C. E. Isaacs; Some Practical Points on Receiverships, by H. R.

Graves, A.C.A., F.C.I.S. ; Theatrical Accounting, by A. J. Foster,
A.C.A. ;

A System of Consignment Accounts which I have met with in

Auditing, by Stephenson Grace, A.C A.
;
Ten Minute Papers.

4/- net. Post free U.K. 4/4 ; Abroad, 4/6.

URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XLV of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (140 pp.,

8vo.) By F. S. Eckersley. This work provides a complete practical
manual illustrative of the method of keeping the Accounts of Local

Authorities on the basis of Income and Expenditure, for the use

of Clerks and Accountants to Urban District Councils. The book will

also be found useful to Clerks to Rural District Councils, Assistant Over-

seers, Rate Collectors, and other Financial Officers, to members of Local
Authorities interested in financial matters affecting local government,
and to students of municipal finance. Synopsis : Introduction General
District Revenue, Income General District Revenue, Expenditure
Income from Loans and Capital Outlay Private Street Works Accounts
Income from and Expenditure in connection with Reproductive

Undertakings Education Accounts Audit and General Financial

Administration, together with 56 Forms, Appendix and Index.

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

VADE MECUM, ACCOUNTANT'S AND BOOK-
KEEPER'S.

(168 pp., 8vo.) By G. E. Stuart Whatley, Chartered

Accountant. This Work consists of a Series of practical Articles

upon Capital and Revenue Expenditure, Revenue Accounts, Defi-

ciency Accounts. Statements of Affairs, Depreciation, Reserve and

Sinking Funds, Adjustment of Partnership Accounts, Joint Stock

Companies' Accounts, Tabular Bookkeeping, Hotel and Theatre

Accounts, and other matters not generally dealt with in existing works

on Bookkeeping, together with useful Forms and Directions and
numerous Pro forma Accounts.

Net price (post free U.K.) 7/6; Abroad, 7/11.
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WATER COMPANIES' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XIX of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY "

Series, q.v.) (80 pp.,

8vo.) By F. Key, Incorporated Accountant. The complete system of

Bookkeeping advocated is illustrated by full pro formd Accounts.

Synopsis : Introduction. Chapter I. Meter and General Rent Ledgers
and books subsidiary thereto. Chapter II. The Collection of the

Company's Rents and the internal check thereon. Chapter III.

The Stores Department : Intake and Delivery. Chapter IV. The

Principal Financial Books ; Capital and Revenue ; Audit. Chapter
V. Miscellaneous Books; Conclusion. Appendices: Accounts

of the Hillside Water Company ;
Trial Balance ;

Revenue and Capital
Accounts and Balance Sheet ; Extracts from Acts of Parliament

pertaining to Water Companies' Accounts. Index.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

WEST AFRICAN GOLD MINING ACCOUNTS.
(134 pp.,8vo.) By Fred J. Lock, A.S.A.A. This practical guide
for the introduction and working of a system of accounts suitable for a

gold mine in West Africa is the result of the many years' experience
the Author had as Chief Accountant on some of the largest gold mines
of that country. In carrying out the duties which devolve upon an
Accountant on a mine, the need is often felt of a book of reference

giving some concise and workable system of accounts, suitable for

either large or small undertakings, and this book will, it is hoped,
prove of value to mine managers and accountants, and those whose
business brings them into contact with mining companies. The work
is freely illustrated with Forms distributed throughout the text, and
deals with the engagement of Workmen and Conditions of Service, &c.,
Allocation Lists, Time-keeping, Stores, the General Bookkeeping and
Final Accounts, Record Books. Returns, &c., and the Head Office

Books. The Forms have for the most part been put to the test by
actual use on the West African Goldfields.

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/3 ; Abroad 5/4.

WINE AND SPIRIT MERCHANTS' ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XXXII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (190
pp., 8vo.) By A. Sabin. This book describes a complete system of

Accounts on a thoroughly practical basis, suitable for a small Country
Business, or one with a large Town connection. The transactions
of the " Universal Wine and Spirit Company" are followed in detail

from the receipt of an Order to the appropriation of the Profits in

the Partners' Balance Sheet. The system is a simple one, and the
books self-balancing. The technical information given, with the
Customs and Excise Regulations and Duties, and Licences payable in

dealing with Wines and Spirits, will be found useful.

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/6.

WOOLLEN ACCOUNTS.
(Vol. XLIII of "THE ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY" Series, q.v.) (76 pp.,
8vo.) By J. Mackie. A complete System of Bookkeeping for

Woollen and other Warehousemen. Describes fully the necessary
Books and Forms for the Warehouse and the Counting House,
together with the Statistical Books.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.
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A LIST OF THE VOLUMES OF THE

ACCOUNTANTS' LIBRARY

A SERIES of 51 Handbooks, each separate volume of which deals

with a system of Bookkeeping suitable for the particular business

described, together with a complete set of pro forma Accounts. Demy 8vo

size, uniformly bound in cloth, gold lettered.

I. BANK BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTS.
2nd Ed. (Meelboom & Hannaford.) Double Number.

(See p. 9.) 5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/6.

II. AUCTIONEERS' ACCOUNTS.
and Ed. (Dicksee.) (See p. 7.)

.

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 : Abroad, 3/1 0.

III.- BUILDERS' ACCOUNTS.
2nd Ed. (Walbank.) (See p. 13.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

IV. AGRICULTURAL ACCOUNTS AND INCOME TAX.

(Meats.) Double Number. (See p. 7.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4; Abroad, 5/5,

V. THEATRE ACCOUNTS.

(Chantrey.) (Seep. 37-)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

VI. CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES' ACCOUNTS.

(Sugden.) Double Number. (See p. 16.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/3 ; Abroad, 5/4.

VII. GAS ACCOUNTS.
2nd Ed. (The Editor.) Double Number. (See p. 25.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

VIII. MINERAL WATER MANUFACTURERS' ACCOUNTS,

(Lund & Richardson.) (See p. 30.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/tO,

IX. STOCKBROKERS' ACCOUNTS.
2nd Ed. (Ca I laway,) (See p. 36.)

3/6 net. Post fret U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/tO.

GEE & CO. (PUBLISHERS) LTD.,
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X. GRAIN, FLOUR, HAY, AND SEED MERCHANTS'
ACCOUNTS.

(Johnson.) (Set p. 26.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

XL POLYTECHNIC ACCOUNTS.

(Marshall.) (See p. 33.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.
.

XII. SOLICITORS' ACCOUNTS.
2nd Ed. (Dicksee.) (See p. 36.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 39 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

XIII. PAWNBROKERS' ACCOUNTS.

(Thornton & May.; (See p. 33.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

XIV. ENGINEERS' AND SHIPBUILDERS' ACCOUNTS.
2nd Ed. (Burton.) (See p. 21.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3 1O.

XV. TRAMWAY ACCOUNTS.
(McColl.) Triple Number. (See p. 38.)

Net price (post free) U.K. 1O/6 ; Abroad, 11/-

XVI. AUSTRALIAN MINING COMPANIES' ACCOUNTS.
(Godden & Robertson.) (See p 9.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 39 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

XVII. PRINTERS' ACCOUNTS.

(Lakin-Smith.) (See p. 34.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9; Abroad, 3/1O.

XVIII.-MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS' ACCOUNTS.

(May.) (Seep. 30.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

XIX. WATER COMPANIES' ACCOUNTS.
(Key.) (Seep. 4 i.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

XX. FISHING INDUSTRY ACCOUNTS.
(Williamson.) (See p. 24.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

XXI. MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTS.
(Allcock.) Triple Number. (Set p. 32.)

Net price (post free) U.K. 1O/6 ; Abroad, 11 /-

XXII. UNDERWRITERS' ACCOUNTS.
2nd Ed. (Spicer & Pegler.) (See p. 39.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/3 ; Abroad, 6/4
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XXIII. JEWELLERS' ACCOUNTS.

(Allen Edwards.) Double Number. (See p. 28.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/6.

XXIV. MULTIPLE-SHOP ACCOUNTS.

(Hazelip.) (Seep. 31.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/1 ; Abroad, 3/11.

XXV. BUILDING SOCIETIES' ACCOUNTS.

(Grant-Smith.) (See p. 13.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

XXVI. DEPRECIATION, RESERVES, AND RESERVE FUNDS.
2nd Ed. (Dicksee.) (See p. 19.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 I Abroad, 3/1 0.

XXVII. QUARRY ACCOUNTS.

(Ibotson.) (See p. 35.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1

XXVIII. FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' ACCOUNTS.

(Furnival Jones.) Doublel Number. (See p. 25.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/6.

XXIX. ELECTRIC LIGHTING ACCOUNTS.

(Johnson.) Double Number. (Seep. 21.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 : Abroad, 5/5.

XXX. FRAUD IN ACCOUNTS.
2nd Ed. (Editor.) (See p. 24.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

XXXI. DRAPERS' ACCOUNTS.
2nd Ed. (Richardson.) Double Number. (See p. 20.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/6.

XXXII. WINE MERCHANTS' ACCOUNTS.
(Sabin.) Double Number. (See p. 41.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/6.

XXXIII. DAIRY ACCOUNTS.
(See p.

3/6 net.
'

Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.
(Rowland.) (See p. 19.)

P(

XXXIV. BRICKMAKERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Fox.)** (See p. 13)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/11.

XXXV. TIMBER MERCHANTS' ACCOUNTS.
(Smith.) (Seep. 38.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

GEE & CO. (PUBLISHERS) LTD.,
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XXXVI. INSURANCE COMPANIES' ACCOUNTS.
(Tyler.) Triple Number. (Set p. 28.)

Net price (post free) U.K. 1O/6 ; Abroad, 11/-

XXXVII. HOTEL ACCOUNTS.
(Dicksee.) (See p. 26.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

XXXVIII. LAUNDRY ACCOUNTS.
(Livesey.) (See p. 29.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

XXXIX. COTTON SPINNERS' ACCOUNTS.
(Moss.) Double Number. (See p. 19.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

XL. SHIPPING ACCOUNTS.
(Daly.) (Seep. 36.)

3/6 n,et. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

XLI. TRUSTEES', LIQUIDATORS', AND RECEIVERS'
ACCOUNTS.

(Dawson.) (See p. 39.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O.

XLII. MULTIPLE-COST ACCOUNTS.
(Garry.) (Seep. 17.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1 0.

XLIII. WOOLLEN, Ac., ACCOUNTS.
(Mackie.) (Seep. 41.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1O

XLIV. BREWERS' AND BOTTLERS' ACCOUNTS.

(Lanham.) Triple Number. (See p. 13.)
Net price (post free) U.K. 1O/6 ; Abroad, 11/

XLV. URBAN DISTRICT COUNCILS' ACCOUNTS.

(Eckersley.) Double Number. (See p. 40.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

XLVI. TERMINAL COST ACCOUNTS.

(Nisbet.) (See p. 18.)

3/6 net. Post free U.K. 3/9 ; Abroad, 3/1

XLVII. SINGLE COST ACCOUNTS.

(Mitchell.) Double Number. (See p. 17.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

XLVIII. TRAMWAY BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNT
SIMPLIFIED (a Supplement to Vol. XV). (See p. 38

(McColl.)
2/6 net. Post free U.K. 2/9 ; Abroad, 2/9.
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XLIX. PROCESS COST ACCOUNTS.

(Garry.) Double Number. (See p. 17.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

L. BAKERS' ACCOUNTS.

(Meggison.) Double Number. (See p. 9.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

LI. COLLIERY ACCOUNTS.

(Mann.) Double Number. (See p. 14.)

5/- net. Post free U.K. 5/4 ; Abroad, 5/5.

To Subscribers to 2O or more volumes at a time these are

published at the special subscription rate of 2s. 6d. per "Single"

number, 3s. 9d. per "Double" number, and 5s. per "Triple"

number. The subscription prices, CARRIAGE PAID, are as follows :

UNITED KINGDOM. ABROAD.

s d s d

Volumes I. to XX 2 17 6 3 4 4

Volumes XXI. to LI. .. , ^ . ^.
4 19 6 5 1O 4

Volumes I. to LI. .. .. .. 7 17 O 8 14 8

Single copies of any volume may be obtained at the ordinary rates,

as detailed above.
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